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i SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Environmental Protection Authori::y (E?A) has assessed the proposals oy 
the '..Jater Author:. -:y of ~,JA to continue to develop :.:::e g:-aundwater resource ·:>f 
the Gnangara Mour.d for ?Ublic water supply requi~e~a~ts. 

As part of this assessmes_::, an Snvi:onmental Revie· ... - a.:-.C :1anagernent P;:-og::-a:mne 
(ER."1P) ·,.;as prepa::-eC.. and released :or publi·: :~·.¥:.-2·,; for a tocal of f:-,e 
months, concludi~g on 25 ~arch 1987. A ~oral of 36 s~bc~ssions ~ere :ecei-,ed 
by the EPA. 

In addition to the £R."1P and submissions, the EP.; c~nver:ed an Advisor:r Gr0up 
to obtain specialist advice. As well, further i~o~ation was sought f::-om 
the Water Authori::y. 

The EPA considers that the Gnangara Mound Grcund~ater Resources C~~p 

provides an excellent basis from which the enviror~ental implications of :~e 

proposals can be reviewed. Fur~her, the a~?roach of a continui~g 

e.n•rirorunental assessment '::>eyond this review is a:;:?ro?riate to developme'.1t:s 
on and management of :he Gnangara ~ound. 

The EPA considers that :~e 

Authority using appropr~ate. 

groundwacer levels, is a 
information avai:able now. 

approach adopted -~ :~e E~~p by the ~E:er 
modelling techniques __ predict chaGges in 

balanced practical e=:~r: based on the best 

The ~acer Au:ho~::y sought the EPA's advice on :~e e~vironmental criter~a 
::hat should ·~e adopted for •,.;eclands when .::.e.7e'!.c?ing envirorunenta.±..-Y 
acceptable gr-our.dwater management. For t!.:lose ·.;e:.:a:-,ds within Cat:.egor:r l 
('..Jet lands of e:{.c.epcionally high natural and;'o::- ::::..:::.a.:;. use at::ributas) and 
Ca-:egory 2 \ove::=..ands •,.;ith relativel:; intact :1a::·..:=-a:. systems), the '2?A ':'.as 
recommended -:hat. :here should be no change to t~e ex.:..s::.ng natural regime of 
·...rarer quali::.)~ and quantity. The EPA is of ::::e ·.r:..ew that there is some 
li::nited scope for water level changes in ·,.;et lands ·.;i :::-.:..n 
ar..d seasonal var1.at1on. The minimum 'Nater .ie-;e.:. is 

their normal range 
also an important 
aesthet~cs, ~a::.er environmental 

qualir:.y and 
consideration, for 

fr:..nging ~egetation. 

reasons of 
Therefore ::.=:.::: ::.?.:._ has also recornmenC.ed 

minimwn summer water levels. 

iN11ile the envirorunental impacts of the draw·dow-r: ?redicted in the ER."1P are 
seen as being acceptable for some wetlands, ot~e::-s ~ould be significan~ly 
affected. These wetlands, including Loch McNess, Lake Joondalup, Lake 
Yonderup, Lake J andabup, Yeal Swamp, Lake Mari;;ini·~p, Lake Bindiar, Lake 
Nowergup and Coo gee Springs would be altered to va=:.,ing degrees but, in each 
case, the predicted decline is considered by the ~?A to be unacceptable. 

The EPA considers that, on the basis of resea~c~ into the rela~ionship 
between vegetation and the superficial aquifer on ~~e Gnangara Mound, ~he 

impact of the proposals on upland vegetation is eX?ec~ed to be minimal. 

In view of its recommendations on acceptable water level changes in wetlands 
on the Gnangara ~ound, and recognising the influence of the pine plan~ations 
within State Forest 65 on the groundwater resou~ce, ~~e EPA considers :hat 
management of the pine plantations needs to be c~nsistent with groundwacer 
resource and environmental objectives. 
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:c-:e ::?.~. :or:siders -::ha: ::he ·,.;anne:-oo Groundwa::er Advisory Com.m:.::-:::ee has Deer. 
o~n t:~::-2:-.::.ive means of p::::>vidi:-.g advice or. · .. ;ater allocatior:.s to :he :,..7ater 
_.:.,~.., ::..,o::.·:. :-.-

a neeC. for t::-:e c'Ommuni ::: ::o embrace t.he nee C. for ·..;ater 
~esoG:2e ~ar.agement, not only for public and ~rivate Du:-uoses bu: also for 
e~Yii:c:-.::-,e::::al ar.C. social :::-easor.s. \•later :..s· a fini::e. re.sou:-:::::e t!"lat is 

for l:.:e anG is ·:~:;;::! ::-... mai"'"',."a_{ ........ _:-.. -_0. our q•·.:::l<.-., o= 1;.::~ T',-e FP~ ---- - - - ............. -~-- ..... ....__-:;::_ .... -~-""'-

-:or.si.Ce::-s t':-:at :::-:e control of ·..;ater dema:-.C and conse~;a:::.on of ·...racer as 
exce.me:y ~mporta~:: to the de~elopcent of ?er:~. 

-:'he 2?.; i.s concerned about :>rivat.e groundwat.er abstraction pr-oposals~ given 
:hat sue~ proposals are closer ::o the envi:orunentally sensitiv·e wetlands 
than ::~e proposed Pinjar wellfield~ and abstrac~ion ~ould be more 
concenc:::-a~ed than from t~e Scheme. The po~ential consequences of these 
proposa:s can be more significan-t at the local level than those of the Water 
Author:£.::.~, and the Deed for modelling o: these abstractions is as 
:;npor::ar:::. 

The E?A is of the opinion tha= acceptance of the whole of :2e proposed 
?inj a:c G:::-our.dwater Scheme ·..;ould be prernat~:::-e 1n view o: t:=:e detailed 
model~ing being prepared. rece~~ groundwa~e:::- use proposals Nithin the 
adjace-r.t: "..Janneroo Groundwat:er Area and ::::-ecogn.:...s:..:1g the possible i::;-plications 
of reccr:'..Inendations in this repor-:. rtoweve:::-. :::e enviror.menta.:. i::n-plica-:::ions 
of the lst Stage of the ?:njar Scheme, along ?erry Road, are cocsidered to 
be environmentally acceptable. ~~e further s~ages of the Pi~jar Scheme are 
enviro~er.tally acceptable in ?rinciple, a~d details can be cocsidereC in 
the l:..gh~ of furt~er information. 

Manageme;::t of t!:l.e Gnangara Mound needs to ·:)e interactive and :.::erative, 
being ::nodi:ied as additional :..:""lformation :.s obtained. :~is i::erative 
manageme~t ?recess must apply ~o the whole o: the grounCwater resource and 
all of :..::s users, public anC. ?rivate. As a conseque!lce, the q_uotas for 
public · ... ·at:er suppLy schemes as well as the proclaimed Groundwa-::er Areas need 
:o be :::-evie•..;ed and reassessed over time ar.d. 'Nith changi11g cir;:·..;.;nstances, 
:..ncludi::g clima::c char:.ge. 

0evelop~e~-::, cont~ol and management of :.ie Gnangara ~our:C requires 
signi~icant commi~ment and clea~ direction. :~e S?A does ~o~ cc~sider that 
any sir:!g;le agency or boGy can or shoulG prov1ae all o: ::-.is. Policy 
direction needs to be ?::ovideC by the Go~:err-.ment. Such polic:.es should 
recognise the limits of the resources of the :~ound and provide the means of 
making societal decisions. With these poiic:.es in place, ~~e coordination 
and plar.ning roies can then be carried out. 

The EPA believes that a hierarc~y of policy :1aK1ng 1 advisor:.· ar:d. technical 
groups ;1eeds to be etablished f_or the Gr:.angara M.ound 1 involving the 
Government, key Government agencies and ::.:>cal interest:s. The::--e would be 
thr·•.e levels to such a structure, comprising a ?olicy Coord:.nating Group, a 
Tee. nical Advisory Group, a~d a ~anaging Group. 

The EPA concluded that: 

the Gnangara 
public water 
values of the 

~ound 

supply 
~ound; 

groundwacer resource 
whi:st mai~taining ::he 

is able :o ~a 
high e~viro~~e~tai and s 

Stage 1 of the Pinjar Groundwa~er Scheme is environmentally 
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S~ages 2 and 3 o: :.:--.e Pinjar Ground•.va:er Sc:;e:-:1e a:.e, .. _ ~~~.:--.ci;:;l2.. 

e::'r:.:::-onmer.:ally accep:a."::>:.e but ·..;ill need eo be revised :.:--. :=--.e ::..gh:: of. 
!.."'ecomrnenda:ions in t!:"-;i.s :-e?OC': and considered again by the ::?.'"':.: ar:C 

?~CO~~ATION 1 

~e EPA has concluded that, subject to the EPA's recommendations in this 
:eport, the plans and policies for land uses on the Gnangara Mound resulting 
ccom mechanisms proposed in the ERMP would be environmentally acceptable and 
cecommends that these proceed accordingly. 

aECOMMENDATION 2 

:he EPA recommends that the concepts of sustainable yield of resources and 
maintenance of ecological systems should be central to decisions affecting 
management of groundwater resources of the Gnangara Mound, in accordance 
·with the State Conservation Strategy. 

?~COMMENDATION 3 

:he EPA recommends that the Water Authority manage public and private 
g:oundwater abstraction from the Gnangara Mound such that the drawdown does 
~ot have an impact greater than that specified by the EPA in this report. 
?'.lrthermore, the EPA recommends that some defined wet lands should experience 
~o change in their existing regime of water quality and quantity, within 
~ormal climatic variations and that these and other wetlands should have 
~nimum summer water levels specified which the EPA considers would be 
e~vironmentally acceptable. (These are given in Table 6.1.) 

RECOMMENDATION 4 

~he EPA recommends that management plans for the land managed by the 
)epartment of Conservation and Land Management (existing and proposed) on 
~e Gnangara Mound should include protection 8f native vegetation and 
~etlands as principle objectives for management. These management plans, as 
:ar as they relate to State Forest 65, should clearly reflect the priority 
purpose for State Forest 65, water production. Management objectives for the 
·..;etlands should be consistent with the water level targets recommended by 
the EPA in this report. 

RECOMMENDATION 5 

The EPA recommends that the pine plantations in State Forest 65 be managed 
with the objective of achieving and maintaining their water use at a level 
~~t is no more than that of pre-existing native vegetation. The EPA 
understands that this represents an average basal area within the pine 
plantation of approximately 11 square metres per ha. 

RECOMMENDATION 6 

The EPA recommends that the State Planning Commission and Department of 
Conservation and Land Management initiate the consolidation into managed 
conservation reserves those wetlands and upland native vegetation areas on 
the Gnangara Mound identified by the EPA as having conservation value .. For 
wetlands within the public estate, priority should be for those which fall 
into: 

Category 1 (Wetlands of exceptionally high natural and/or human use 
attributes); 
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Category 2 ('.Jetlands with relatively intact natural systems); and 

Category 3 (Wetlands which have been highly modified but which are 
co~sidered to play important roles in their urban and/or rural settings), 

of :he EPA's Draft Guidelines for Wetland Conservation in the Perth 
~etropolitan Area. 

RECO~S~DATION 7 

The ~PA recommends that, where areas of high conservation occur on private 
property, means for protecting and ensuring their management should be 
initiated by the Department of Conservation and Land Management and State 
Planning Commission. 

RECOMMENDATION 8 

The ~PA recommends that the private water allocation quotas proposed in the 
L~ be reviewed and revised, if necessary, to ensure that they meet the 
water level targets for wetlands recommended by the EPA in this report. 

RECOMMENDATION 9 

The SPA endorses the current approach of the Water Authority in widely 
publishing the limits on groundwater availability for the Gnangara Mound. 
The EPA recommends that these figures should be updated and published 
annually with emphasis on those areas of high conflict for the use of the 
resource so that limits to growth and development can be clearly seen by all 
interested parties. 

RECOMMEN~ATION 10 

The EPA 
reduction 

recommends 
in public 

RECOMMENDATION 11 

that the 
water demand 

Water Authority actively encourage further 
through its Water Conservation Strategy. 

The EPA recommends that. the ~ater Authority continue to review and develop 
methods to improve monitoring and control of all public and private bores, 
for the purpose of managing the water resource. 

RECOMMENDATION 12 

The EPA recognises that there are costs associated with management of the 
groundwater resource and recommends that the State Government initiate a 
scheme whereby these environmental management costs are borne by the users 
of ~he water resources. 

REt~MMENDATION 13 

The EPA recomkends that Environmental and Planning policies be 
that minimise the impact of land use activities (especially those 
a high water use or are likely to cause pollution to groundwaters) 
groundwater and wetlands and provide protection of the water 
co~$ervation of wetlands and upland vegetation. 
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RECOMMENDATION 14 

The EPA recommends that the local authorities located on the Gnangara Mound 
incorporate in their statutorJ Town Planning Schemes, policies, zones and 
such other mechanisms as appropriate, the objectives of: 

protection of the groundwater resource of the Gnangara Mnund; and 

conservation of wetlands, including their buffer zones. 

RECOMMENDATION 15 

The EPA recommenda that Stage 1 of the Pinjar Scheme, along Perry Road, is 
environmentally acceptable. 

RECOMMENDATION 16 

The EPA accepts, in principle, Stages 2 and 3 of the Pinjar Scheme as being 
environmentally acceptable but recommends that the water Authority revise 
them in the light of this Report and Recommendations and refers them to the 
EPA for further consideration. 

RECOMMENDATION 17 

The EPA concludes that the staged development of groundwater schemes, which 
permits the matching of grow~h in demand with supply and the tailoring of 
schemes to minimise environmental impact, is an environmentally acceptable 
approach and recommends that it be applied to future groundwater schemes. 

RECOMMENDATION 18 

The EPA recommends that the commitments given by the Water Authority in the 
£RMP and reproduced in Appendix D of this report should form the basis for 
management of the Gnangara Mound groundwater resource. 

RECOMMENDATION 19 

The EPA recommends that the basis for decision-making and the criteria 
established for conservation of the environment and of the groundwater 
resource be subject to regular review and updated as further information 
becomes available. 

RECOMMENDATION 20 

The EPA recommends that the 
monitoring, additional to the 
in the ERMP, be undertaken: 

following specific areas of research and 
existing monitoring programme and commitments 

clarify the relationship between groundwater level and wetland water 
quality; and 

improve 
Gnangara 
limited. 

understanding of the conservation value of wetlands on the 
Mound, especially those for which information on their value is 
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RECOMMENDATION 21 

The EPA recommends that the Water Authorit::• should submit brief annual and 
more detailed triennial reports on enviro~~ental monitoring and management 
of the Gnangara Mound to the EPA. 

RECOMML~ATION 22 

7he EPA considers that many issues in relation to the Gnangara Mound cannot 
be considered by any single agency and cecommends that policy direction, 
broad planning and management on the Gnangara Mound should be undertaken by 
the Government. The EPA suggests the following structure and representation 
for the Government's consideration: 

a. A Policy 
formulation 

Coordinating Group, with responsibility 
policy .directions, comprising -

Department of the Premier and Cabinet (Chairman) 
Water Authority of WA 
State Planning Commission 
Environmental Protection Authority. 

to Cabinet for 

o. A Technical Advisory Group, to provide specific planning and management 
advice to the Policy Coordinating Group, comprising -

Water Authority of WA 
Western Australian ~ater Resource Council 
State Planning Commission 
Department of Conservation and Land Management 
Department of the Premier and Cabinet 
Environmental Protection Authority 
Department of Agriculture 
City of wanneroo 
Shire of Gingin. 

Groundwater The 1ir.tanneroo 
Committees as 
applications 
Authority. 

Advisory Committee continue, and 
be established, to provide 
groundwater establishment to 

appropriate 
for private 

viii 

other such 
advice on 
the Water 



l. INTRODUCTION 

:"::e <:'8::.::::.r:."-.leC g:-:·...-::: ~:1 po;:.ulation ar.C. ?e::-.- capita ·..,;a.:er dema:-:d in c:--.e ::o:::-.
~est Corrido~ ~as lead :he Water Authority of ~es:er~ Aus::aiia to ?ropcse 
:~e expansion of :::.cs capability to supply ·..;ater to ::-tis area. 

?allowing a ::-ev~ew of alternative sources. :he Water Au:hori:y propose~ :~a: 
:':le srollr.d·...,·a:e::- :esource of :he Gnangara :fot.!r:d sho·...:2.C '::>e f·...::.-:~er de·:e:_:JpeC. 
~i:~ a ser~es oi four ~ellfields bei~g cons:r~c:ed as f~rther grQwt~ ~~ 

ur~ar:. la~d :akes ?lace. 

?he ~etropo:i:a~ Water Authority (now Water Author::y of WA) approac~ed :~e 

Enviro~~ental Protection Authority (EPA) in April 1985 #ith separa:e 
proposals :o C.evelop the Pinj ar and =...exia Groundwater Schemes. :'he :::.?.4. 
indicated that an Environmental Review and Management ?rogramme (£~~?) 

should be p::::.-epared, and that ::he doc'...liDent should consider future •..;a::er 
resource development for the •..;hole of the Mound and the management 
requ~rements of ~hat resource. 

~ecog~isi~g ~~e existing private abstraction f~om ~he ~ound, the Wa::er 
-~uthority has p:::-oposed that the available groundwat.er :::esou::::.-ce be al::..oca::ed 
Oec:..;een ?ublic and private requirements. As an add:..::ional major user of :~e 

:::esot.:rce, co::s:..::eration has also Oeen given :CJ t=:e requirements of :::-:.e 
::a:u::al env:.:-o::-.m:e-nt. In order to achieve a balance be:::~..Jeen demands :or- ::-te 
f:..:1i :e resource. a ·,.;ater and land use management: st.rat:egy has ·:)een 
?reposed. 

":;:'he ::?1'1P ·..;as ::e:eased for public review for 0.:. mont=:s, ci.osing on 25 ?eDr-....:a..:-:t 
:ss;. ?ol:.o•..;i::g an approach from ':he Ci::: .. ~ of rl'lanr.e:::-oo and ·.vi eh the suppo:::-:: 
of :::te ·,.;ar.::e:- .~.uthority, the EP~\ extended the :::-evieT.v per:..od by a f'...ir:::-:er 
:non t:-.. 

:o:al ·~c submissions were recei~.red Oy the Issues raised :::-.em 
·..;ere provided. :-,..., :he Water Authorit:y for c.orrunent. 

~ware of ::r.e significant environmental and relared socia~ implications o: 
:te proposals, :.he EPA appointed an Advisory Group to provide advi·:e 0r. a 
~ange of·aspects contained in the E~~P. 

implications of ~he 
Gover~ent age~cy 

Protection Authori t:r has rev:..ewed the envi:rcr~rne:-.:a.l 

proposals through the evaluation of the ER~P. pub~ic a~C 

submissions, the report of ::he Advisory Group and 
addi ::ional ad"r:ce provided to the EPA. 

2. ASSESSMENT APPROACH AND PHILOSOPHY 

~he Gnangara ~ound constitutes a very significant water resource, a~d i:: is 
easi::..y accessib2.e over most of its 2 100 square kilomer:res. This resource is 
already accessed. for public and private water supplies. The superfic:..al 
aaui=er also supports a wide range of flora. :auna and wetlands. T~ese 

e.nvi:::-onmental '~uali ties represent a substantial par:: of the enviroP..mer:.cal 
and social va:~es of the region. Additional abstraction of groundwater f~om 
:he ~ound has ::::-:e potential to significantly threar.en -:hese values. 

·,..nen the separate ~otices of Ietent for the ?reposed Pinj ar and I..exia 
Groundwacer Sc~emes were submitted, the EPA considered ::hat it ~.;as more 
appropriate ::o address the Gnangara Mound 'Mater resources as a '.inole ar:.d 
then assess :~e individual groundwater sc~emes on :he Mound. This approach 
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2ssenc~a::y =eans :ha: :~e 
;ee~ ~n :he contex: ~-

assessme~: a~d st~a:eg!: 

;~oundwa:e~ sc~emes. 

~=~:izac~o~ and management of the groundwater is 
:!".e en:i:::-e groundwater resource and i~s full 

and :~ereby provides a basis for overall 
?:a::.ni::.g, prior to the assessment of individual 

~':-'.e ~?A re£,::.:cds ·..;a:.e:- ::esot..:.:::-ces C.evelopment of c:::e Gnangara :1ound as a 
:on:inui::.g a~a iterati·:e ?rocess. ~i:hin a contex: :ha~ is provided by the 
.=;:;angara :1.ot..:.:-.d ER.."-iP. C;;§.O:,::g, erY';ir-orunental assessmen: would be carried out 
:=:rough :utt..:.re envi=-or..me::::.ai revie•N"s prepared on specific water resource 
developments as well as ~2e repor~ing procedures that-are in place for 
existing and future deve:o~ments. The interrelationships that exist and the 
:::·J.rr:ulati~,"e i:npacts :.ha:: :night arise would therefore be examined in a 
:omplete rat~er than C~sjoi~ted manner. The Gnangara ~ound lends itself to 
:~1s approach because ~f ~he staged and sequential development proposals. 
?·_1.:::-:.her. ·,.;ith a single at::~ori:y responsible for •,.;ater resources, management 
~ne Dlar.ning can take ;;:ace :hrough an iterative ;;recesses, in :he context 
Jf :he whole of the Mou~C. 

-:':-:e ?injar G:-oundwater Sc~eme is :he first speci:ic development ?reposed 
~:=~~n :~is context, 
3ar~agoo~. Each of these ~::: 
::o :he proposed implemer:::at:ion 

grour:.C."Nater schemes · .. .iOuld '::>e Lexia, Yeal and 
be subject to environme~:al assessment closer 
date. 

or de:: to handle sue:: a:-:. approac":l t":le EPA has for:nulated a co~ordination 
anC. impiemen::a.tion stra::eg:; :o adC.ress t~e issues :hat future developments 
are likely :.o raise, :!any of :hese issues, while be~ng restricted in some 
· ... :rav bv e.nvirorunental cor.C.:.:ions, relate to cornmuni::y expectations of the 
:;,uali:y of l::,:e in the a:-.ea., land use changes, and growth and deve:opment of 
:::-:.e ?OpL:.lat.:on. These :ss"....les are not in the ambi~ of the r,.Jate!." Aur::hority' s 
~o:e bu: a--:;:. communi:::.~ and Government decisions, The EPA sees it as 
.esse~t:ia: tha:: these ques::~o~s are addressed early in the development of the 
Cnangara. Mol...Zl.d, so as :.o ~educe future conflic:::s over land and •..;acer 
~esources o: the area. and so illa~age the ~esources eo provide ::~e maximum 
s<.:s:a:.nable :,enefit ::or ::::e ..,hole community. 

~~e EPA' s assessment s:::-at:agy includes the provision of mechar.isms fo;::
orderly, equitable and. e1,;."'..rironmentally acceptable developmen;: and planning 
on the Gnangara Mound. The EPA emphasises that this re~resencs a basis on 
Nhich future developmen~s can be effectively managed: it does not attempt to 
?rovide all the detailed answers for the proposal, nor give absolute 
criteria for environment:al protect: ion. It is envisaged that the proposed 
monitoring programmes ~ill enable firm control measures for all aspects of 
•,.;ater utilization as Cata becomes available and management and planning to 
be altered t:o take acco"-l!:t of results. 

RECOMMENDATION 1 

The EPA has concluded that subject to the EPA's recommendations in this 
repnrt, the plans and policies for land uses on the Gnangara Mound resulting 
from mechanisms proposed in the ERMP would be environmentally acceptable and 
recommends that these proceed accordingly. 

?urther disc~ssion on policy implications is presented in Section 8, 

2 
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3. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL 

The Gnangara Mound •..vater resc,.::-ce is already used to:- public (Gw·elup, 
~irrabooka and Wanneroo Grourtd~a:er Schemes) a~d private (s~bur~an gardens, 
household, market garder,s and ?t:~e:::" land uses) abst:ract.ior. ar.C the nat:'Jral 
enviror>.ment. That por::ion of :je a::.nual recharge :"tOt: abst::::acted as used by 
the envirorunent is lost :o su:c::-ounC.ing •,.,rat:erco•J.rses and t:-te ocean. The se-.: 
of proposals are outlir:ed ·- :t:.e ER.:.'1P ·..Jith a ·;ie'.V to :.':-le exter.sion and 
expansion of both public ar.C ?r:..·,ate abst:rac:::.on o·1er -:::--.e Gr:angara :!ounC 
while maintaining signi:ican:. ·..;e~::..ands and areas of nati·:e •Jegetation. The 
regional effects of this abs:.raction are considered and a strategy for 
development of the water resource is given in the E~~P. 

Specifically, the ERMP aims to: 

"provide an 
Corridor and 

overview 
identify 

of the dema~d and supply of water ~o the ~orth~~es: 
the need. for new public water supp:.y developments: 

review alternatives for the supply of ~hat ~ater and selec: a prefer~ed 
alternative; 

prov:de an overview of :ubl:.c, pr:sate anci e:rr-.,_~::_:::)nmer:~:.al demands 
associated with the ?refe-:-:=d al:e~:tative :=:e s::a~i..o·N· g:-ounC"N-ate;:
resource of the Gnangara ~o~~d: 

identify the potential regional environmental and social effects as 'Nel-:. 
as any conflicts associa:ed ·.;i:h public and private C.evelopment or t~.e 

Gnangara Mound; 

identify the preferred ne:-::: C..evelopment :or ::::e Gr:ar:gara :ro~..:nd - ::-:e 
Pi::1.j ar Ground~.vacer Scheme; a:-.C 

define a management st:ra-:eg::.r 
er.vironrnental and social ef:::ec:s. 

:or :he 
( ER.'1P, 

3. l PROPOSED PUBLIC '..;ATER St:PP:.:: SCP.E~ES 

Pi::.jar area · ... ·:..:h. C:L.:.e :regard 

Four additional groundwater sc!:"lemes have been proposeC for public '.vate.:: 
supply; Pinjar, Yeal and 3arrazoon ~o the north and Lexia :o the eas: of :~e 
~..J'anneroo Scheme. As the ~or::~-r,.;est Corridor expands, E'i::j a:: is the fi:-.s:: 
scheme proposed, followed by i.exia. Yeal and Barragoon. T~e development and 
timing of each scheme would be dependent on population increase and 
consequential public water requirements. These proposed schemes are located 
'Nithin the Gnangara Water Reserve, with the exception of the aorthern par:: 
of the Barragoon Scheme. ~he distribution of the proposed public wate:
supply schemes is shown in Fi~~~e l and the proposed timing and quotas frvm 
the superficial formations for each scheme is g~ven in Table 3.1. 

3.2 PROPOSED PINJAR GROUNvwATER SCP.E~E 

The Pinjar Groundwater Scheme is ?lanned ~o extend nor~h from the ex:s~i~g 
Wanneroo Groundwater Scheme, through vacant Crow-n land ar1d S:ate Fores:: ~~o 

65 (Figure l). 

Groundwater abstraction from :hree formations 
E~~P) is proposed: 

(shown -;...., Figure 17 of =:-:e 

the lower third of the supe=ficial formations aquifer; 
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:he Leede::-1il:..e ?or::1.a::.or: aquifer; and 

:he Yarragadee ?orn:.a::::·!'. aquifer. 

Table 3 .1. ?:-oposeC ?\..i.':::l::.: ·..;a<:~r Supply Schemes Superficial For~at:ar:s. 

?ROPOSEJ 
GROLNDwAc:::::\ 

SCH£:1E 

Pinj ar 

I...exia 

Yeal 

(Source: ER.'f?) 

?RS?OSED 
':C~~·~: SS ::-~NI:1G DAT:S 

Stage 1 1989/90) 
S ::age 2 1994/95) 
S ::age 3 1997/98) 

2000/2001 

s-~~o <....::.::,- l 2002/03) 
,s :age 2 2003/04) 

s-;:: ';:'::> --:?- 2009/10 

:WMBER OF 
~..JELLS 

28 

15 

24 

?L-\S:::::J 
Qt:O:.~. 

(~i~llio:-. cJ.bi.-: 
me tres;)•r) 

14.0 

6. 5 

9 .0 

~'::'.e proposeC sc~eme compr:.ses :·.;o lines of wells located approxima::e::.y 4- km. 
a?ar::, runni~g :wr:::,.- sot::~ and straddling Lake Pinj ar. Each well ·..;ould be 
connected ::o a col~ec::.c~ ~ai~ ~nd where necessary, the water delivered to a 
:::-eacmer..:: p:an~. 

I~e ~~~? inC:cates :~e :~::ow:~g staging of the Pinjar Groundwater Sc~eme: 

3. 2. ?:.nj a:: GrourHi·,....a:.er Scheme Development Schedule. 

5-::.-\GE 

lst 

' " LiiG 

3rd 

TO~AL 

COI0!ISSION::<G 
DAT::. 

1989/90 

1994/95 

1997/98 

(Source: ERJ.f-P) 

NUMBER OF WELLS i 
----------------------------1 
iSl:?SRFICIALILEEDERVILLE 

1 70 m) I (150 m) 
I 

4 

28 8 

IYARRAGADEEI 
I (400 m) I 

8 

8 

ANNeAL 
QGO-::A 

(Millior:. cubic 
metres/yr) 

lO.:J 

ll.G 

11.0 

32.0 

3.3 POTENTIAL DEVELOP~EN7 OF PRIVATE GROUNDWATER SUPPLIES 

Wi~hin the v1ty of Wanneroo there is considerable potential for the 
expansion of horticultural act~v~tleS, especially for export vegetables. 
i-1arket:s for other irrigated crops f such as flowers, are also increasing. The 

5 
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~~c:ca~es that the co~b~~eC ~o:en:~a: for irrigated horticul:ure 
Coas:al ?lai~ may reac~ a~ ~;?e= :!~i: of 4 000 to 5 000 ha over 

of ~hich perhaps 2 OOG ~a m!~~= be located in the Gnangara Mound 

___ .:::. .. ir:-:.ga::.on rate of 1.5 :~c~~ c-...:.j:_c :netres/ha/yr, :he 2 000 ha ·..;ould 
:ec...:..:..:-e an a~::.ocation of 30 :!!::.:::.or . .:::.:~:c me:::res per year of groundwater 
:::ve:: :~e next JO years. This ·,..·ot..:.l:i :-ep:-sser..:: a 65% increase over ~he present 
es::.::i.a.:ed :..tsage :;_n the :;anr.er')c G~c-. ..::::C:..;a:e.r Area, producing a combined 
?v.b:..:..c and ?ri·.;ate demand in excess o: :::--.e ca:culated safe yield. 

::-:::..s ';olurne ca!l be 
gro\.::::d•;,;acer resource, 
~as ~sed solely for 
:.rr:.sated. 

compared w::~ :~e c~r::rently unallocated portion of the 
which amoun::s :::3 :.2 million cubic metresjyr. If this 

markec garden~~g. an additional SOO ha could be 

:he ':);.;,lk of privat:e demand wil: Je cor.::-::-::.l:ed t~rough licences issued under 
::1e ;z:.gh:s i:1 Water and Irriga:ion Ac:: <:.914:). The proclaimed groundwater 
are2.s on the Gr:.angara Mound are sr-.ow-n. ::.:: ::.g;'.1re :... . 

-:he ::1a::.age.ment of the groundwa::e:
·..;ater Au:cliori::y •JJill need to balaece 
?ot...:;.::- :r,aj or a.spec ts of managemen't. are 

~esource of the Gnangara Mound by the 
~he competing demands for the resource. 
?roposed in the E&~P. 

?u:~:.:: and pri.vate groundwate:- a:loca:.ions ·.vould relate to the available 
:ces.::: 1..l:::"Ce and ·,.;ould recognise -:2.e sigr~i:icant water needs of the local 
er,~-::::-onm.ent. Ir.. order to make l!lar..ageme;::--: ar..d allocation decisions, the i..Jate:
Au:::-.ority has defined a dec::.:::e of. :ess than 0. 5 m in water level •..;ithin 
se:ec:ed lakes and ·wetland.s as ·:-ei::.g a.c::::e?table and '::1as identified quotas 
fo--: ··:ar:.ous areas ·Ni:hin the >1cur:C.. 

:.~:.. :::.--.:..::. 
?l::.::r,ed 
:nL .. :ior. 

::hat Cefined 
i:.:s borefield 

c:...:.bic metres 

enviror.n:;e::.:-a.::. ::::=·r:s:-:-ai:li:, the 7.-Ja.L.er: Authority has 
and abs~::rac~ic~ ~a.~es. It has also designated 36 
per year as ::~c ;r:-:.~;rate abstraction quota 'Nithin the 

:'o assis:: in providing tha;: ·~:.:.o:a, :::e de!1sity of the pine plantations 
loca:-ed w·ithin State Forest 55 ·..;ou:ci :-"eed. to be reduced and maintained at a 
l e~~~e: 
basal 

4. 

that 
area 

approximates 
of about ll 

native ·.;ood:and. This is estimated to represent a 
square me:::res per ha wi-::hin the pine plantation 

ADVISORY GROUP TO THE EPA 

Si g::i.ficant envirorunental and commun:.. -::; issues are raised by the rJater 
..-\.u:-:-,ority' s proposals. As a conseque::ce, the EPA convened an Advisor=I 
Grc:- :? to orovide technical .and. speci2.::..:..sed advice on the complex of issues 
af:, .:tir:.g the Gnangara Mound, ·..;:.::~ a "'riey# to developing a general policy of 
:na:-.. agement. 

!1-:e 7erms of Reference for the Ad".\"isor? Group were to advise on: 

the nature, extent and '..l:::l:.sa.t:.·:::i. of the Gnangara Groundwater Mound; 

( ii 1 'Che relationships bet·weer.. :and '..l..Ses, the conservation of wet lands and 
native vegetation, and the g~oundwater resource; 
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:he options and trade-of~s bet~een alterna:~·,e la~~ ~se s:rareg~es: 

( i· . .r other issues and strategies ·..;h:.ch :na:.r cont:ri:,ute ::) :~e deter:nina::o~ 

of the rnos: appropriate balance be~Neen compe:i~g demands on t~e 
Gnangara MolJ.r.d groundwater resm.:.:::ce; 

. ·.:) the adequac:; and accuracy o: ::--.e ~::1for:nation c-:;ntained in the E?,__'1P 
:"eport; 

the 
the 

adequacy of the environmental ~ar.agement comrni:~ents contained i~ 
E&~P reporc: and 

(?i:'.) the environmental acceptability of the proposed Pinj ar Scheme. 

~he Advisory Group, comprising ~r c r,;; Bur ton (Chairman), Dr A D All en, 
~1rs p A Clay, Mr •• R Stevens and Mr J F Thomas, presented i ::s rep or: to the 
EPA in March 1987. A copy of this report is presented as Appendix A. 

:he ~~~p generated considerable public interest and the ~PA decided chat the 
. ..J..d·1:.sory Group's report should be released :or public i::-.for:nation. Copies of 
the ~eport were ci-:-culated on 26 Marc~ 1987. 

!he Z?A is most. appreciative of t.he contribution made o:.~ ::De members of ::he 
AC.·" ... ~ sory Group to ::he understanding of the Gnangara Mound. The review of :~e 

SR.~? by the' Advisory Group was very chorough and its ad·,rice -.raluable. Their 
:-e~c:-t has grea!:ly assisted ::he £PA i:-1 dealing "Nit:h :.he assessment. of :he 
G::2.:-::gara Mound issues and proposals. 

5. PUBLIC REVIEW 

:1:--.e ::R.:.'1P was released for public rev:ew for a total of 20 ·...;eeks. Duri:~.g :":--.is 
?e::..od, 86 submissions ·..;ere received by :.he EPA.; /8 :-:-om t~e pub:::c ar.d 8 
::-c= Government agencies and local auchor~ties. 

A c::::msistent theme expressed in every submission '..;as :nat :he we:lands .:n 
::::-.e '..ianneroo area should not be affected by groundwater abs :.rac tion, 
i::::--:-espective of '..;ho is pumping. Related to this, anot:-:.er view f~equer.:ly 
ex?::-essed r.vas that the 1..Jater Aut~ority should use water from alt:ernat.ive 
sot.:.::-ces outside of the Wanneroo area because of the impact of the ?ropos-ed 
?:~jar scheme on ~he Wanneroo wetlands. 

A ·summary of t~e main comments and issues raised in ?Ublic submissions is 
?rovided below. 

(a Alternative Sources of Suuulv: 

although init~al 
and preservation 

costs are high 1 desalination would ensure the survi~,al 
of the natural local environment; 

alternative sources of water are all 
analysis which only considers economic 
legitimate valtles of landscape and nature; 

rejected through cost/benefit 
to the exclusion of other 

the Water Aut~ority and Governrne~t should recognise that water supply to 
?erth will eventually need to be brought down f:-om the State's north 
sometime in the future, and it should start to budget for this over :he 
:1ext few years; 
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=~eated wascewater should be used to recharge the G~angara Mound: 

Li~king of ~he hills 
reduce its dependancy 
should be considered: 

:he urban areas ·should 
close ,:o.s-2 k:n) ~o 

confined aquifers; 

storages to the north-wes~ corridor services, :o 
on groundwater and provide supply flexibilit7. 

be supplied from small bo~es ~ocated ?aralle~ ~~c 

the coast and drawing f~om t~e superfic:ai ~~d 

layge "Jolumes of groundwater are lost from t.he Gnangara ~ound C.ur:.:1g 
·...rincer and, if drav.m during this period to allow· for reduced suppl:1 from 
::he hills storages, could allow the dams to exclusi~Jely supply summer 
demands; 

the Water 
reticulated 

Authority 
treated 

should consider supplyi~g 

wastewater, which would 
the farms through a 
reduce groundwater 

requirements; 

consideration should be given to augmenting recharge of the ~ound 
aquifers by the diversion of surface flows f::-om t:~e .::llan 3rooic. A';on 
Ri?er and tributaries, and other Swan River tributaries onto :he :1ounC.: 

'Nater should be brought from a source that has large long-term supply 
capabilities, such as desalination or the Ord ~iver, as this ·.voulci not 
lead to unnecessary increases in environmental impac~s for che sa~e of 
short-term expediency; 

~o reduce lmpacts on the eastern margin of Lake ?injar, 
Authority should consider locating the eastern :i~e o: bores 
road reserve ~~at runs through the middle of the Lake; 

- . a.Lcng ::;.e 

as commercial and 
water, could they 
(piped to the 
Yequirements; 

institutional 
~ot be required 
site by the 

users are major consumers of ?Ot:aD~e 
to treat brackish. saline or sea~acer 
Water Authority) to provide t~e:r 

consideration should be given to waterless toilets, 
Groundwater Areas; 

espec:!.a~:_y in 

an alternative not reviewed is the redirection of the existing 
Goldfields water supply from Mundaring to the metropolitan area and :he 
establishment of local desalination plants in the Eastern Districts to 
replace the source; 

the economic, social 
desalination have not been 

(b) Demand Management: 

and environmental costs and benefi~s 

addressed or adequately discussed; 
of 

the Water Authority attitude of encouragement to private domestic bores, 
through a lack of controls and high domestic water charges, needs to be 
examined; 

all water users, whether supplied through the public mains or by private 
bore, should be required to 'pay for use'; 
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the development 
supplies should 
pu:-poses: 

of 
be 

?rivate bores in areas serviced by :he mains wate: 
?reve~ted. as should bores for pr~vate ga:"deni~~ 

all bores in rural and urban areas not used for horticultural purposes 
should be metered to gi7e accurate consumption figures; 

the recently initiated demand management programme should be promot~~ 
vigorously~ with incentives included and penalties possibly app:ied :.:: 
wasteful activities or practices; 

restrictions on 
during daylight 
considerations; 

the reticulation 
hours should 

of gardens and recreational areas 
apply irrespective of rainfa:: 

overhead reticulation of horticultural and other crops should be 
discouraged and trickle systems promoted as a •.vater conse:rvatio::. 
measure; 

(c) Irrmact of Prooosed Develooments; 

the mathematical 
predic::ive model 

basis, assumptions and statistical 
a:re no:: provided in ~he E~~P; 

errors of 

the value of specific 'Netlands to ~..;aterbirds have not been conside;::ed; 

the E~~p does not ?rovlae any biological criteria in rela=~on ~J 
management of qualities or levels of ·,.;ater in wetlands; 

there is 
could be 

the possibility that the potential impact on the envi:ro~~er.: 

considerably lessened by complementing the ext:raction sche;;:e 
~ith another bore field at Karakin ~akes; 

scient:..::::..c evidence suggests that groundwater fluctuations in excess c: 
0.5 metre modify aquatic and ter:restrial ecologies, and :he:refore shou:~ 
not be accepted; 

ar. independant assessment of t~e adequacy and accuracy of :he comput=~ 
model used is essential; 

the effects of drawdown on the small, seasonal wetlands in State Fores= 
65 and other wetlands outside of reserves should be examined; 

the impact on water levels and resident fauna in the Yanchep caves ar:d 
other caves in and adjacent to Neerabup National Park need to be :urthe~ 
considered, as any drawdown of ~,.;rater levels within them ~..;ould )e 
detrimental; 

the future intentions of the NAWA concerning management, ~evie~. 

research and control of the impacts of the proposals on ~atura: 
ecosystems are vague, non·cornmittal and non-specific; 

management plans for ::he Wanneroo area should include contingency plar:s 
for alleviating stress in •.vet lands during drought periods; 

•.vill increased 
within Netlands, 

groundwa ter 
and thus to 

abstraction lead to reduced •,.;rater 
botulism etc?; 

9 
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· ·, · · · t- · - --rs -.;~: ~ be ~.;.;-ec:2d Q, .. :~e :;o ..:::::::a::.:...s a.::e ~:.ven as :o -,.·n.:..: .• · .. e __ , __ ,__ --- ---
?reposed 0.::; me:::-e cirawdown or, re£lec:~::g :m t=:e addi:i.or.a: 0.5 me::re 
con::.c.e:-:ce l.:.:ni:. ·Jy a l metre C:-awdov.t.: 

no 2~::..:er:a or 
·.vha: ·Jas is :he 

objec:ive ra:::..ona:e :.s ?=:vided eo indica:e hoW or on 
envi:ronmental accept.::=:-::.~:.::: oi a 0. 5 met::-e dra'~ldown of 

che l:.i:ely ?er;nanenc. loss o: :1a::.·:e · .. :oGdland on uplar.C si.:es :s of 
cone er::: 

t:Oe Yeductio:'l of ·•ate·r levels on t:Oe eas:er:: :nargin of Lake Pinj ar could 
cause spring flows to decline or cease. ::-.:..:.s reducing its conservation 
val'....:.e as wel:; 

the :mplications regarding s~~er anC autumn stress imposed by 
gro1....:nC.~ ... -ater abst:::-action on the flora a:-.C. :a:...::J.a using the Mound have not 
beer. c:early =ecognised nor addressed: 

:~e aesthe~:c i~?aCt of additional abs:~ac::on, resulting :n changes to 
veg-e:a:ion ::rpes ar:.d dead trees, :.s no: C.Qr.s:.ciered in ~he =::Et.~P; 

it is understood that the Wa-:er Aut:-~or:.:::.~ has commissioned a study of 
coas::a: plain ·..;eclands by ~1r V Semer..::.:.k, and that the :results as they 
re::..ate to iNa.:meroo wetlands have not ·:Jee!'. -..:.sed in t:he ERMP; 

the 
the 

short ::erm 
Gi::gin 3rook 

and long term impac:s of abstraction from the 
are not presented or are c:smissed summarily; 

M.our..d on 

:1-:e C.raw~do· ... 'TI o: groundwater leve:s :;.a:; ;:-event saturation of ::he top 
soi:s. th~s reducing denitr:fica::or. a~C leading to higher nitrate 
cor.cer.::rations in :he groundwa:er and i=?ac:s on wetlands: 

(d) Mar.age!llent of Puolic water Supul' es: 

:he i!npacts of ::he proposed abstrac:::o-::s :rom the Leede'!..""ville anC the 
Yarragadee ?ormat:.ons are not. discusseC :.:: :::he E&'1P, including impacts 
on the supe::::fic-ial formation, sal::: ·.vater :::::::-~..lsion and water quali:::'; 

no alterna::ive long term 'Ne'tland 
preferred concept presented in the 
wa:::er abstraction from the Mou~d: 

=anagement plan is offered to the 
~~~. :~eluding one which increases 

the ~RMP only addresses a narrow ra~ge o: abstraction rates for public 
and ?rivate uses; 

::~e ~RMP Coes not discuss the unde'!..""lyi~g Water Authority assumption, 
that: :he public water supply syste~ :s designed on the basis of 
restrictions only one year in tee. ~T.ich has significant adverse 
~nvironment:al consequence; 

t~ere is li::tle discussion concerning :~e 'safe yield' of the aquifers; 

the management plan is inconsistent ~ith sustainable yield, given that 
drawdowns would be as much as 3 metres; 
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there should be a clea:er o~:line 0~ ~hat conti~ge~cy pr~-,~s~:~s a~e to 
be implemented in the e'Je~: of u~ex?ec:ed respo~ses ~y :~e ~a:er-:a~ie 

and coastal plain bi.olog;:r to pumpi:-!g: 

:::he ~Jater Authorit? is :rar.sferri::g. ·JJater out of ::-:e :-l.ot.::1C. a::-ea (ar.d it 
is therefore lost to :he ~ound) ·,.;hereas hortic·...:::..::·.J.re ar.C s:::..::::::..:ar ·...:ses 
return most of the ·..;ate::- to ::,e ground'.Yater; 

·•ill it be 
abstraction 
rainfall; 

practical for the ·,..·ac:er Aut:hor:. :::? 
when ·..;ater- tab:e$ are declining C:-.:e 

to :edt.::e or cease 
of ?Oor 

the Water Authority does not set a good example when t~e Wanneroo 
Treatment Plant regularly discharges water, "Nhich could ':::>e used by local 
landowners, to waste onto the ground; 

details of groundwate~ quality from the range of aquifers Jeneat~ 
>found have not been pro~:ided: 

::he ~..J'anneroo 

;net:ropolit.an 
area is 

area :.;i th 
~eir.g disc=i~inaced 

~icencing of ~ores; 
agai::s t: 

the 

the 

do land owners have to notify the Water Authori t~" i: :'hey c":-.a.r:ge ::::-teir 
crops, watering times, e::c?; 

existing privately ow-r:ed :eticulat:ed areas should Oe a::..:..owed ::o be 
subdivided and new bores al:owed ·..rithin that subdivisior:. as :.::is ·,.;ould 
not lead eo expanded i~~igation areas; 

given i:1creased ::echarge :rom land c!.earing :c'!:' hor:::.cu::..::·..:.::::-e, ·..;r.y is 
'norticulture being rest::-icted and given a low pr:.ori~y i:;. pla.:-.r..ing?; 

:,or::icultural water 
crops, have been 
'preferred option 1 

use estimates, including 
grossly exaggerated in an 

seasona:.. 
a::temp:: 

anC. ::-otat:.onal 
::o ~·..1st:iiy the 

the agreement to permi: 
lucerne growing) i~ 

piggeries and high water ;;.ses (eg ::u:=: :arms and 
tr:e area i!"!.corr:pre!:er;s i b le on 

environmental and water supply 
Wanneroo 

grounds; 

licences should only apply ::o ne.,..v developments or users. anC. should not 
be issued where a new development would affect existing users: 

groundwater abstraction licences should be transferab:e w:=~ the land 
title; 

the whole State should ~e proclaimed and managed for gro~~dwacer and 
surface water protection; 

Appendix D indicates ::hat the impression gi'.ren in :=-:.e 'SR..~P; that 
agriculture iS the highest private groundwater user, is :..ncs::-rec:: as it 
follows urban garden bores, public parks and ir.s~it~:ions. and 
commerical and industrial users; 

the comparative economics 
horticulture industry ~ith 

of allowing full development of ~~e Wanneroo 
adequate water access and bringing ~ater from 

~· 



:--.-:::-::--. of :he :!oo:.:: Ri 'Jer to compensate for :.his amount, ·;er sus 
:-~:.,ca::ing the ·,.;ar;r.eroo horticulture industry to the nor::h of the ~oore 
;~·:er. has not ~ee~ =~nsidered; 

:.a:-.C.owners •Nho :.:npeC.e- the flow of surface '..;ater from spri:1gs, etc should 
je- ?revented ficm do~~g so: 

~c~:d the imp:eme~:ation of the Pi~jar scheme requi~e changes :.o 
e:.:.:..s:i:1g land ·..:.se.s and land use practices and controls i:1 c:-:e ',.J'anne:::.-oo 
a::-e.::.. and partic-J.::.ar::: around Lake Pinj ar·:: 

.=.:::o:::-dination of ::;rot:.:-.d•..;ate.r :!anagement: 

:=:e 'Jater Authoric:-~· s dual roles of ·.vater resource manager and ·,.;ater
s·,.::;pller could be seen as representing a conflict of interest and they 
s~culd therefore be ~ivorced: 

:::e Water Authori::y and other relevant agencies need :::o more actively 
~c::.:1t out the en·.-::.ronrnental and social implicat.ions of continued 
?O?ulation g~owt:~ in ?erth, and perhaps s~rongly suppor~ 

tecentralisation as Jne option: 

.... c.c.- is t:he capac::::1 of t~e contaminant ?lume from :.::-.e Pi:1j ar rubbish 
c~~D. ~he Gnangara septage disposal sit:e and :he several piggeries in 
-::-.e. area to pol=.:.:te t::,.e unconfined aquifer, the possibility of 
:(;ntamination of c::-.e confined aquifer. ar.d t:he '..;orst case scenario that 
· .. ;c. . .:..:d result?; 

:::;c·...::.ld the abst:.~ac::::.::n from the Pinjar scheme cause sufficient 
~- the groundwat:er ~ydraulic head to cause contami:1ation 
: -::ondalup and o::her adjacent ·.,e tlands from the eas t:"'Nard flow of 
::-'Jrn the :iindarie r..:..bbish si::e?: 

lower:.:-~g 

of l..a.Ke 
leachate 

:.o the discharges from urban areas 
·:ause detrimen::al impacts on the 
·,.;e:: lands? ; 

2onitoring of ~he 

jorticulturalists 
·.1:-:.dertaken; 

·-·· ·::cnroensation: 

fer~iliser and 
and theic effect 

(eg stormwater, septic tanks, etc) 
supe~ficial :orma~ions and near~y 

he~~icide/pesticide nractices 
o~ groundwate= quality should 

of 
be 

-..::.ll the Water A1....:.::hori ty compensate for 
.existing bores wher-e. its bores cause reduced 

costs incurred in deeper.i~g 
water-table levels; 

compensation ::o ~a.ndowners not able -::o develop -cheir land at al~ o:c 
f"'..llly because of restricted access to -::he grour:.dwater should be paid b·.; 
::~e Government; 

::-educed spring fl·:J"f,olS on the eastern margin of Lake Pinj ar _would reduce 
:odder growth. lead::.ng to increased stock feeding costs ¥hich need -::o be 
.:ompensated; 
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Abo~igina: ~eri~age: 

the impac-: o::. 
reassesseS.: 

aborigi~al heritage sites in the area should ~e 

the ?repa:a~ion of t~e E~~p did ~ot invo:ve consultation with Aborigi:.al 
?eople a:-~d recognition of :he implications of the proposals ::o 
Abor:.gina:. si t:es ~ such as LaKes Gnangara ~ Goo lle lal and J oo.ndalup and 
~mu Swamp and :n Yanchep ~atio~al Park; 

~iscella.Y::::ous: 

information on wetlands referring eo geological history, 
permanenc~, recent changes, ~nique aspects and comparisons with 
Sout~ Wes-: wetlands should have been included; 

age, 
other 

the disc~sion does not ?resent the important economic advantages of :he 
~our.d; 

any majc~ plans 
take into account 

for urban expansion and other high water users should 
·..;ater availability and t~e affect of obtaining it; 

State F-:::-!"est 65 should be cleared of pines and returned to naci"'7e 
vegetatic-:i or replaced ·..;it~ seasonal flora culture or horticulture; 

all lar.Cfi.ll.s, freeways a~a subdivisions of Netlands should be 
preventeC.: 

the prese::.ce of numerous mining leases/teri.~ments over the Mour..d area :na:_.~ 
cause the ~anagemen~ of :he Mound to be jeopardised; 

a ?ubli~ in£o~ation centre, perhaps located in Reser~e 2~176 a~ 

~anneroo stould be established by the Water Aut~ori~y. Depar~men~ of 
Cor.serva::on and ~and ~anagement and EPA to provide information on ~he 
environme~t, changes causeC by water abstraction and management 
procedures ~ei~g implemented for the ~ound; 

the puc:_::..c shoulC ha.ve access to all information ·..;ithin goverr;.ment 
concerni::g; t"::.e a"".~ai:!.abili<:y of ·J./·ater (surface and groundwater) :::o 
?e;:-:~: 

list of ?eople and organisations who made a submission to the EPA is 
at~ached as A?penciix B. 

:~e Water Au:~ority was requested :o provlae comment on the issues raised i~ 
:~::: submiss:ons. A copy o= ~he response of the Water Authority is provideC 
as -~-ppendix = . 

5. ASS~SSMENT OF POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 

-:-'.::e ER.'iP discusses g~ound .. ..;ater ·.1se and management issues for the whole of 
~~e Gnangara ~ound and the next groundWater scheme (Pinjar) in specific 
Ce~ail. The ~escription of likely environmental impacts of the next proposal 
a.::c :.he f'..:.":"Jre schemes are based on currently available data. The EPA 
considers :~-:at one of the strengths of a continuing environmental revie•..; 
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?rocess for 
developments 
responsible 
management. 

the 
car.. 
and 

~ound is that s:..e li~ely en:::.rorunen::al impacts of future 
be es~imated well i~ advance and this allows for a 
conse~Jative approac~ eo De taken to environmental 

:his process allo•..;s mon:.:::oring and management ?rogrammes to be put in place 
:~ac will enable ::~e env:ronmental iillpac::s to Oe fed back into the planni~g, 
design and operat:.on of :uture schemes wi::h more certainty about impacts. In 
order to achieve :his there must be some overall guiding principles. 

RECOMMENDATION 2 

The EPA recommends that the concepts of sustainable yield of resources and 
maintenance of ecological systems should be central to decisions affecting 
management of groundwater resources of the Gnangara Mound, in accordance 
with the State Conservation Strategy. 

The EPA's assessment of the Gnangara Mound proposals is based on these 
concepts. 

~any specific as~ects o= the proposals have been considered by the Advisory 
Group, and the EPA has ::aken full ber1efi::: of :~is. Indeed, the approach used 
in the remainder of this report is to deal with broader issues within which 
the proposals need to ~e seen, and to =efer ~o the appropriate portions of 
:he Advisory Group's ~eport for many deta~led aspects. In addition, the 
·Jater Authority's response on issues ra:.sed in submissions has been used to 
expand or elaborate on specific matters. 

~.1 PREDICTIVE CAPABILITY 

A critical part of the ERMP and its presentation of potential environmental 
:mpacts is the mathematical model that has been used by the Water Authority 
:o derive alternate groundwater development and management strategies. 

The Perth Urban Water Balance Model has forecast likely changes in 
groundwater levels in che superficial formation, from which predictions of 
environmental and social conSequences of a range of land use and abstraction 
strategies have been derived. 

Because of its importance, the Advisory Group closely evaluated the basis 
of the model. In its report (p 22), the Group pointed to the model being the 
best available tool for assessing regional groundwater level changes under 
varying climatic, land ·..1se and groundwatar demand situations. 

Use of a computer 
outcomes, and for 
initial predictions. 

model allows existing information to be used to predict 
data derived from moni~oring to be used to refine the 

The EPA considers that the approach adopted in the ERMP by the Water 
.~uthority using appropriate modelling techniques to predict changes in 
groundwater levels, is a balanced practical effort to plan and manage within 
known deficiences in knowledge and should be judged accepting these 
limitations. 
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6.2 BIOPHYSICAL IMPACTS 

The biological impacts of 
·Netlar,ds, upland vegetation 

the proposals fa~l into 
and pine plantations. 

three compor.en:s: 
Each of these ~s 

conside~ed in turn. 

?.2.1 

The ·11et:!..ands associated with the Gr;angara ~ound are an essential corn~or:.er:: 

of :he environmental integri<c.y of the region as ·..;ell as being major 'J.Ses ::3: 
the g~oundwater resource. They also play a significant part in the 'Nate::
balance of the Gnangara Mound. Areas of open water and relativel:; dense 
fringi~g vegetation contribute to the loss of an estimated 70 per cent of 
the an:oual water balance through evapotranspiration (ERMP, p 55). The;; also 
contribute directly to recharge of the sUperficial aquifers. 

~~ile many of the wetlands on 
modified, significant effort has 
reduce :he impact of drawdow~ on 
the:r conservation value. 

the Mound have already been substan:i..al'3..y 
been eX?ended by the water Auchorc~y :o 

those wet: lands that have re t:ained mc.:.ch o: 

The £?A, in December 1986, released :or public comment 'Draft Guideli~es ::~ 

Wetland Conservation in the Perth ~etropolitan Area' (EPA, 1986). :hese 
draf~ guidelines form a basis for the Authority's commen:s aL-d 
recommendations with respect to wetlands. 

The ap?roach t:o wetlands adopted in the 2R..'1P largely revolves arm . .:~d ::.~.;o 

components: the selection of a leve~ of drawdow~ of the groundwa~er :~a: :s 
consiCered to be environmentaliy acceptable and the identification o: :hose 
·..Jet::.ar.Cs to which this level would be applied. The E&~P adopted a =.aXl8' .. :.rn 

G.J :n ::i:::-a•..;down in the most en.vi:-onmentally sensitive areas as ·::>e::-.g 
ap?rO?:""iate. 

~ece~t research in the Metropolitan Area has confirmed that wetlands e~e ~oc 

ur:i:or::n in their response to cha::.ging water levels and other :a.cto:-s 
(Da'Tis & Rolls, 1987). This study has shown tha;:: 

~ncreasing urbanisation has resulted in increased nutrient enrlc~ent ~~ 
some urban lakes while other :wetlands have improved water quality: 

lowered water levels alone may not adversely affect water qua::cy :n 
urban wetlands but the effects of evaporation and low water 1evels may 
lead to unacceptable increases in salini~j and nutrient levels; 

seasonal drying of wetlands may 
cycling and habitat to fauna at t:he 

be beneficial, by reducing ~u~rient 
time of poorest water quality; and 

?hysical and chemical water quali~y parameters, 
i-;.;.vertebrate fauna of urban wetlands are significantly 
wetlands. 

and the ;nac:::-o
variab le ·'Jetwe.en 

The Authority concurs with the view of the Advisory Group (p 10) t~at ~ne 

impacts of declining water levels in specific wetlands needs to be evalua~ed 
on an individual basis. Using Table 24 of the ERMP as a basis, the 
Authority has assessed the likely impact of the predicted drawdowu on the 
nominated wetlands. This review is presented in Table 6.1. The location of 
the ~etlands is indicated in Figure 2. 
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Table 6.1 ~.ecommendations on Specific Wetlands on the Gnangara Mound 

TWin Swam os 

E:tet". BrooK 
Yoreeruo 

·.-eta nos 

Jarcaooo 

?iP>Cinny 

Gco>eiai 

Gr.s;gara .r 

Se::>nacCy 
G~eesor·~ 

Neeraooo 

Mangin~uo 

Baogeruo 

Utlle Badgeruo 
f>i<ljar 

Lenzo Rd 
wetlancs 

D-undarba 

Unnameo S.E 
of Adan-.s 

Sr.ake Swamc 

Mindatie 

C<r..boo<:a 

2 
2 

2 

.'<PNCA . M3 

~NCA M7 

' NPNCA 1 M17 
NPNCA 1 M3 

2 .'i'NCA M9 

' .'i'NCAI · MS 
'reehold' 

::ALM C13 

<- 0.5 

<. 0.5 

0 

0 

<-0.5 

Oto+O.S 

<. 0.5 

<. 0.5 

2 CALM C13 <- 0.5 

2 ~NCA M6 

; -raenoid M3 

3 SPC M7 
3 cGA MS 

3 '<PNCA M3 

<. 0.5 

<. 0.5 
0 

+ 0.5 

<· 0.5 

~ Teehold · M3 < - 0.5 

! Teehoid M3 <- 0.5 

.1 ?eeho!d 

i 
1 <· 0.5 
j 

• • nehold 1 MS 
&LGA i 

f-0.5to-1.0 

1-0.510-1.0 
j 

4ivCI, 
1

MS 

4 

4 
4 

5 

treehokli 
nehold 
nehold 
nehold 
nehold 

:-reaea'don 

MS 1 • 0.5 

I
! + 0.5 

M8 >-1.5 

MS I 0 
I 

5 7eehold i 0 

5 nehold MS 0 

5 
5 
5 

!roohold 
nehold 
nehold 

MS 
M3 

0 
<- 0.5 
<- 0.5 

L't11e Mangmn;o 5 !roohold MS i -0.5to -1.0 

~ 

E 
ill 
E 
0 

(.) 

no charn;;e :o exts'ilng regime of for hydro!fgeol reasons aclJal disagrees 

! water qua~iry and quantity, within d".ange expected to be ciose to 0 ,~ 
normal Climatic variation. 

7.0 

fO< hydrollgaol reasons i~Qlal i disagrees 16.7 

leVel expected to be ®se 10 0 m I 
outside predicted area of influence I 

outside predided area cl influence \ 

!or hydroVgeol reasons acrual I 
cnange expected 10 be ciose to 0 "1 

agrees 

agrees 

disagrees 

j agrees 

management strategy in ~ce 

(see footnote 1) 

l disagrees 

."llt affected 'tJ.{ P\njar Sd'leme: 

'ater schemes impinge 

oot affected t:¥ Pin jar Scileme; 

\ater schemes impnge 

! 
disagrees 

disagrees 

nla 
nla 
5.3 

nla 

44.3 

n!a 

nla 

no change to existing regime of 
water quality and quantity, within 

normal climatic variation. 
predicted cnange Is accaptable 
_ocedlded change is acceptable 

pr&dicteo change is acceptable 

!0< hydroVgeol reasqns i~Qlal disagrees 16.5 

acreptatie subject to advice 
i from NPNCA 

predic:.OO change is acceptable 

Water permanency should 

be main!ained 
predideo change !s acceptable 

' 
I 

predic:ed drawdown ls acceptable! 
I 

a smallet drawdown is may be 

tolerable 

i 
I 
i 

predided change is accaptable i 
predided mange is accaptable : 
predided mange is accaptable \ 
predided change is accaptable 1 

i 
I 

change expected to oo c!ose to C rr 

agrees 
outside predicted area of influence agrees 
;:redicted rise would rekct agrees 

changed !crest mana;ement 
su~ to needs of agrees 

Yanchep National ?--::IK 

intent is to main1ain iandscape 
and historical values 

affected by histolicalianduse, 
landscape (see footnOte 2) 

wetfan<j cook! be lurther modiiied 

(sae foomote 3) 
current leVel refleas WGAC 
strategy (see footnotes 1 & <) 

(sae footnote 5) 

is a result of current 1lrest 

agrees 
disagrees 

agrees 

agrees 

disagrees 

agrees 
agrees 
agrees 

agrees 

i no d1ange p!l!dicted 

\ management & WGAC ~!icy 
I 

agrees 

no mange p!l!dicted 

no mange p!l!dicted 

predided mange is acceptable 
seek.10 retain reduced 

\ 

\ 
1 'M!!tland value reduced bf land use 

(sae loomote 6) 
wetland area , 

predicted change is acceptahl'e ! wertand values lost to land uses 
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agrees 

agmes 
agrees 
agrees 

agrees 

n/a 

26.< 
41.4 

'lla 

nla 
nla 

nla 

nla 

41.2 

nla 
nla 
nla 
n/a 

nla 

nla 

nla 
nla 
nla 

nla 
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KEY TO riEADINGS AND A66REVIAT'CNS 

*Categones as defined in: Draft Guidelines for Wetland Conservation in the Per:h Metrop:Jiitan Region. EPA 1986 
1. Wetlands of exceptionally high natural and/or human use attributes; 
2. Wetlands with relatively intact natural systems: 
3. Wetiands which have been highiy modfied but which are considered to play imp:Jrtant roles in their urban and/or rural 

settings; 
4. Wetiands which have been sigmficantty modified and/or which do not have clearly recognized roles in their urban or rural 

settings; 
5. Wetiands with few remaining attributes and limited human use attributes 

T NPNCA= National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority (vesting agency 'or reserves for conservation of flora and 
fauna; CALM = Department of Consarvation and Land Management; SPC • Slate Planning Authority; vCI • vacant 
Crown land; LGA • Local Government Authority. 

Ill Code refers to area-specific recommendations in: 
Consarvation Reservesfor Western Australia as recommended by the Environmental Protection Authority - 1983: The 
Daning System- System 6. Part 11. EPA, 1983. 

WGAC = Wanneroo Groundwater M~sory Committee. This committee advises the Water Authority on management of 
the Shallow groundwater resource in the Wanneroo Groundwater Area procialmed under the Rights in Water and 
Irrigation Act, 

.t.. Ilia • no level recommended because of limited information. 

FOOTNOTES 

(1) Wa;.er levels in LAKE JANDABUP, and LAKE MARIGINIUP, refiect management of the shallow groundwater exerted by 
the 'Nater Authority on the Wanneroo Public Water Supply Area and the Wanneroo Groundwater Area. According to 
the ;x>licy followed by the Wanneroo Groundwater Advisory Committee (WGAC), the water requirements of the lakes 
are :al<en into aooount in allocating groundwater from the shallow aquifer to iicensed users in the Wanneroo Groundwa
ter kea. 
The Environmental Protedioo Authority is represented on the WGAC. 

(2) NE.'iABUP LAKE: Uttle pristine welland remains; landscape value lies in the valley terrain and historical land uses 
rather than the wetland. 

(3) LAKE ADAMS: The landscape and habitat functions of the lake arise in part from channels excavated in the lake bed. 
Maintenance of functions rests partly on local water use. These functions could be maintained in the face of drawdown 
by deepening the channels. 

(4) LAKE MARIGINIUP: O.Sm dlawdolln could effectively result in reduction of the !ake to a sedge bed, with increased 
agriculture on the welland margins which are freehold. This would resufi in substantial loss of wertand. The biological 
role of the lake should be investigated. Appropriate vesting of the vCl and either reservation of weti!and in freehold 
ownership or stabilisation of land use by establishment of land-use controls, together with imposition of suitable man
agement regime, could improve the condition of the wetland to a level where some drawdown could be tolerated. 

(5) LAKE PINJAR: The lake should be regarded as a flood plain which may be inundated in periods of high rainfalL Effects 
of drawdown would be to restrict areas of welland vegetltion towards the southern end of the lake where least 
drawdown in expected. Considelalion shouid be given to reserving an area on the south of the lake, contiguous with 
the now disused waste disposal site, as an amenity related to the Wanneroo golf course and motor-racing circuit. 
There should also be moolications to management with intensive land uses such as piggeries being limited to the 
capacity to treat effluent on-site -requiring fimits to growth of existing activities. 

As a means of achieving rational land use of Lake Pinjar, the Slate Planning Commission should investigate imposition 
of an Improvement P1an to rationafise lot boundaries and modify the subdivsion pattern, with the area of the existing 
north-south road reserve consolidated into a reserve on the southern end. 

(6) LAKE CARABOODA: Portion of the lake warrants investigation as a welland habitat. Efforts should be made to maintain 
a reduced welland area at the southern end, adjacent to karst valley and to Lake Nowergup. Such an area would 
protect the welland funcrton and could be considered for addition to the Nowergup Conservation Reserve and Neerabup 
Regional Park Expansion of agriculture could be tolerated on the remainder of the wertand. 
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Figure 2. Wetlands c: :~e Gnanga:::-a ~1ound. 
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The E?A :-.a.s largely deter:nined :.:!-le acceptaD:.:i::r or ot=:.er~..,ise of the ·...rater 
~evel cha:--.ge on the basis of the cons_is-:=er,c:: of t:-te drawdown 'Nith :::he 
~etland 1 s ~anagement priority indicated in :~e Jraft Guidelines for ~e:land 
Conservat:.cr, ir:. the Perth t1etropol:.can Area ,~:::?A, 1986). 

For those ~etlands within·category l (Wetlan~s of except!onally high natural 
and/or huma::. use attributes) and Category 2 c ... ·e:lands 'Nith. rela-::i·;ely ir:::ac::: 
!"'.atural s=:stems), 'Che EPA has recommended r:":'lat r::;.ere should be no change to 
t'!:1e exist:::.g regime of ·,.,rater quality ar.C quantity, and normal cl.i.macic 
"lariations The EPA is of the vie'N that :=--.ere is some limited scope for 
~Hater leve::. changes in T,.;etlands within -:::ei:c normal range and seasona: 
variation. The minimum water level is a_.so an important environmental 
considerac:on. for reasons of habitat aesthe~ics, water quality and fringing 
vegetation. Therefore, the EPA has also :-ecommended minimwn summer ·..;ater 
levels. 

Another im?ortant consideration was the likely change in the character of 
the wetla~d and its fringing vegetation resul:ing from a long term decline 
in water lev~l. In some lakes, a small pe~anent reduction in water level 
~..;ould encourage the invasion of vegetation such as Tvpha sp, leading to 
significaD:~y diminished open water areas. 

~Dile the environmental impacts of a pred~c~ed drawdown are seen as 
acceptable :or some wetlands, others ~Nould De significantly affected. 
·,.;et lands, i:1cluding Loch McNess, Lake ..:-oondalup, Lake Yonderup, 

being 
These 

Lake 
and J andabup, ·:::eal Swamp, Lake Mariginiup, ....ake Bindiar, Lake Nowergup 

Coogee Sp:ings would be altered to varying degrees but~ in each case, 
?redicted :ecline is considered by the EPA :o be unacceptable. 

the 

The EPA recognises that c~..;o fac::ors may affec:: :he final ·..;ater levels :.:1 ;:he 
lakes. Fi~stly, the model from ·..;hi eh the preCicteC changes ·..;ere derived is 
oased on a regional grid of up to se~.~e~a:. square kilometres and is 
c:or..s ide!'eC to be "conservative 1' (Water Author:. -:y, 1987b) . Therefore, as the 
Advisory :;roup pointed out (p 22), the model predictions w~ould usually 
represent 'h..;orst case 11 situations. Until :.he ';.;ater Authority has prepared 
and run :he detailed Pinjar model, the ex~ent to which this is a factor 
cannot be determined. Secondly, the ·..;etlanC.s ·water levels may not be a 
direc:. re-:lect:i.on of the groundwater leve::. .. -\s ?Oint.ed out in the E~1? and 
also the .-\dvisory Group's report. a decJ..:.-::e or rise in the superficial 
aquifer ~ay not be reflected enc:.rely in t~e :aKe level. There may be a lag 
i~ time o= some moderated change. However, ~~:s ~elationship for indiv:dual 
•..;et lands has not been quantified. 

The relat:onship between groundwater and -..;et:lar.d water levels should be an 
area of f~:ure study in the region. 

RECOMMENDATION 3 

The EPA recommends that the Water Authority manage public and private 
groundwater abstraction from the Gnangara Mound such that the drawdown does 
not have an impact greater than that specified by the EPA in this report. 
Furthermore, the EPA recommends that some defined wetlands should experience 
no change in their existing regime of water quality and quantity, within 

'normal climatic variations and that these and other wetlands should have 
m1n1mum summer water levels specified which the EPA considers would be 
environmencally acceptable. (These are given in Table 6_1_) 
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The Environme~~al Protect:on Authority recognises other wetlands on the 
Gna~gara Mound which have not been included in Table 6.1 because of limited 
c:ororma~i.on These include: Beenyup and Walluburnup Swamps, (bet••een Lake 
Goo~lelal and Lake Joondalup), the unnamed wetland north of Burns Beach 
?-.oad, and ·,.;et. lands on :he north and east of the Mound such as Lake 
3ar~agoon, Lake ~uckenbur~a. Lake Bambun, Lake Nambung, the lake in Reser:e 
312~1. Quinn's Brook, and seasonal wetlands north of Yeal Swamp, east of 
~aka Pinjar and on the western side of Ellen Brook. Improved understanding 
of these wetland systems should precede any specific recommendations. Many 
of these are located within State Forest 65 and proposed additions to the 
CA~~ Estate. Recommendation 4 applies to these sites . 

• 0 o .• 

The 
and 
:he 

. 2 

ERMP 
fauna 
Perth 

describes eleven vegetation types contributing to a diverse flora 
on the Mound. Some of the largest remnants of native vegetation in 
region are located on the Mound. 

In :he past areas with outstanding natural attributes (such as Yanchep 
~ational Park) or areas unsuitable for agriculture and pine~growing have 
been set aside for preservation. More recently the System Six Report 
iden~ified a number of areas of high conservation and recreation value and 
recommended that they be preserved as national parks or have a conservation 
priority. Areas such as Caraban ~PA (Recommendation C 12), Wab1ing MPA 
(Reco~uendation C 13) and Yea1 MPA (Recommendation M 5) represent upland 
sit:es (EPA, 1983). 

:iu.c::;. of this upland flora obtai!l.s its water from the unsaturated upper so11 
zo~e and lowering of the wacer table is expected to have little effect on 
:t~s vegetat~on (E~~P, Appendix A). It is expected that there may be tree 
dea::hs of upland vegetation or pines '.Vi thin a few tens of metres of bores, 
:res·-.1lti:J.g from local groundwater declines. 

The EPA considers that, on the basis of research into the relationship 
bet.:,·.veen vegetation and :he superficial aquifer on the Gnangara Mound, the 
impact of the proposals on upland vegetation is expected to be minimal. 

~uc8 of this upland vegetation is contained within State Forest 65, part of 
the estate managed by the Department of Conservation and Land Management, 
and vacant Crown land. The recently released Northern Forest Region Draft 
Management Plan includes proposals for most of this land (CALM, 1987). 

This Plan proposes that the area subject to System 6 Recommendations C 12, 
C 13 and M 5 should become nature reser:es, while M 4 (Ridges Management 
Priority Area) would be added to Yanchep National Park. The area of vacant 
Crown land identified as 'Y' in Figure 20 of the ERMP is proposed to be 
included within State Forest 65. As State forest the purpose for this area 
would be for the production of water and timber and protection of water 
catchments (CAL~, p 36). 

Having proposed that specific portions of the upland area have a 
conservation purpose, it is important that detailed management plans for 
these areas be prepared eo ensure the protection of their values. It should 
also be recognised that there are other large areas of upland vegetation 
within State Forest 65. In most cases, it is unlikely that they would be 
cleared for pine establishment, although this would need to be confirmed by 
CAL'!. 
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RECOMMENDATION 4 

The EPA recommends that management plans for the land managed by the 
Department of Conservation and Land Management (existing and proposed) on 
the Gnangara Mound should include protection of native vegetation and 
wetlands as principle objectives for management. These management plans, as 
far as they relate to State Forest 65, should clearly reflect the priority 
purpose for State Forest 65, water production. Management objectives for the 
·•etlands should be consistent ;;i::c.'o the water level targets recommended by 
the EPA in this Report. 

PINE PLANTATIONS 

:~ere are approximately 23 000 ha of pine plantations in State Forest 55. 
Very little of this forest is expected to be affected by proposed 
g~our.Cwater level reductions. ~o~ever, pine plantation density has a 
s:gnificant effect on recharge of g~oundwater 1 and hence on water levels and 
~~e quantity of groundwater available for public and private use. Their 
:~fluence on groundwater levels, and hence on wetlands, is important if they 
a:e ~o be maintained at enviror~entally acceptable levels. As the EPA has 
a::e~dy (Section 6.2.1) made recommendations on wetlands that effectively 
se~ chose limits, :- follows :~a: the management of the pine plantations 
:-.eeC.s to be consistent •,.;i::h these objecti7es. 

--- i ::s submission on the ER..."'fP. the Department. of Conservation and Land 
~anagement (CAL~) pointed out ~eh of the Gnangara and Pinjar A (west of 
:zke Pinjar) plantat~ons have ~een t~inned since the 1980 data used in the 
::?._'1? were prepared. A cornpar:.sor: of che ER..~P estimates (1980) and GAL:!' s 
:·...:.:::-::'2nt esti:nates is present:.ed i:;. :able 6. 2. 

:ab:.e 6. 2. ?r-oportion of Pine ?:antat:.ion at Various Stand Densities as 
~apped in ::~e ER..\{P aEC 'yJ CAL~. 

3ASAL P~ CLASS 
~square met:-esfha) 

·Source: CALM) 

E~~ GAL~ 

(Percentage Area in Each Class) 

32 32 

'0 ~'- 56 

, -
~) 4 

21 7 

:AL~ estimates the proportion of ?:.ne plantation with a basal area exceeding 
20 22/ha at Gnanga~a to have fa:len from 36 to 11 percent bet~een 1980 and 

/ 
~986 and at Pinjar A from 46 to 17 percent. ~ 

::oe ?er::h 
~~vels and 
:aodelling 
:;re::erred 

Urban Water Balance ·!-!o<iel, which was used to predict groundwater 
changes 1 adopted a range of pine plantation densities when the 
simulations outlined in TablB 22 of .che ERMP were run. The 

management strategy i~ ~he E~~p is based on pine plantation basal 
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de:isities in the range of 7-15 square metres ?e::' ha ·.>~hich optimises recharge 
of the Mound (Carbon et al, 1982). This range coincidently maximises an~ual 
pine tree growth increments. 

Ihe Advisory Group (p 10) has pointed out that some portions of the existing 
pine plantation are located on poor q~ality si~es. These areas of plantation 
:nay be thinned below this basal area, thus i:;creasing aquifer recharge. 

RECOMMENDATION 5 

State Forest 65 be managed 
their water use at a level 
nature vegetation. The EPA 

The EPA recommends that the pine plantations in 
with the objective of achieving and maintaining 
that is no more than that of pre-existing 
understands that this represents an average 
plantation of approximately 11 square metres per 

basal area within the pine 
ha. 

6.2.u GENERAL 

As a consequence of 
uplands and pines it 
is undertaken. This 

the foregoing recommendations relating to wetlands, 
is essential that broad co-ordination of these matters 
is addressed futher :n Section 8, however, the EPA 

considers 
much of 
agencies 
CAL'1. 

it appropriate that an opportuni-::; to ?lan ahead and consolidate 
the conservation areas in this region should be initiated. Two key 
that would be involved in this are State Planning Commission and 

RECOMMENDATION 6 

The EPA recommends that the State Planning Commission and Department of 
Conservation and Land Management initiate the consolidation into managed 
conservation reserves those wetlands and upland native vegetation areas on 
the Gnangara Mound identified by the EPA as having conservation value. For 
wetlands within the public estate, priority should be for those which fall 
into: 

Category 1 (W'etlands of exceptionally high natural and/or human use 
attributes); 

Category 2 (W'etlands with relatively intact natural systems); and 

Category 3 
considered 

(W'etlands which have 
to play important roles 

been highly modified but which are 
in their urban and/or rural settings), 

of the EPA's Draft Guidelines for W'etland Conservation in the Perth 
Metropolitan Area. 

RECOMMENDATION 7 

The EPA recommends that, where areas of high 
property means for protecting and ensuring 
initiated by the Department of Conservation 
Planning Commission. 

6.3 SOCIAL IMPACTS 

conservation occur on private 
their management should be 

and Land Management and State 

The Water Authority's proposals have ramifications with respect to human use 
of the area, ranging from those features of the environment that add to 
the quality of life in the area to the availability of water for private use 
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(including r•ualjcornmercial) on freehold land. Therefore :here are :·•o 
fundamental aspects to social impacts of the proposal: the need for a:-.C 
consequences of partitioning of the resource and the subsequent benefits a~c 
costs to the community. 

6.3.1 PARTITIONING OF THE RESOURCE 

The Water Authority is responsible, under the i<ater Authorit;1 Ace 1984, :or 
"administering the right and interests of the Crown in and in relation ::J 
water in the State, of assessing, developing, utilizing and conser-1ing wa:::::r 
resources " According to the Water Authority's Corporate Plan, this is 
to be achieved through the provision of services at minimum long term cost 
and to an acceptable community standard whilst also assessing, planning and 
managing the use and conservation of the State's water resources for the 
continuing benefit of the community (Water Authority, l986a). 

The ERMP outlines the Water Authority's proposals to achieve their 
objectives. The ERMP proposes to allow the orderly development of the wac~r 
resource while protecting the resource and community assets and values. T.~e 

proposal is to provide for the maintenance of the quota for priva~e 
groundwater abstraction south of Flynn Drive t,.Ia.nneroo at 21 millon cubic 
metres per year and to allocate 15 million cubic metres per year to t::a;: 
area of the Wanneroo Groundwater Area north of Flynn Drive. These quotas, ~n 

conjunction with that proposed to be drawn from the Pinjar scheme for pub:~c 
water supply, have been derived from the projections developed by the model. 
The Authority accepts that this is an environmentally acceptable approach to 
the partitioning of the water resource of the Gnangara Mound. 

The water allocation quotas were formulated partly on the basis of drawdow~s 
of 0.5 m in some sensitive wetlands. As the EPA has made recommendations 
(Recommendation 3) on water levels in these wetlands which do not coinc~~e 
•..;ith those used by the Water Authority in ~he model, the proposed quo:::as 
will need to be reviewed to ensure that the EPA's recommendations are met. 

RECOMMENDATION 8 

The EPA recommends that the private water allocation quotas proposed in the 
ERMP be reviewed and revised~ if necessary, to ensure that they meet the 
water level targets for wetlands recommended by the EPA in this report. 

The method of allocation of the available quota, through the Wanneroo 
Groundwater Advisory Committee, was considered by the Advisory Group. They 
found the existing allocation and control arrangements to be the most 
appropriate at this time (Appendix A, p iii). 

The EPA concludes that the Wanneroo Groundwater Advisory Committee has been 
an effective means of providing advice on water allocation to the Water 
Authority. 

6.3.2 CONSERVATION OF THE RESOURCE 

The level of information on the groundwater resource available to the Wa~e~ 
Authority through the monitoring bore network is substantial. This data was 
~sed as a basis for the predictions presented in the E~~. ~1er time, ~he 

model will be run to take account of new data, which will also include :he 
amount of the remaining quota in each area. 
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- is ; :no 0 .... -~ ... that the corrm:u.nity i:1 general, and exist:.::g anC ?Ote:-tcial .... . '"~d.n.... . 
:_:seTs in particular, are awa:::-e of changes in ground•Nater leve:s. :::-. this 
.-.,;:,.:. unders::anding of the need for management •..;ould increase, a.:;d :·Jture 
~=ooosals could be consistent with increased understandi~g of :~e g:::-ound
.:~-5:.~r svscems and improved acceptance of constraints on watar use. 7o date, 
:nanageme~t. i:-titiatives have applied to the r..Janneroo area. bt.:: •the:: show.ld be 
a?pliect across the whole of the Gnangara Mound. 

RECOMMENDATION 9 

The EPA endorses the current approach of the 'Jater Authori t;; in widely 
publishing the limits on groundwater availability for the Gnangara Mound. 
Th9 EPA recommends that these figures should be updated and published 
a: •.ally with emphasis on those areas of high conflict for the use of the 
r2,;ource so that limits to growth and development can be clearly seen by all 
interested parties. 

:~ose parties with licenced bores should be furnished wi~h these data to 
e~courage better understanding and cooperation in management o: the water 
:esource. 

:~e ~ater Au~hority is currently preparing a water conservation s:=ategy for 
?er~h. Such a strategy is impor~ant for a number of reasons. 

::-.e present growth in Pert:.h I 5 r,.;ater demand requires a heav~.~ fi:1ancial 
commitment eo capital infrastructure. By reducing current ~er capita 
consumption by about 2 per cent> the future water ~esource Cevelopment 
?rogramme would be substantially reduced, leading to the defe~~al of the 
development of new sources, less environmental impacts from Nate~ resources 
developments, and improved opportunities in the fut:.ure for t!:e ccnmnunity 
CNater Authority, 1987a). An additional factor is that t'he en~.~:xonmental 

:.:nplications of a future per-iod of low rainfall may be ~ere severe, 
especially due to the increased reliance by the pt.:blic ·..rater supply and 
domestic and ,commercial users on the groundwater resource. 

RECOMMENDATION 10 

The EPA recommenda that 
reduction in public water 

the Water Authority actively encourage further 
demand through its Water Conservation Sc=ategy. 

The abstraction of groundwater by private users ·Nith:!.::;, ::he Wanneroo 
Groundwater Area is controlled through licences issued under the ~ights in 
Nater and Irrigation Act. 

At this time, the Water Authority does not require meters to De fit~ed to 
bores, instead relying on the area and type of crop irrigat:ed to determine 
compliance with licence conditions. While this system has been acceptable 
~hen there is little competition for the groundwater resource the proposals 
~~ ~he E~~p by the Water Authority, combined with applications fo= licences, 
wou d find the quotas fully allocated in some areas. Soree users can 
effectively sterilise many hectares of other owners la~d th~ough their 
applications for large volumes of groundwater. 

::: appears to the EPA that, as competition increases for the resot::::-ce, t:here 
:nay be a requirement to accurately monitor and/or control :.ndivid.ual 
:~cences and uses. The Advisory Group similarly recognised :hat as :he :ocal 
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the Mound is deve:oped a~d allocated, fur::her ea; . :-esource of 
:-:eeCs to be 
? 22. ) 

given to 'Hater pr:..cing a.r:.d allocation mechanisms '1-~';'~":".~: ........ ;,, 

:'his issue does not just relate :o t:.e ...,anneroo Groundwater Aren " . . ·.: .. ......... 
?er:.h Met:ropolitan Area, there are es::imat:ed to be more than 7 J '/,· ~:··.' _t::-2 

domestic bores. They mostly abs::-act f::-om the superficial formal : ,,, ::: ,.-:~e 

districts, t.he competition for '...rater has lead to saline intru~ l ,,, ~:-.:::.' ::-:-= 
aquifer or declining 'Hater tables. T'nese consequences have been 11, lt ::::.:-:..-~;; ,~..::. 
during the Perth Urban Water Balance S ::"..ldy (Water Authority, in :· 1 •·: 

3 
· 

The objectives of the Study were: 

( i) to identify areas where the groundwater resource may be at r; ::_< ,'.\;<-" eo 
over-utilisation and/or degradation of water quality; 

(ii) to investigate the areas of grea~est risk; and 

(iii) to identify groundwater m~~agement options for risk areas. 

As a consequence of this Study, :he '.mderstanding of the superfi, , ..; . 3.-::, 11 \ ~·t"r 

ar:.d its :relationship to climatic and land use influences has s1 d,,~ . .;.nr: :': ~ ly 
increased. This has permitted a mar...agement strateg-y to be de•tt1J'..-r-d 1~·ht..:'h 
·...rould recognise the significance of the groundwater to the envirr11w.~-":"',C whi.le 
retaining its broad social benefits. 

There is clearly a need :::o recognise the management requirem~rl'.::. of 1 his 
resource, not only for public water supply purposes but for erJ·f1_:.:mmPIIc:.al 
ar:d social reasons. It may be appr?priate that more rigid COJ:t_r .• ~ 011 r:he 
der:sity and abstraction :::-ates of pri-::;a~e bores should be applied. 

:'he commt:nity (both urban and r\:ral) :1.eeds to realise that water :::. ~ r-: 11Lt:e 
::esource that is essential for life and recognise that i1 .~; ::o 1 ~~ 1.n 
:na:.ntaini.ng our quality of life is paramount. The EPA considers !:1.:.·.::-. t•.:P.Iues 

as control of ·,.;ater demand and ·...rater conservation as extremely !!nJ~·--.:t.:l!ll eo 
:~e development of Perth. 

RECOMMENDATION 11 

The EPA recommends that-"·the.__¥ater Authority continue to review an-; do'~~" lop 
methods to improve monitoring and control of all public and prl va'a b<JI'eS, 

for the purpose of manag~ng""the water resource. 

Current management and monit:ori.:1g programmes of the ~;at:er AuthorJ. 1:, fol' che 
Gnangara Mound, which relate :o private and public abstractifn-:'. rn, 1 t~Lre 
significant ongoing funding to ensure that management obj ectivr,.~ .:o:_-e f 1 f~ Lng 
achieved. Included within th.is mar-agement is the licencint.•, '>f pr1 ·tdC:e 

bores. 

Over 1 000 licences have been issued in the iJanneroo Groundwa!.'!C Art·.a <.ind 
more will be •..;ith its recent extension nor-::h of Flynn Drive. W'hil~! :C!e l,ures 

\i.TI the Wanneroo Groundwater Area are subiect to annual licence:1 ~o 1 uc i.s 
levied by the Water Authori-::y fOr their administration nor t:': ;:,e>u any 
charge for water abstracted. However, the costs to 'the Water Auu·~· ... ri, '/ Eor 
managing the groundwater resource of ::::te Mound is approximately ~)~'/,. ()f.,<). 
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'' '. 

-~:s :s currently ~~nded :~~ough 
:~arges and Co~sol!~a~ed ~eve~~e. 

~ :.ce:--.cees. unless :~ey a~e also 
s:.:pp::;. 

revE:-.'....:.e :-ece:.·:e-.:::. ::-::-:: \·iater Author::y 

RECOMMENDATION 12 

The ccs: ~s ~oc ~e:.ng borrie by the 
serv:.:ed. ·:):i :he ::-et:.c...:.:ated public •..rater 

The EPA recognises that these are costs associated with management of the 
groundwater resource and recommends that the State Government initiate a 
scheme whereby these enviror~ental management costs are borne by the users 
of the water resources . 

.!.n this report, :ie EPA ::-las recommended aga:.nst ·..;a:er c;:....:.antity or quality 
changes for ·..ret:lar::::.s wi thi::. Category and Catego:-:.~ 2 of the Draft 
Guidelines for Wet:and Conservation i:1 the Perth Metro?olitan Area. With 
regard ~o wetlands wit~in Categories 3, ~ and 5. there may be scope for 
ameliorative measu=es to be taken to ::educe the impac~ ~f declining water 
levels. These measures could incluC.e. engineer:.ng solutions such as 
deepening, lining, artificia: T,.;ater le~lel :naintenance or the establishment 
of substi~ute ·..;eclands. =:.ac~ of these :::east:res ·,.;:_:_:_ "::a~.~e a cost component, 
:::.nd the Water Aut:~cr::.:y · .. rou::..d :-:eed eo ma~<e ?:::-ovision :or- :~em as part of its 
'::udget allocation fo::- ground~..ia:er manager::er.t. 

I~e Gnangara Xound cove.:rs an area of a?proximately 2 lOC square kilomet-res 
and includes fiftee~ loca~ Government Authorities. :~e most significant 
areas of drawdown e::ec::s a.~e ::estricteC ::o :::::e Sh.::-e of Gi::.§;in and the Cit:y 
of ~anneroo. T~e la:::er a~so contains t~e main consume~s Jf the groundwater 
resource. )lot onl:: a!:"e :::'t:.!:"al activi:::..es wi~'!:l:.:1 c.::.e :ity of Wanneroo 
significant users 
Corridor north of 
exclusively from _the 
::-tis Corridor 'Nil: 
of the Mound. 

g:=oundwater. ·J:ut 
,.;._~renue re-:.ei~.~es 

the por::io:-. of the North-West 
water supplies 
development i:::1. 

Repi:n.l~ 

Gnangara }found (ER..'!-?. -; ? : 
requ:.::-e :·.:r~her deve :..o-prr:e:1t o: :.:;e g::-Jundwater reserves 

The population grc".•::h · ~ · ... ~c.:1neroo has :>eer~ substa:rt.:.a:.. aTJ.d is expected to 
continue. Table 6. ~ ::.l!.ls:::-a::es c.his :-:-e::d. ::-.e ·:-ul'::: ::: t'b.is inc:-ease is 
accommodated i:1 t~e ~o!:"::h-West CorriCcr. 7~e S::c.:e ?la~ning Commission is 
c·..tr:-ently revieT,.;ing ::he ex:.st:.::.g corrido::- ?::.a::: :or :::e :1e:::::-opolitan Area anci 
:.his may result =~ an amended deve::..opment s::::-ateg::. The Report of the 
Advisory Group ment:.ons a -:::1umber of issues t~at :night: arise as a consequence 
of this review (Appe~dix A, ? ~5). 

Table 6.3. ProjecteC Popu:a~ion Growth 

DAT::: ?0 P'GU.rl ON 

196~ 

198- :l~ 300 

200: 260 .JOO 

202: 470 ~00 

(Source: State Pla~~ing Commission, pers cow~) 
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:~ ·riew of the existing range and density of land use in the :-eg~~~ 

~ncluding urban, market gardening, vitic'...!.:.::'...lre, horticulture. :-·...::-a_ 
act.lVltles, special rural zones, parks and recreation, conse:::-·;a::."):-. 
:-eserves, and• pi.ne plantations), the likelihood that they will increase ~:-: 

:.he future, and :heir potential to adversely ef:ec t ground•..;ater quali :y a:-.-:. 
availability, the EPA regards i: as essential that planning bodies ha7e 
::-egard for this limited groundwater resource. ?lanning bodies ca:-1 .1.::..so 
assist in the protection of wetlands. 

RECOMMENDATION 13 

The EPA recommends that Environmental and Planning policies be developed 
that minimise the impact of land use activities (especially those that have 
a high water use or are likely to cause pollution to groundwaters) on the 
groundwater and wetlands and provide protection of the water resource and 
conservation of wetlands and upland vegetation. 

RECOMMENDATION 14 

The EPA recommends that the local authorities located on the Gnangara Mound 
incorporate in their statutory Town Planning Scheme(s), policies, zones and 
such other mechanisms as appropriate, the objectives of: 

protection of the ground water resource of the Gnangara Mound; and 

conservation of wetlands including their buffer zones. 

5.5 PROPOSED PINJAR SCHEME 

~he Water.Authori:y has proposed that the Pinjar Groundwater Scheme wo~~d Je 
:~e next public water supply development. This is essentially an exte~sion 
of the existing ~anneroo Scheme. 

As discussed in Section 3, the Pinjar Scheme would be a staged developme~:. 
Si::ce the release of the ERMP, the programme for the Pinjar Scheme ·~7ab:..e 

3.2) has been revised. The curren~ schedule is ?resented in Table 6.~. a~C 

~~e distribution of the wells is shown in Figure 3. 

:able 6.4. Revised Pinjar Groundwater Scheme Development Schedule. 

I 
I N1.:MBER OF WELLS ANNIJAL 

STAGE COMMISSIONING I QUOTA 
DATE I I I (Million c:.:.bic 

ISUPERFICIALILEEDERVILLEIYARRAGADEEI metres;yr) 
I 

I 
lst 1989/91 9 3 I 2 10.0 

2nd 1994/95 9 3 2 11.0 

3rd 1997,!98 10 2 4 ll.O 

cOTAL 28 8 8 32.0 
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Legend: 

Superficial Formation Bores 

Leederville Formation Bores 

Yarragadee Formation Bores 

Stage 1 Development 

Stage 2 Development 

Stage 3 Development 
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P~oposed Pinjar Grou~dwa:er Scheme. 
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The lst S:age development would comprise 14 wells established along Perry 
Road, east of Lake Pinjar. A supply main linking the wells with the Wanneroo 
T~eatment P:ar.t would also be constructed. 

Later stages would extend the eastern leg to the north of Lake Pinjar and 
establish the western leg. 

As the timing of the Pinjar scheme has 
development timetable for the other schemes. 
in Table 6. 5 and should be compared ·•i th Table 

be·en amended, so also has tZ"le 
The new timetable is outli~ed 
3 .1. 

Table 6.5. ?=oposed Public Water Supply Schemes Superficial Formations. 

PROPOSED PROPOSED 
SCHE.'!E COMMISSIONING DATE 

Pinjar Stage l 1989/91) 
Stage 2 1994/95) 
Stage 3 1997/98) 

Lexia 1999/2000 

Yeal Stage ' 2004/05) L 

Stage 2 2007/08) 

Barragoon Stage l 2009/10 

:he enviror~ental ertects of the two 
considered separately, although they 
potential :~pacts relate mainly to 
~etlands eas~ of Perry Road, while the 
and wetlands towards Wanneroo Road. 

PLANNED 
NUMBER OF QUOTA 

WELLS (million cubic 
metres per year 

28 14.0 

15 6.5 

24 9.6 

legs of the Pinjar Scheme can be 
are inter-related. The eastern leg's 
Lake Pinjar and the vegetation and 
western leg affects private prope~ty 

=~ i:s Sys~em 6 Report. the EPA noted chat almost all of Lake Pinjar is 
?ri·.;ately ow-ned and major a1odi£ications have been made to ~he shoreline and 
:ittoral zone (EPA, 1983). In spite of this, the Lake still retained limited 
conservation value. The more recent Draft Guidelines for l..Jetland 
Conservation in the Perth Metropolitan Area has listed Lake Pinjar as a 
wetland whicCl has been significantly modified and/or which do"s not have 
clearly recognised roles in its urban or rural setting (Category 4). The 
management priority for wetlands in this Category is that the emphasis 
should ·be on maintaining the existing functions and, where development is 
essential, for the important functions of the wetland to be restored in an 
equivalent area (EPA, 1986). For this reason, the relev?nt footnote in Table 
6.1 suggests that a resep1e be created at the southern end of Lake Pinjar. 

Table 6.1 notes tha_t·there are many TNetlands to the east of Perry Road, but 
the level of understanding of their conservation value is limited. With 
reduced water table, the Advisory Group (p 28) suggested that the impact on 
these ephemeral wetlands would be a change towards vegetation that is better 
adapted to more water constrained conditions. 

In considering the Pinjar Groundwater Scheme, the Advisory Group advised :he 
EPA that the proposed scheme should be approved subject to the management 
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commitments 
'Jarticular, 

given in che E~~?. 

on conditior. that: 
comments maCe in its and, :;_n 

" ( i) the Water Authority develops, ·..;ithin 12 months, a model to al:.ow t!l.e 
local effects of the P~~jar Scheme to be better defined, monitored 
and managed; 

( i i) the Department of Con.ser . .ration and Land :t.a:-.agement formally ag!'"ees ::o 
thin the pines i~ the vicinity of Lake ?:~jar to average basa:. areas 
with recharge equivalen~ to ~atural vegetation, as required by t~e 
Water Authority; 

( iii) private abstraction in 
Drive does not exceed 15 
monitoring and modelling 
acceptable; 

the Wanneroo Groundwater Area north of Flynn 
million cubic met~es per year unless further 
shows the impact on water table levels to be 

(iv) the Water Authority and the Department of Conservation and Land 
~anagement, in conjunction with the Environmental Protection 
Authority, prepare a long term programme for assessing and rnonitori~g 
environmental impacts in ~~e area; and 

(v) :he unconfined and confined aquifers are developed conc'...l.rrently to 
provide some capacity for managing water table declines under severe 
drought conditions" (Appendix A, p V). 

?he Water Authority has responded to this advice by indicating acceptance of 
each of these points, and has already initiated the ~odel preparation 
(Appendix C), Not only wou1c this model greatly enhance the Water 
Authority's predictive capability of environmental impa~ts, but would also 
assist management of the resource be~Heen various users. As competi:ion for 
:he resource intensifies at ~ocal and regional levels, so the ~anagernent 
response needs to become more sophisticated. In particular, the implications 
of specific landuse development proposals dependant on groundwater need to 
·:)e carefully considered and, if licenced, closely monitored. 

The EPA is aware of the current concern about private groundwater use in 
areas to the west of Lake ?inj ar, especially development. p·roposals that: 
~ould require large proportions of the available quota. Given t.hat such 
proposals are closer to the environmentally sensitive wetlands than the 
proposed Pinjar wellfield, and abstraction would be more concentrated than 
from the Scheme, the EPA also is concerned. Indeed, the potential 
consequences of these proposals can be more significant at the local level 
than those of the Water Auw~ority, and the need for modelling of these 
abstractions is as important. 

The EPA is of the opinion t~at acceptance of the whole of the proposed 
Pinjar Groundwater Scheme would be premature in view of the detailed 
modelling being prepared, recent ground~water use proposals wi~hin the 
adjacent Wanneroo Groundwater Area and recognising the possible implications 
of recommendations in this report. However, the environmental implications 
of the 1st Stage of the Pinjar Scheme, along Perry Road, are considered to 
be environmentally acceptable. The further stages of the Pinjar Scheme are 
environmentally acceptable in principle, and details can be considered in 
the light of further information. 
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RECOMMENDATION 15 

The EPA recommends that Stage l of the Pinjar Scheme, along Perry Road, is 
environmentally acceptable. 

RECOMMENDATION 16 

The EPA accepts, in principle, Stages 2 and 3 of the Pinjar Scheme as being 
environmentally acceptable but recommends that the water AuthoricJ revise 
them in the light of this Report and Recommendations and refers them to the 
EPA for further consideration. 

RECOMMENDATION 17 

The EPA 
permits 
schemes 
approach 

concludes that the staged development of groundwater schemes, which 
the matching of growth in demand with supply and. the tailoring of 
to minimise environmental impact, is an environmentally acceptable 
and recommends that it be applied to future groundwater schemes. 

7. ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND MONITORING 

~e ?erth Urban Water Balance Model has been a?pl:ed in deta:: ~o ~~e 

·,..-a_~neroo area (::1WA Wanneroo Groundwai:er Scheme ?.eview 1985) and has enabled 
::::a setting of interim limits for priva-ce abs~=ac-::.or:. as 'Hell as pub::..c 
a.Ost:ract:ion. The Model allows the investigation of :.!le effects of r-ain.:all 
a!":d landuse changes on wetland •.yater levels. :':1-is !1-odel :..s currehL:ly ':iei.:1g 
ex::encied to cover the areas recently incor-?ora:aci :::to t:11e :.:ar:.neroc 
:;:-ound·.¥ater Area. 

:~e :Iodel can be used to show the predicted drawdown e::e.c-:s of a g:..·le!J. :.and 
·~se scenario under average rainfall condi~~ons. 7~is •ould represen~ ~~e 
~esigned response. After monitoring groundwater leve~s ar.d rainfal: a~d anv 
~~anges in land use, the model can be re-r~n per:.odica::y to checK :..: ~~e 

o~:ginally predicted response is occurring or ~= excessive drawdowT. is 
occ~rring. Once this has been done and any dispari~y :..s found, then ~he ~eeC 
-:.:: change abstraction rates and/or land use can be signalled and :~.e ~oC.el 

::a:;. be recalibrated to improve its predictive capabi:.:..-::;. 

/ 

::-:is then provides one tool for in-ceractive :nanagemer:c of ::he gror..:.!"ldwa::.e:-. 
:::. should be emphasised that land use is a majo-::- _fac::o:- :.~ be controlleC. ar.ci 
so the importance of Goverr~ent planning, ?Olicy anC controls car.not Oe 
·..rnderestimated. 

7:re Water Authority is currently ?articipaci~g in a sig~ificant ?YogY~~e 
~elated to the monitoring and management of :.he gro~nC~a:.er of the Gnangara 
:1ound. Groundwater management of the Water Aut::.ori:::r is based on ::he 
following objectives: 

avoiding long-term depletion of the groundwater resou~~e; and 

maintaining the community assets t:hat rely on groundwa::er (ER..h1P, p l29>. 

C;.:rrent management of the Gnangara Mound grm .. : .. '1.dwater -:::-esource by :he ·;a.::er 
_!_uthori ty is composed of: 

~he proclamation of Wanneroo 
~ater Pollution Control area, 
Gnangara Water Reserve; 

Groundwater Ares. 
Wanneroo P"ttblic 
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the definit~on 

with perce!·red 
predictions; 

~= overall quotas for groundwater abstraction consisten~ 
sustainable yie:d, based on mathematical model 

the allocat~on J- groundwater abstraction licences within the overall 
quota, by the Wa::-_~.eroo Groundwater AC.~risory Committee; 

the regular mor::.:oring of groundwa-c.er and wetland levels and vegetat:.on 
t:ransects; 

the joint f·.mdi:::g of 
Joondalup. Lake :~ndalup, 

studies into wetland invertebrate fauna of Lake 
Lake Goollelal and Loch McNess; 

sponsored studies into evaporation and transporation rates from pine 
trees and native ·;regetation; 

the adjustment of abstraction rates from public supply bores 
unacceptable impacts are identified; 

the identif:cati~n and investigation of other mechanisms to manage 
ground-water avai:ability or use; and 

annual reporting of 
groundwater schemes to 

results 
the EPA. 

from the monitoring programme on existing 

The EPA recei~;res annual reports fi"om the Water Authority on :::~e 

environmental effec~s of the operation of the Jandakot, and Eas~ ~irrabooka 
Groundwater sc8emes. These reports have been provided since 1976. Clecent:ly 
the EPA has agreeC that it should receive detailed triennial reports and 
brief annual renorts. The next triennial report is due in 1987. 

These report:s present information on 
groundwater prociuctian from each scheme, 
levels, hydrographs of major lakes (eg 
'1ariginiup) and sele<:::ed bores. 

7.1 MANAGL~"NT ?~OPOSALS 

rainfall 
changes 
Jandabup, 

variation, annual 
in minimal groundwater 

Adams, Gnangara and 

The Water Aut~ori~~ has presented, in Chapter 11 
environmental manage~ent commitments. They are summarised 
ERMP and are reproduced in Appendix D of this Report. 

of the ER.'1P, 
in Table 27 of 

i t:s 

RECOMMENDATION 18 

The EPA recommends that the commitments given by the Water Authority in the 
ERMP and reproduced in Appendix D of this Report should form the basis for 
management of the Gnangara Mound groundwater resource. 

W11ile these commitments are supported by the EPA, it considers thac 
management responsib~lity for the environment of the Gnangara Mound should 
not be solely thac of the Water Authority. Other agencies also have a 
significant part to ?lay, as planners, technical advisers and managers. The 
main agencies are Western Australian Water Resources Council, State Planning 
Commission, GAL'!, EPA, local authorities and Department of Agricul-c.':.Ir'e. They 
need to participate more actively in management of the Mound. Further 
discussion on the mechanism for achieving this is presented in Section 8. 
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~anageme~t of =~e ~ound neeCs 'oe interactive 
modified as a~ditional info~~a:~:~ ~s obtained. 

a~c i:erative, being 
is :~ere~ore essentia: 

t~at the in:o::::-:natior. gaineC. ::-.::·_:.s!-1 ;-r.onitoring and resea::c:-: programmes is 
relevant to the management of :.!"'.e :':-J;.;.nd. 

T~is iterative :nanagement process =_....:s: appl:i to t!-:le ·.vhole of ::::;.e groundwater 
resource and all of its users. ;:'...:bl:..c and pri",rate .. .1.s a co:-,sequence, the 
quotas for pub:ic •.vater suppl:: sc:-.~::.es as we:: as the proc:ai::::eC Ground-water 
Areas need to be reviewed a~t :eassessed over ::..~e a~C. ~ith changing 
circumstances. i::cluding cli:;na:ic :':":ar.ge. 

RECOMMENDATION 19 

The EPA recommends that the basis for decision-making and the criteria 
established for conservation of w~e environment and of the groundwater 
resource be subject to regular review and updated as further informa.tion 
becomes available. 

A number of deficiencies in :::.f::-:::ation weye noted in submissions (Sec:i.on 
5) and by the P..dvisory Group. '::::o:-_=: :..C.era:::ior. :1eeds to Oe g:..ve:: ":;)y Govern.rnent 
agencies to 
groundwater 

addressing 
le"rel and 

the!:!. · ~..- examp:e. ::~e rela::.or.s;.:::.? bec~.veen the 
_e-:-e:.:.. i~ i.::di?:.Cual ·.ve:::.ar:C.s ::.eeds ::o be 

Oetter understood. ~he hydrog:::a?hS ?repared by the ·..;a:.er .-l.t:.:~ori':y, the 
:..:-.di7idual ·wec::.anC.s :o c:-.ang1ng '.Vater :aD:e ::.esels varies. 

?rem 
response 
Another 

of 
issue 

·.vater quality, 
is the effect ::::a:: :ec:;_ini:1g ·..;ater levels i:1 ·.ve:::ands have on 
and hence on t:::e :c:=.a and flora o: ~hat ·..;e :::ar.C.. 

There is 
method by 

also clear benefit :~ 

r..;n::.cn =~e quali :::; 
periodically T:easured. The wc=k 
derive such a tool. 

RECOM¥~~ATION 20 

.:.-::~.-elop::::.g a simple and re..:..:.a::_e monitoring 
~- :he 'N"et2.and can De e.s:.ablished and 
:: )avies and Rolls (198-:~. :..s an a:~empt to 

The EPA recommends that the fo~lowing specific areas of research and 
monitoring, additional to the ex~s~ing monitoring programme and commitments 
in the ruL~, be undertaken: 

clarify the relationship bet"w~en groundwater level and ~,.;etland water 
quality; and 

improve 
Gnangara 
limited. 

understanding of ·::onservation 
Mound, especially those for which 

value of wetlands on the 
information on their value is 

Over time, as more baseline :..:-~f::-::Ia::ion is obtained, .... ,e: :::?.~ ·4ould expec~ 
that the moni:oring ?rogramme eo...::: ':;e si.:npl:ified. 

The current reporti.ng rnechanis;:n t::.e ·.~'7"ater -~~ut:hor:. :": :o ::he ~?.~. or. 
existing groundwater schemes (".\anr:e:-:-o. Gwelup, :iirrabookc., .;ar:C.akot) should 
be the mechanism of report:i~g :: =~e E?A for monitori~g anC 3anagemenc of 
the Gnangara ~ound. 

RECOMMENDATION 21 

The EPA recommends that the water Authority should submit brief annual and 
more detailed triennial reports c~ environmental monitoring and management 
of the Gnangara Mound to the EPA. 



8. FRAMEWORK FOR CO-ORDINATION AND MONITORING 

Jue to :he wide range of issues that this ?~oposal raises and the philosophy 
adooted for the assessment of the wate~ ~esource, it is important cha~ co
o~dina~:on and the integ~atio;. of the ma~agemenc of planning, monitoring and 
develooment, be achieved. Y:-::.s ',>JaS an issue :=aised ·by the Advisory Group in 
i:s r~port. The Group (? 19 sugges~ed ~~e establishment Of a committee to 
co~ordinate the planning anC operation of :he various organisations ~i:~ a 
strategic interest and influer-ce in the region. 

:~1-lile the ERMP addresses a number of important topics, many issues 
particularly of a social nat~re remain to be resolved. The ERMP was not ~he 
place nor is it the role of t~e Water Authority to do so. Issues such as the 
following need eO be conscdered and decided at the broadest level of 
Government: 

which land use should ~ave priority of access to groundwater? 

should Wanneroo retai~ its agricultural base or be urbanised to a greater 
extent? 

how many people should the area accommoda~e? 

Jevelopment. control and ~anagement of the Gnangara Mound requires 
significant commitment and ~lear direc=ion. The EPA does not consider w~at 
any si~gle agency or ~ody can or should provide all of this. Policy 
direct:ion needs to be pro~rided by -::he Goverrunent. Such policies should 
~ecognise the limits of the resources of :he Xound and provide the means of 
~aking societal decisions. With these ?Ol~cies in place, the coordina~ion 
and planning roles can then be carried ou~. 

::'le E?A believes ~hat a hier-archy of :)o ... :.cy making/ advisory and technical 
groups needs :o be es:abl:shed for :~e Gnangara Mound, involving the 
Government, key Gover~~ent agencies and local interests. There ~ould be 
:~ree levels t:o such a struc::ure, comp:::isi::g a Policy Coordinating Group, a 
:echnical Advisory Group and a ~anaging Group. 

RECOMMENDATION 22 

The EPA considers that many issues in relation to the Gnangara Mound cannot 
be considered by any single agency and recommends that policy direction, 
broad planning and management on the Gnangara Mound should be undertaken by 
the Government. The EPA suggests the following structure and representation 
for the Government's consideration: 

a. A Policy Coordinating Group, with responsibility to Cabinet for 
formulating policy directions, comprising -

Department of the Premier and Cabinet (Chairman) 
Water Authority of WA 
State Planning Commission 
Environmental Protection Authority 
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b. A Technical Advisory Group, to provide specific planning and management 
advice to the Policy Coordinating Group comprising -

c. 

wat~r Authority of WA 
Western Australian Water Resource Council 
State Planning Commission 
Department of Conservation and Land Management 
Department of the Premier and Cabinet 
Environmental Protection Authority 
Department of Agriculture 
City of Wanneroo 
Shire of Gingin 

The Wanneroo Groundwater Advisory Committee continue, and 
Committees as appropriate be established, to provide 
applications for private groundwater establishment to 
Authority. 

other such 
advice on 
the Water 

A prime objec~ive of the Policy Coordination Group should be the preparation 
oF a Government policy on the water resources of the Gnangara ~ound, their 
protection and management, within 6 months. 

9. CONCLUSION 

The Gnangara Mound Groundwater Resource S~~p provides a comprehensive review 
of a series of development proposals. with i=s environmenca: and other 
impacts. T:..e approach nominated by ~~e E?A ·,.;as broad, and the ER..'1P fulfil:s 
the EPA's requirements. 

The EPA 
asssessment 
~ound. 

considers that the approach of a 
is appropriate to the developmen= and 

continuing environmental 
~anagement of ~~e Gnangara 

The EPA concludes that the Gnangara ~ound groundwa~er resource can be 
developed fo~ public water supply whilst maintaining the high environmental 
and spcial ~,alues of t.he Mound. This requires appropriate policy directions 
and sound resource and environmental managemen~. The EPA is confident that 
:~e recommendations in this report and :he commitments bv the Water 
Authority in the E~~ will provide both. 

Further, the EPA concludes that the Wa~er Authority 1 s proposals for public 
water supply schemes, private abstraction control and environmental 
management for the Gnangara Mound are, broadly, environmentally acceptable, 
subject to the EPA' s .Report and Recommendations. 

~ith regard to the proposed Pinjar Groundwater Scheme, the EPA considers 
that implementation of the Scheme is, in principle, environmentally 
acceptable and that Stage 1 of the Scheme could be approved. The two later 
Stages will need to be revised and considered again by the EPA i~ the lighc 
of recommendations in this report. 

RECOMMENDATION 1 

The EPA has concluded that, subject to the EPA's recommendations in this 
report, the plans and policies for land uses on the Gnangara Mound. resulting 
from mechanisms proposed in the ERMP would be environmentally acceptable and 
recommends that these proceed accordingly. 
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RECOMMENDATION 2 

The EPA recommends that the concepts of sustainable yield of resources and 
maintenance of ecological systems should be central to decisions affecting 
management of groundwater resources of the Gnangara Mound, in accordance 
with the State Conservation Strategy. 

RECOMMENDATION 3 

The EPA recommends that the Water Authority manage public and private 
groundwater abstraction from the Gnangara Mound such that the drawdown does 
not have an impact greater than that specified by the EPA in this report. 
Furthermore, the EPA recommends that some defined wetlands should experience 
no change in their existing regime of water quality and quantity, within 
normal climatic variations and that these and other wetlands should have 
m~nunum summer water levels specified which the EPA considers would be 
environmentally acceptable. (These are given in Table 6.1.) 

RECOMMENDATION 4 

The EPA recommends that management plans for the land managed by the· 
Department of Conservation and Land Management (existing and proposed) on 
the Gnangara Mound should include protection of native vegetation and 
wetlands as principle objectives for management. These management plans, as 
far as they relate to State Forest 65, should clearly reflect the priority 
purpose for State Forest 65, water production. Management objectives for the 
wetlands should be consistent with the water level targets recommended by 
the EPA in this report. 

RECOMMENDATION 5 

The EPA recommends that the pine plantations in 
with the objective of achieving and maintaining 
that is no more than that of pre-existing 
understands that this represents an average 
plantation of approximately 11 square metres per 

RECOMMENDATION 6 

State Forest 65 be managed 
their water use at a level 
native vegetation. The EPA 
basal area within the pine 

ha. 

The EPA recommends that the State Planning Commission and Department of 
Conservation and Land Management initiate the consolidation into managed 
conservation reserves those wetlands and upland native vegetation areas on 
the Gnangara Mound identified by the EPA as having conservation value. For 
wetlands within the public estate, priority should be for those which fall 
into: 

Category 1 (Wetlands of exceptionally high natural and/or human use 
attributes) ; 

:ategory 2 (Wetlands with relatively intact natural systems); and 

Category 3 
considered 

(Wetlands which have 
to play important roles 

been highly modified but which are 
in their urban and/or rural settings), 

of the EPA's Draft Guidelines for Wetland Conservation in the Perth 
Metropolitan Area. 
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RECOMMENDATION 7 

The EPA recommends that, where areas of high conservation occur oo ,
11

• 
I I 7::>-tf! 

property, means for protecting and ensuring their management "1,.,. 11 , ~.-

initiated by the Department of Conservation and Land Management '""' ·~:;..:: 
Planning Commission. ----

RECOMMENDATION 8 

The EPA recommends that the private water allocation quotas propo"'"' 1 ,, 
ERMP be reviewed and revised, if necessary, to ensure that they ,.~~,..,d 

water level targets for wetlands recommended by the EPA in this rep<ll, 

RECOMMENDATION 9 

':!le 
:he 

The EPA endorses the current approach of the 'Water Authority 1,, ·•!.~,. 1 
publishing the limits on groundwater availability for the Gnangarn /i,,,:_dY 
The EPA recommends that these figures should be updated and Jllll,J 1 : d 
annually with emphasis on those areas of high conflict for the us., ,1r ~--~ 
resource so that limits to growth and development can be clearly seer, j,

1 
~l~ 

interested parties. 

RECOMMENDATION 10 

The EPA recommends that the 
reduction in public water demand 

'Water Authority actively encourage t, 1n-. r 
through its 'Water Conservation Strat~~~ -e_ 

RECOMMENDATION ll 

The EPA recommends that the 'Water Authority continue to 
methods to improve monitoring and control of all public 
for the purpose of managing the water resource. 

RECOMMENDATION 12 

The EPA recognises that there are costs associated with management ,,f .. 
groundwater resource and recommends that the State Government init.j :-tr;._~"le 
scheme whereby these environmental management costs are borne by thk 11~r: 
of the water resources. 

RECOMMENDATION 13 

The EPA recommends that Environmental and Planning policies be dev, J,,. d 
that minimise the impact of land use activities (especially those t!u.r , "" ; ~u~ve 

a high water use or are likely to cause pollution to groundwaters) '"' ,. 
groundwater and wetlands and provide protection of the water resour,.~ .ode 
conservation of wetlands and upland vegetation. . . "" 

RECOMMENDATION 14 

The EPA recommends that the local authorities located on the Gnangar4 ~, -/ 
• • n rmd 

incorporate in their statutory Town Planning Schemes, pol~c~es, zo~~ . d 
"" such other mechanisms as appropriate, the objectives of: 

protection of the groundwater re~ource of the Gnangara Mound; and 

conservation of wetlands, including their buffer zones. 
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RECOMMENDATION 15 

The EPA recommends that Stage l of the Pinjar Scheme, along Perry Road, is 
environmentally acceptable. 

RECOMMENDATION 16 

The EPA accepts, in principle, Stages 2 and 3 of the Pinjar Scheme as being 
environmentally acceptable but recommends that the Water Authority revise 
them in the light of this Report and Recommendations and refers them to the 
EPA for further consideration. 

RECOMMENDATION 17 

The EPA concludes that the staged development of groundwater schemes, which 
permits the matching of growth in demand with supply and the tailoring of 
schemes to minimise environmental impact, is an environmentally acceptable 
approach and recommends that it be applied to future groundwater schemes. 

RECOMMENDATION 18 

The EPA recommends that the commitments given by the Water Authority in the 
ERMP and reproduced in Appendix D of this Report should form the basis for 
management of the Gnangara Mound groundwater resource. 

RECOMMENDATION 19 

The EPA recommends that the basis for decision-making and the criteria 
established for conservation of the environment and of the groundwater 
resource be subject to regular review and updated as further information .//.,. 
becomes available. 

RECOMMENDATION 20 

The EPA recommends that the following specific areas of research and 
monitoring, additional to the existing monitoring progrdmme arid commitments ~· 

in the ERMP, be undertaken: 

clarify the relationship between groundwater level and wetland water 
quality; and 

improve 
Gnangara 
limited. 

understanding of the conservation value of wetlands on the 
Mound, especially those for which information on their value is 

RECOMMENDATION 21 

The EPA recommends that the Water Authority should submit brief annual and 
mor~ detailed triennial reports on environmental monitoring and management 
of , he Gnangara Mound to the EPA. 

RECOMMENDATION 22 

The EPA considers that many issues in relation to the Gnangara Mound cannot 
be considered by any single agency and recommends that policy direction, 
broad planning and management on the Gnangara Mound should be undertaken 
the Government. The EPA suggests the following structure and 
for the Government's consideration: 
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a. A Policy 
formulating 

Coordinating Group, with responsibility 
policy directions,comprising-

Department of the Premier and Cabinet (Chairman) 
Water Authority of WA 
State Planning Commission 
Environmental Protection Authority. 

to Cabinet: for 

b. A Technical Advisory Group, to provide specific planning and management 
advice to tbe Policy Coordinating Group, comprising -

c. 

Water Authority of WA 
Western Australian Water Resource Council 
State Planning Commission 
Department of Conservation and Land Management 
Department of the Premier and Cabinet 
Environmental Protection Authority 
Department of Agriculture 
City of Wanneroo 
Shire of Gingin. 

The 'W"anneroo 
Gommi ttees as 
applications 
Authority. 

Groundwater Advisory Committee continue, and other such 
appropriate be established, to provide advice on 

for private groundwater establishment to the Water 
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APPENDIX A (con:d) 

SUMMARY 

~~D AND WATER USE 

l The Gnangara Groundwater Mound is a major water resource in the Perth 
Region. There are complex inter-=elationships between the water resource and 
the major land uses (urban developmen~. rural activities, pine plantations 
and public water supply) and che nacural environment. Management of this 
resource and associated land uses is essential if the maximum sustainable 
benefit is to be derived for the whole community. A balance must be found 
between the conflicting demands for ~ater required for development and 
conservation of the environment. A balance must also be found between the 
use of water for urban, agricul=ural and silivicultural purposes. 

2 Perth's steady population growth is expected to continue and will result 
in expansion of the urban area aithin the North West Corridor. Continued 
growth in demand for public water supplies is considered to be inevitable. 
However, the Water Authority should continue its efforts to encourage water 
conservation and ~bus reduce the rate of growth in demand for water. 

3 Urban development will have "ittle direct effect on water table levels 
except in localised areas. Urb~isation is likely to result in degradation 
of water quality and will also affect the nature and extent of activities in 
the rural and forestry areas anC the wetlands to the east. It is highly 
desirable to restrict urban expansion to the North West Corridor, an area 
where. degradation of quality and any impact on water table levels will not 
affect other uses. 

4 Changes to grotu~Cwater quali~; are par~icularly important in relation ~o 
public water supplies and the we=lands. The main defense of the groundwater 
system agains~ degradation is i~s ability ~o disperse and dilute contamin~ 
ants. Careful planning and management of land use and waste disposal will be 
required to minimise groundwater quality degradation. 

5 Extractive industries quar~; sand, limestone and other materials from the 
Mound. These acci-.rities are usually limited in extent and no direct impact 
on the groundwater is known. Legislation requiring environmental review and 
management programmes should provide the protection necessary. 

6 The main land uses in the r~al area are irrigated horticulture, pastoral 
activities and hobby farms. Of these, market gardening is the major water 
using activity. Expansion of market gardening in the area, due primarily to 
increased export demand, is predicted but the rate and extent of growth is 
uncertain. The proposed allocation of 36 million cubic metres per year in 
the Wanneroo Groundwater Area should be adequate to meet growth in demand 
for water for agricultural activities for at least the next ten years and 
possibly much longer. 

7 Many market gardens are located near wetlands and their impact on both 
water levels and quality is potentially significant. Accordingly, water use 
is regulated where. necessary, io.~ t.h the aim of preventing problems rather 
than having to cure them. This nas resulted in concern among some landowners 
about restrictions on land use and ~he effect on property values. 

8 In the longer term, growth o: irrigated horticulture in the Wanneroo area 
is likely to ease or cease in response to rising land values due to adjacent 
urban expansion, a:,-,.d to relocate elsewhere. Most other agricultural 
activities have m~ch lower wate= requirements and thus have more limited 
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~~plications for the ~a:er resou~ce. Fe~:il~sers, pesticides and herbicides 
·..:.sed in rural ac~ivities all have adve:::-se implications for wa<::er qualit:r, 
;ar:icularly for wetlands. 

State Forest 65 has a strategic role in protecting the quality, and 
ensuring the availability, of groundwater in the region. Pine plantations 
occupy one half of State Forest 65 ·Ni::-: much of t~e balance reser1ed for 
conservation of flora and fauna. Variations in the density of pines have a 
significant effect on rainfall interception and transpiration and thus on 
net recharge of the Mound. Silviculture has little or no detrimental effect 
on water quality. 

lO The priority purposes of State Forest 65 are conservation and water 
production. Fortuitously timber Yeturns are maximised at or near the pine 
density that equates to native woodland. Reduction of high density 
?lantation areas would significantly increase net recharge with only a 
~arginal impact on timber retur~s. Approximately one third of the area uncle~ 
pines will, in any case, produce low volumes of timber and these areas, in 
?articular, should be thinned to low densities to i~c~ease recharge. A 
comprehensive detailed long-term management plan for both the plantation and 
conservation areas of State Forest 65 should be developed within 12 months. 

-~ Management of State Forest 65 for ~~e priori~y purpose of ~ater, while 
will have some irnpa~t on timber ret~~~s, is suppor~ed by the Department 

~~ Conservation and Land Management. ~e major need is to plan and fund a 
?lantation thinning and management prog~amme to produce maximcm benefits at 

:.east cost. 

:2 Because there has been no market :er some types of forest :hir.nings, 
~onsiderable areas of plantation curre~~ly have excessive densities. If a 
~arket could be established, th~s work :ould be under~aken at ~o net cost :c 
:.~eState. There is a possiblity that. such a market. may be established, 
nowever, delays in thinning will increase the cost of this work if it 
eventually has to be done non-commercia.:ly. If a market for pine thinnings 
cannot be established in the near future annual funding should be allocated 
for this work, as required for water resource management. 

~ATURAL ENVIRONMENT 

c3 The large remnants of native vegetation including the extensive wetland 
system on the Mound are environmentally important. Much of the native 
vegetation remaining on the Mound occurs in State Forest 65 and on Crown 
land to the north and east. This native vegetation can be broadly 
categorised as uplands and wetlands. The uplands are areas of net recharge 
and the wetlands areas of net loss of ~ater. The water table declines 
described in the Gnangara Mound Groundwater Resources Environmental Review 
and Management Programme (ERMP) will have little effect on the extensive 
areas of upland native vegetation (and pine plantations) on the Mound. 

l~ Wetlands are a surface expression of the water table. They comprise 
dynamic and inter-dependent syst.ems subject to seasonal and longer term 
climatic variations, geological and other natural processes and the effects 
of Man's activities. Yetlands are constantly changing and have, in the past 
been both more and less extensive than at present. It is possible that a 
warming of the Earth's climate in the decades ahead may result in a 
significant contraction of wetlands. · 
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l5 Retention of wetlands is the major constraine in managing the ground
water resources of the Mound. Without this constraint much more water cou:d 
oe abstracted for ooth public and private supplies. 

:6 Urban wetlands are primarily valued for aesthetic reasons; less modif~ed 
·..;etlands are more important for ecological reasons. The ·wetlands of the S·..;a!: 
Coastal Plain are important for a number of reasons including their value as 
cefuges for wildlife in dry periods and as habitats for transequatorial 
migratory waders. Preservation of a range of natural habitats on the Mound 
is important ecologically and socially. The System Six s~~dy recommended 
reservation of ex~ensive areas for the protection of flora and fauna. 
Consolidation and formalisation of the most important conservation areas 
should be finalised as a matter of priority. Other major areas of native 
vegetation in State Forest 65 and on adjoining Crown Land could form 
extensions to these areas and compensate for environmental impacts which ~ay 
occur elsewhere. 

17 Modification of wetlands is inevitable as land and water resource 
development proceeds; ephemeral wetlands are especially difficult to deal 
with because of their dispersed nature. The aim of co~ordinated land use and 
~ater resource management should be to contain impacts within acceptable 
limits. There is a need to develop criteria for wetland changes. 

:UleffiE DEVELOPMENTS 

:8 Within the constraint on total withdrawals imposed by wetlands 
co~servation, there is a need to plan and manage use of ~he groundwater :Jr 
agriculture, silviculture and public supply. The approach proposed by the 
·;ater Authority provides for a 50% increase in the water available for 
agricultural purposes within the Wanneroo Groundwater Area, reduction in :he 
·...:se for pine production and sufficient abstraction to meet growth in urban 
demand for the next 25 years. 

~9 The issue of agricultural water demand is complicated by the uncert
ainty of demand projections and the question of allocation is influenced ·:>v 

che local impact of intensive users on the environment. Overall, the 
proposed allocation of 36 million cubic metres per year in the Wanneroo 
Groundwater Areas should be adequate to meet growth in demand over the next 
ten years and possibly for much longer. However, in some areas, 
environmental considerations mean that some demands will not be able to be 
met and conflicts will have to be resolved. 

20 The scope for increasing the allocation of unconfined groundwater to 
agriculture by reducing abstraction for urban supply or further thinning of 
pines is limited. This is because the distance between the 11 problem'' and ::he 
nsolutions" is considerable. 

21 Participative management of the Wanneroo Groundwater Area, where demand 
approaches availability, has proved successful in finding solutions to most 
of the problems and conflicts associated with allocation of water among 
private users in this sensitive area_ Wbile there is scope for assessing 
alternative water allocation mechanisms, continuation of the Wanneroo 
Groundwater Advisory Committee and existing allocation and control 
arrangements is considered to be the most appropriate at this time. 

22 Many of the possible problems and conflicts which may be associated 
with development of the Mound will not occur for decades and will arise 
progressively. Accordingly, it is important not to make decisions or take 
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3c:ions ear~:er :han ~s ~ecessary for operations to ?roceed. To do so would 
:-:::'::'ego the benef.:.:s of ir:.crea.sed knowledge that will be available as the 
::<?s:...:.l t of f\l::-:.he::- researc':-. an.C. inves-tigation. 

_.... Some decisio:--.s ar;d ac:~or:s associated 'N'ith ground•,.;ater development and 
:r:a::agement. are re·<'ers::.ble. T1::5 is particularly t.T'J.e of private and public 
~2s:raction. W~ere unforeseen consequences arise or impacts are greater than 
predicted, there is scope, at a cost, to take remedial action with the 
expectation that wetlands will _recover. 

~ The ERMP is a comprehensive and sound document bringing together for the 
first time much of the information required to plan and manage this 
important resource and its associated land uses. The model used to evaluate 
alternative development strategies is the most powerful tool available. The 
model predictions are considered to be a sound basis for decision making. 

25 Additional ~~for~aticn is required in some areas and will improve future 
decision~making. :his ~i:l require the planning and execution of a research 
a~d assessment ?rogramme. However, decisions ~hich need to be made now can 
:,e made on a far more in£ormed and balanced basis t~an was the case before 
:~e E~~p was prepared. 

26 The long ter~ strategy p=oposea ln the ERMP is considered to provide a 
reasonable balance between tte needs associated with development, and 
conservation of ~he envi~onme~t. It provides a sound basis for strategic 
?lanning and po:.icy fornr\.llat:on by the many individuals and organisations 
· ... ~i ::h an interes::: i.n }found. lar..d use and water resources. The long term 
strategy proposed by the Water Authority in the ERMP should be the basis for 
planning and management . 

.:., Development: of the Gnangara groundwater resources is the least cost 
alternative for satisfy~~g g=owth in demand for public wate~ supplies, 
?articularly in the Nor~i Wes~ Corridor. The proposal is to construct 
groundwater scOemes in s~ages to match the growth in demand while at the 
same time minimising the impact on the environment. It is planned to locate 
:~ture wellfields withi~ Sta=e Forest 65 where water quality is protected 
and water table changes ~ave generally less impact on- the natural 
environment, particularly the wetlands. The proposed programme of staged 
development of public water supply schemes in State Forest 65 is a sound and 
conservative approach. 

?LANNING AND MJI~'iAGE.'!ENT 

28 To minimise the impact on the natural environment it is essential that 
an integrated approach to management should be progressively implemented. To 
achieve this it ~ill be necessary to co-ordinate t~e planning and operations 
of the various organisations with a strategic interest and influence. This 
process could be initiated by establishing a Gnangara Mound Planning and 
ManRgement Committee under the auspices of the Western Australian Water 
Reso<.1rces Cormcil. The Committee should comprise senior representatives of 
::~e: 

City of Wanneroo; 
Department of Agriculture; 
Department of Conservation and Land Management: 
Environmental Procectiar. Authority; 
Mines Department; 
State Planning Commission; and 
Water Authority of Wes~ern Australia 
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The role of the Committee would be to ensure that, for the Gnangara Mound 
region, each organisation develops and implements policies and plans for its 
area of responsibility within a co-ordinated framework. 

29 The objectives of ::=-.e Commi::t:ee s:-.oulC. be to: 

(i) develop and co-o~dinate integ~a:ed ?:anni~g and management jy the 
various agencies invol·.reC: 

(i:) monitor and repor~ on the :=?:e~entation of both individua~ agency 
and overall plans; 

(iii) advise on research and investigation priorities; and 

(iv) promote communi~! participat~c~ in ?lanning.and management. 

30 The commitments given by the Water Authority in the ERMP provide a sound 
basis for managing the complex issues arising from water resource and land 
use development. There is a need ::c :or:na:ise comm.itments 1 and ::o develop 
more specific programmes and plans -:o ?U~ some commi~ments into effect. 
Successful management along ~he lir:.es described in ~he report: also requires 
fo~al commi~ments :=orn other orga.r.~sa::o~s, pa~~icularly CAL~. 

31 Consideration needs to be given to overall funding arrangements for 
Gnangara Mound environmental research and management. While it is reasonable 
for the Water Author: 'C.:: to bear sor:.e .:;: t=:e cos::. pan:icularly for work 
directly re lazed t:o · .. later suppl? a::C. ·...-ate::- reso\..:rce management, i: should 
no:. :,e required to funC all inves:::.sa-:ior:. · .• rork, ::nuch of which arises out: of 
the land and ·,.;acer '...l.Se acci~.rities c: ·:)'::he:::-s. 

THE PINJAR SCH~~E 

32 The Pinjar Scheme :::.s the ne::c.: ;t.:.o .... :.c ;.;acer supply development planned 
for the Mound. Various options have been examir~ed TNit.hin the con-c:ext of the 
longer term s~rategies described :~ :~e EP~~. There is no clearly superior 
alternative to the proposed scheme, ~~e first stage of which must be 
commissioned in 1989 to satisfy growing demand for urban water. T~e water 
Authority has sought approval to :J~cce.ed ·.;i-::h detailed planning, C.esign anC 
construction. 

33 Predicted changes in water table leve:s beneath the Lake Pinjar plain 
due to pumping from the proposed scheme will be quite substantial. However, 
this land is in private ownership. 2.a~gel:t cleared and heavily degraded 
from an ecological poi~t of view. ~ater level changes in environmentally 
sensitive areas to the west and east are generally expected to be small and 
to have limited effect on the environment. 

34 The proposed Pinjar Scheme should be approved subject to the management 
commitments given in the ERMP, comments made in this report and, in 
particular, on condition that: 

(i) the Water Authority develops, within 12 months, a model to allow the 
local effects of the Pinjar Scheme to be better defined, monitored 
and managed; 

(ii) the Department of Conservation and Land Management formally agrees to 
thin the pines in .the vicini~y of Lake Pinjar to average basal areas 
with recharge equivalent to natural vegetation, as required by the 
Water Authority; 
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private abstraction in the wanneroo Groundwater Area north of Flynn 
Drive does not exceed 15 million cubic metres per year unless further 
monitoring and modelling shows the impact on water table levels to be 
acceptable; 

the water Authority and the Department of Conservation and Land 
Management, in conjunction with the Environmental Protection 
Authority, prepare a long term programme for assessing and monitoring 
environmental impacts in the area; and 

(v) the unconfined and confined aquifers are developed concurrently to 
provide some capacity for managing water table declines under severe 
drought conditions. 
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l. INTRODUCTION 

ADVISORY GROUP 

~.1 The Water Authori:y of Western Australia has prepared an Environmenta: 
~eview and Management ?rogramme (S~~P) for proposed water supply 
developments on the Gnangara Mound (Mound). TheE~~? presents a general 
strategy for managing the unconfined groundwater resource and also more 
detailed plans for the proposed ?injar Scheme. 

1.2 The Mound is a major water resource in the Perth Region. The complex 
and dynamic relationships between land use and groundwater give rise to 
important environmental, economic and social issues. To assist in its 
consideration of these issues, the Environmental Protection Authority 
convened an advise~¥ group to provide an overview of issues affecting the 
Mound so that a general policy for management could be developed. 

TE~~S OF REFERENCE 

~.3 The terms of reference for the Advisory Group were to advise on: 

(i) the nature, extent and utilisation of t~e Gnangara Groundwater 
Mound; 

(ii) the relationshi?S bet"•een land uses, the conservation of •,;et:lands ar:~ 

:1ative vegetation, and the groundwater r-esource; 

(iii) the options and :rade-offs between alternative land use strategies; 

( i~r) other issues and strategies which may contribute to :~e determinatic:: 
of the most 'appropriate ba:ance between competing demands on the 
Gnangara Mound groundwater ~esource; 

(v) the adequacy and accuracy of the information contained :n the E~~p 
report; 

(vi) the adequacy of ::,.e environmental management commitments contained ..... ~. 
the E~~p report; and 

('Jii) the environmental acceptability of the proposed Pinjar Scheme. 

MlO,'!BERSHIP 

l.4 The Advisory Group members were: 

>fr c w Bur ton (Chairman) 
Jr A D All en 
~rs p A Clay 
:-!r w R Stevens 
:!r J F Thomas 

~.5 The members of the Advisory Group were chosen by the 2nvironmental 
?rotection Authority for their personal expertise and experience. This 
report reflects the views of the i:J.dividuals and not the policies of the 
organisations with which they are affiliated. 
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::::::.ce::-s 
Group ·..;as grea::::.:r ass:.s::ed in its 'Nork by briefings given by 
from ::~e following Gover~enc and other organisations: 

-: -·· 
~-- _.., ,...,- Wanneroo 

)epar:::nent of Conservation 
end Land Management 

~~v~ronmental Protection 
_:._;.1 tho r i ty 

S:ate Planning Commission 

· .. ·anr:e roo Groundvra t:e r 
_.:._c_~,...:.so:-y Commi::::ee 

--~·a::er Authori::y of 
·,;es::e-::-:1. Australia 

· ... -e:::ar:ds Conserrat:ion 
Socie:·j 

:1r J 
Jr 3 
~r 

~ 

~ 

.:!r 0 
:i:r p 

:1r T 
Dr E 

Dr J 

:1r R 
~r J 
:fr J 

:fr R 

:!r G 
~r R 
:!r D 
:!r B 

?rof 

Gallagher 
Stynes 
Luke 

Drescher 
Thompson 

Butcher 
Hopkins 

Arnold 

Bulstrode 
Jenkins 
Singleton 

Green 

Cargeeg 
Harvey 
Hopkins 
Sadler 

p Jennings 

_. . Specia: assistance ·,..·as provided :::o the _,...,_dvisory Group by the following: 

~epar~~ent of Conservation 
~~d Land Management: 

:::nv:ronmental Protection 
Au-:hority 

~ines Department 
Geological Sur-rey 

:.Jater Authority of 
"Je.>tern Australia 

:!ETiiODOLOGY 

Dr E Hopkins 

:frs C McDavi<:t 
:!r C Murray 
Mr B Stewart. 
Miss C Craster 

:!r T Bestow 

:!r G Cargeeg 

:.3 This report is the outcome of two weeks intensive consideration and 
discussion of information obtained from published documentation, expert 
·:)riefings and a field inspection. It assumes a knowledge of the contents of 
:he Gnangara Mound Groundwater Resources ERMP. Other publications containin& 
·~seful background information are listed in the bibliography. 
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2. THE GNANGARA GROUNDWATER MOUND 

GENERAL DESCR~P7:0N 

2.1 The Gnangara. Mound is a shallow body of ~:-ounC·..;ater occurring bet•.veer: 
the Swan River and Gi~gin Brook. It originates :rom :-ainfall and occurs i:. 
sediments for:ning the Swan Coastal Plain. The ·..:?per surface of the :iound ~s. 

the water table and i:s base is for~ed jy olde:- sed~~entary rocks 
(Figure l). Tb.e groundwater in the uncon£ined :.quifer flows slowly out·,.;arCs 
from the crest oE the Mound to discharge into :~e ocean and the boundi:1g 
rivers. 

2.2 The sandy sediments of the coastal plain :avouc rapid infil:cation of 
rainfall. The water table rises as it is recharged during winter and falls 
during summer as some of the stored groundwater is depleted. The natural 
factors affecting net recharge of the unconfined aquifer are the amount of 
rainfall, usage by vegetation, loss of water by direct evaporation from 
intercepting surfaces and wetlands, and leakage ~o underlying aquifers. 

2.3 The ~ound is a major water resource in ~~e Per~~ region and extends 
over an area of 2091 square kilometres. The unconfi:-.ed aquifer ranges i:1 
thickness from 10 to lOO metres and is estimated to contain about 19 500 
million cubic ~etres of groundwater in storage. 

2.4 The current ~ater balance of the Mound, ex?ressed in millions of cubic 
~etres per year (assuming no change in storage). is: 

I~ OuT 

Rainfall 
Water Imported from 
Surface Sources 

1675 

80 

1755 

i'>Japotranspirati.on 1155 
Leakage ::o unce~lying Aquifers 107 
Outflow =8 Ocean and Rivers 372 

lll 

1755 

.-\ relatively !llodest:. reduction of the evapotrans?i::::-at:.on consumption would 
significantly inc=ease the quantity of ·..;a.ter a"' .. '"a.:lab::..e for public and 
?rivate abstraction. 

2.5 The groundwa~er of the Mound is readily accesslole and large quantities 
can be abstrac~ed for public and privata use a~ rela~ively low cos~. As 
Perth expands northward, the groundwater resources of the Mound are proposeS 
eo be further developed for public water supply in s:ages, as required. The 
amount of groundwater which can be obtained from the ~ound is determined 
primarily by the desire to limit the impact on ::~e er.vironment, particularl:: 
the wet lands. 

2.6 In addition ~o the unconfined groundwater ~esources of the Mound, 
artesian and sub-artesian groundwater resources occur at depth below the 
coastal plain. These resources are more saline and, while large quantities 
of groundwater are in storage, their annual recharge is approximately one 
third of that of the Mound. Depth, salinity and legislative control restr:c:: 
the development of these resources for private use buc they are important 
supplementary resources mainly for public supply. Abstraction from the 
confined aquifers provides some scope to minimise the effects of pumping 
from the unconfined aquifer in times of drought. 
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Figure 1. Gnangara Mound Water Resource and Selected Land Use Zones 
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There a"'.<> four major :ar:d uses on the ~ound (Figure l). :-:--.ese are: 

1..'-r~an development; 
r~ral acti?ities; 
forestry; and 
~he ~atural environment 

. S ~:::-ban development has grown ouc-..;ards f::::-om the origi:;al se-::::~e:ner'.t of 
?er~h and has been based on access to commercial centres, prox:~it~r :o t~e 

3·...-an ~:i.ver and the coast
1 

and areas of prominent topography. -.;::h ::he rapiC 
s~owth in the post-war period, it was recognized that Perth should not gro~ 
·.;i chout planning. The Corridor Plan and Metropolitan Region Sc<:eme provide 
:he basis for present day development. The first major review :'or some 15 
:-"'ears is in progress and will set the framework for developmer:t: of the Per:::-. 
~egion into the next century. 

2.9 Rural land has generally been located on the fringes of urban 
::.evelopment and in favourable areas in the hinterland. Market gardening 'Nas 
:i:-st developed on peat:r soils near 'Netlands and later on favourable soil 
:~rpes on higher ground. Over the years market gardeners have :roved out:Nards 
:o :he nor::h and south as :he urban area expanded. Pastoral ac:.:·.:i:::es have 
.::een Ceve:oped depending on ::~e availability and price of freeS.old lanG'. 

2.10 State Forest 65 is located on land that was considered :o be useless 
:or agric~l::ure. Numerous problems have had :o be overcome si~ce planting 
J£. pines commenced in 1918 and it 'Nas not until the early l96.Cs, and 
?a.:-tic'...llarly since the :;.960s, that extensive plantations have "::leen 
est:ablished. 

'' Some of t:he largest remnants of native vegetation in the Pert:h Regior. 
a:-e located on the Mound. In the past areas with outst.a::ding :-.at:."...lral 
a::t.ri"::,utes (eg Yanchep ~ational Park) or areas unsuit:ed for as:::-ic'..ll:ure o::
?:ne-growing have been set aside for preservation. Recently, as part. of t~e 
System Six Study, further areas have been recommended for reser:ation t:o 
?reserve habitats and v:able examples of coastal plain bushla.r.C (?i.gure 2). 

~ROUNDwATER CSE 

2.:2 The groundwater resources of :he ~ound provided the mai~ source of 
?erth's water for the first half of its history. This included supplies for 
~arket gardens which were developed around lakes and swamps. ~~e moist 
~argins of those areas were cultivated in a shifting pattern as groundwate~ 
levels rose and fell. More recently, growers have adopted new techniques 
~~eluding overhead sprinkler irrigation using groundwater pumped from wells 
~any new market gardens are on higher ground where larger lots are 
a~:ailable. 

2.13 Most of the market gardens on the Mound are located wi:.=:.in the Cit:r c: 
Wanneroo and many of these lie within the Wanneroo Groundwater Area. In t:he 
~anneroo Groundwater Area some 1 000 hectares is currently being used for 
vegetable growing and floriculture. Estimated water '..lse for :.::ese and other 
:r~.1ral activities in the area is some 24 million cubic metres per year. The 
rate and ex~ent of growth of agriculture is uncertai~ but i: seems likely 
:.~at total demand will rise to about 36 million cubic metres ?er year over 
::he next ten years. Water use may continue to increase in the following 
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Figure 2. Long Term Groundwater Level Change for Preferred Public Water Supply, Private Use and Pine 
Management Strategies. 
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following decade ~ut could stabilise at or about tha: level as a result o~ 
urban developmen: pressures and improved 'Hate!:" use e::ic:ency. 

2.14 Developmen:: of ?\1blic ·~ater supply schemes on :~e >1ound commenced 
1971 when the ~i=~aboo~a G~oundwacer Scheme began p~oduction. This was 
Eo1lowed by che ·:;welup Scheme in 1974, and the ~Janneroo Scheme in 1976. 
?reduction quotas f:rom ::--,e :..:.r.confi:;.ed aquifer are: 

Mirrabooka 
Gwelup 
Wanneroo 

Total 

l2.2 
5.5 

12.2 
29.9 million cubic metres per year. 

The Mirrabooka and Wanneroo Schemes are the only sou~ces of water supply ~~~ 

the North West Corridor. 

2.15 Planned quotas for puo~lc abstraction o: unconfined groundwater from 
schemes, '.Yhich a::-e proposeC ::o be developed in stages over the next 25 yea~s 
to match growth ~n demand as :he ~orth West Corridor expands, are: 

Pinj ar 
Lexia 
Yeal 
Barragoon S:age _ 

Total 

l4 .. J 
6.5 
9.5 
1 ; 
~ 

33.5 million c'.lbic mecres per- year. 

In addition t:~ere will ':;,e ::-.c:::-easi-:1g abstrac:::::.on from ar:.esian aquifers. 

3. LAND USE AND GROUNDWATER 

GENERAL RELATIONSHIPS 

3.1 The groundwater ~esources of ~he Mound are derived from rainfall. The 
amount of rainfa:l tha~ becomes groundwater is determined by factors such as 
the intensity of storms, ~he nature of the soil, the depth to the water 
table, ~he vegetation cover and other land use parameters. 

3. 2 The level of the •,.o1ate:: ::able fluctuates in response to ·seasonal, annt:.a.l 
and longer term ~.;ariations i:1 rainfall. The main factor contributing to the 
general decline in water levels of the region over recent years has been ~~e 
extended period of below average r-ainfall. Only two of the last twelve yea~s 
have been above average. 

3.3 Changes in land use such as clearing of native 7egetation, water 
abstraction, drainage and urban development also affect the water table. 
When these changes occur equilibrium is eventually re-established with wa::~~ 
levels at a new position. In some situations water levels rise while in 
others ~hey decline. Thus the water resource and land use form a dynamic 
system, changes in one af=ec~ing the other. 

3.4 Land use anC. water- resource development have both regional and local 
implications. ~~ile changes have ~egional consequences, the greater the 
distance bet~...reen land 'J.Se or water supply developmer:.ts and sensitive areas 
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such as ·...:etlands, the less the impac:: is :.ike:.~; :o be. · ... na:: ma:t be an 
:_:nacce?::able development in close yroxi:n.:.:? =~ a sensi::·.le a:ce.a. :na:r ·Je 
satisfac:orv in a more remote loca:io~. :~us :~ere is genera::y limi:ed 
.scope :o :.:~~rease water availabili.:.y ~:-• ..:ne area Oy reduc:..::.g C.emand ·,...., 
ano::::-.e:-. ?or example, reducing proposed ?'..:bl.:.c abst.ract.ior. or · .. -ac·e:- r...:.se :::-: 
?i~es :..~ State Forest 65 would tend :o hdve :ocal effec:s and ~ould ~o: 
;l.-ee:~? a.f:ect the availabili:y of g::")ur.C: ... 7 ate:: :or ?riva:e abs:ractio:: :o 
::1e ·,;e s: . 

:, . J 3v :ar the greatest consumpt:or: com:;:-oner.t or the · .. .Tate!" ·Ja:ar;ce :s 
evapo::::::-ar:spiration which accounts fo:::- al:::::;_ost. -c% of ra:.n:all. :"".:1is cor:.s:..s:.::: 
of CNO principal components: a diffuse a::d ·..,-.idespread loss f:::cm plants ::.:: 
:he relatively extensive upland areas (S-%), and intens:ve d~~ect 
evapo::::-a.c:on from open water and transpir-a-::ion f:-om the fr:ngi::g vegeta-:::.or:. 
of the relatively small areas of wet:ands (13%). 

3.6 Retention of wetlands is the major =ons-::raint in managin~ the 
ground•...rat.er resources of the Mound. \oiithout this constrain-c, :r..1ch more ·..;a:.e:::
could be developed for both public ar.d pri ... ra::e supplies. 

C'RBA-'l DE'iELOP!'IENT 

3. 7 :1--.e removal of native vegetation ar_d. t=:e construc::ion o£ :::-cads, :-oc:.s 
and pat:~~s causes a significant increase in -::~e p-ropor-:.ion of :a::L::a_ .... 
recharging the groundwater resource and results i~ a rise in ~ater :.ab:e 
levels (eg Lake Claremont). In some cases this has led to a need for a 
dra:nage scheme to be constructed :o reCuce local groundwat:e:- :evels :o 
pre'len: .:looding of private proper:::;. £:.sewhere ~ land previot:.sly subj ec:: 
?er:odic wetting has become a permar:ent ·~acer boC.y. Converse::;~ as u::-:,a:-: 
areas become established, water table ievels may decline as :::::e ntunDe:::- o: 
'Nel::.s for: irrigating private gardens ar..C pt..:..blic open space i::c:::-e.ases. 

3.3 ·'"'· :·:-:.e longer term, as developD!enc staOi~ises, a new- e.qt:i.2.ibri~ :..s 
es t:ab lished. 'W~i th the compensating c~ang-es a.ssoc iated wi :h u:::jan develop
men:. the net effect on the water table ·..;il: generally no:: be signific.ar:::. 
However, there may be some local except:.ons: for example, ~..,i::=:.in the ·..rrDa:: 
zone. recreation areas are often associa::ed wi:h wet lands a::C. ::here ma~~- b..;: 
competi.ng demands for groundwater for p·..:._·i)li.c open space irriga-c:ion and :-::: 
;:he 'Net lands. High densities of pr:.~.-ate ·.;e::: ow-nership acij ace.nt t.o ~_..,-et:a!:C 

areas may also contribute to lower Mate~ levels in urban lakes (eg Per~; 
~akes) . 

3.9 Some forms of urban development such as Special Residenzial develop
ments on 2 000 square metre lots ma:t resul c in high groundwa:er demands. ::-.e 
tendenc:.-- to locate these prestige devel0pments close to aest:~etic a-::::rac · 
tions such as wetlands increases the li~elihood of adverse e:fec~s. 

?..uRAL ACTIVITIES 

3. ::_., Horticultural developments ut:lize large quantities of g-rounciwa.::er 2.:-.c 

can significantly affect the water balance of an area because the irrigat~~r. 
requirements for each hect::are cul-::i~Tated e:..::ceed the local recharge by a 
fac-:or of up to ten. The close prox:mi:::::~~ of many existing ar::.G. proposed. 
hor-::::cultural developments to the · ... ~etla:;:;.ds increases the likelihood oE 
ad· .. terse environmental effects. 

3 .1::. ;]egetable production in che Pert~ Region. about half c-: ~Hhic~ occ-....:.:::-.s 
on ::~e ~iound, is part of the supply chain ::-:corn Carnarvon in ::he nor::h :o 
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.-\.lbany i::. :he south, a distance of some 1250 kilometres with different 

.;::;.imat:c ·:or:.ditions. Its value to the central market of Perth and 07ersec..s 
ex?or:: :narkets is well known to the industry. 

3.:2 T~e ::.rst spring crops from Perth come into the market a:ter C:arna:-.:or. 
and Gerald:on have finished their season. These spring crops include 
:omatoes. !Jeans, pumpkin, capsicum and cucumbers; ...,ith other crops rlet:·..:ce. 
cauliflowe::-s, carrots, cabbage and, celery) grow-n year- ::::-ound. The 
~etropo:i:an area produces the first of the new season's potato crop 
supplying a portion of the State 1 s requirements for Oc::ober and ~ovembe::. 
:nere :s also high production of strawberries. 

3.13 ~estern Australia is self-sufficient for most fresh produce and 
expansion of production to satisfy growth in local demand can be expecte~. 
Export production is becoming increasingly impor~ant and floriculture has 
expanded rapidly in recent years. While continued growth in these two a~eas 

is expected, predictions of the rate of growth vary considerably and the 
outcome is uncertain. 

3.l4 Ot!'::e:::- intensive rural activities such as turf farms and pigger-ies 
also have -:::e potential to significantly affect the groundwater. Conver.se::.y. 
:::-.e c:..ear:.::g of nati~Je 'reget.ation for pastoral activi::.ies causes ·.o~a<:er 

~e~.rels :o :::-:se. 

3.15 Special Rural Zones generally consist of :ot:s with a land area of ::-.e 
:o :wo ~ec::.ares. The current groundwater allocation of 1500 cubic ~etres ?er 
:lear for each lot is sufficient: for the domestic needs of a rural :.:fes::·:::..e 
":lu~ is ::o: sufficient for commercial development or i::::::::igation of a sig:-.· 
:ficant: po~~ion of the land. Conflicts have arisen when unsuitable land 
~;as beer: :=eleased or •Nhere purchasers have •Hater use ex?ectations :hat ea:-.· 
::.at be St.:?ported by groundwat:er availability. ~evertheless, •,.;ri-::-:. ca::::ef•J.:. 
se lee ~:cr. o: si t:es, appropr:ate Tow--n Planning Scheme texts and effec t.i ve: 
:nanager;;.e!".::. Special Rural Zones can be preferable to some other rt:.ral la:-.C: 
'...!Ses. 

3.~6 S~a~e Forest 65 covers some 50 000 hectares, or nearly one quarte~ ~= 
::::e MounC.. ?ine plant.ations occupy some 23 000 :-tectares, or about half::: 
State ?ores:: 65~ and the remainder is native vegetation. To establish pi~es 
t!'le nati7e vegetation is cleared and the land cultivated prior to planc:.:-.g. 
?or the fi~st ten years the recharge beneath the pines exceeds recharge 
'...lnder :J.a.-::;.ral conditions. 

3.17 ~odern silvicultural practice involves thinning at ages 15 1 20 ar.C. 30 
years," Nhen basal areas (the cross-sectional area of stems, measured 1.3 
~etres above the ground, per unit land area) are abou~ 16 square metres ?er 
hectare, :o basal areas of about 7 square metres per hectare. Under this 
~anagemen~ strategy, the average stand density over the 40 year croppi~g 
?eriod is ll square metres per hectare. 

3.18 The ~et groundwater recharge of pines wit~ a basal area of ll squa~~ 
~etres pe~ hec~are approximates the recharge occurring under native 
vegeta=io~. Pines managed to higher densities can sig~ificantly af:ect :~e 
region's ·..,;at:er resources_ This occurs through reduction in recharge by 
interception of rainfall and transpiration of ~ater from both the satura:e~ 
and unsat~rated zones of the soil profile. Pines managed to less than 1: 
square me~res per hectare increase recharge. 
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APP£~JDI:Z .:c.. ( contd) 

3.1? Abo~: one ;:~~=~ ~- :~e a=~a of pines in Sta:e ?crest 55 is located o~ 
si::es tha:. are .nov.: ~..::.:--.o' .... -:: :.:::> ·:::>e ::;oor for timber production. The pines on 
these sites can be =~=-~~eC :o :ow basal areas ar.d ~aintained as open forest 
to increase :echarge ·..;:.::-.at.:: s:gni:icantly reduc:::g :::~e re.tur::1 from timber 
;;roduc:ion. 

3.20 The E~~p desc::.~es e~even vegetation types, contributing to a diverse 
flora and fauna on tte ~ound. Several factors determine the vegetation 
complexes and these i!'lcl· .. .H.::.e the range of soil types, climatic conditions, 
depth to groundwater and the activities of Man. Deepwrooted species rely on 
the water table but shallow rooted species do not. 

3.21 Upland flora obtain most of their water from the unsaturated soil zone 
and lowering of the watey :able has little or no effect on either the 
vegetation or net :rec~arge. (Sudden tree deaths wi::.hin a few tens of metres 
of a Water Authori~y Nel: Nere recorded in 1977-78. This was a period of 
drought and tree dea~~s i~ aYeas remote from wel:s and in the pine planta
:ions Nere also recorded a~ :his time). Periodic con~rolled burning in 
:nanaged areas of upland :nay result in increased recharge for a limited 
;_Jer:od due -::o reduc·~:..on of interception loss . 

3.22 Wetlands are areas of seasonally, intermit:ently or permanently 
~aterlogged soil or i~undated land. On the coastal plain they are generally 
surface expressions of ~~e -:..rater table and their si.ze and extent varies 
depending on the level of :he water table. Wetlands are temporary geologica: 
features tending, i:1 :~e :ong term, to fill with peat. and sediment. 

3. 23 A net"Nork of ·,.;e:::.ands ·...rith varying morphology and resources is 
required to serve the :auna throughout the year. 3irds move from one wetlanC 
eo another depending on availability of food and habitac. Three distinc: 
~orphological types o£ ~e~land occur within the Mound area. These are the 
~inear lakes, circular lakes and swamps. 

3.24 The linear lakes are st:eep-sided and relatively permanent. These 
lakes, which include Joondal'..lP, Goollelal, Neerabup and Loch M.cNess are 
deeper and their free ~ater areas are less susceptible to reductions in 
groundwater levels than ot~er ~etland types. The circular lakes such as 
Jandabup, Mariginiup and Gnangara are shallow with gentle slopes. Because of 
their shallowness and sloping floors these lakes are more susceptible to 
both rises and falls in the water table. Swamps occur where the water table 
lies close :o the ground surface. In winter they are occasionally flooded. 
They support plants at the wet end of the vegetation continuum and are 
susceptible to water table changes. 

3.25 WDile wetlands car. be grouped, the groundwater regime of each wetland 
is ;,ffected by •Hater depth, area, presence of lake sediments, and inflow and 
out. low mechanisms. Thus no ~wo wetlands are exac:ly alike and they may 
react differently to changing groundwater conditions. As a consequence of 
the variation in salini::y, and in extent and duration of •,.;ater levels, t~e 

aquatic biota and the fringing vegetation may vary considerably between 
apparently similar wetlands. 

3.26 The fringing vegetation around lakes and swamps is important as well 
as the free water surface. ~~ile small amounts of nutrients can sometimes be 
beneficial in increasing biological productivity fringing vegetation can 
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intercept nutrients :~at :rta~-r cc.l.lse pollutio:; to ·..;et lands. ::: aLso acts as -
buffer preventing miCg;es and :ncsquitoes fr·:):rt being :,~o· .... -n ::-om ::::e free .... ,a:,::: 
surfa~e into residen::al areas. 

3.27 The System Six ~eport ide::1t:ified six::een areas on t":1e Mound for the:.: 
high conservation and recreation value and :::-ecommended tha:: they should ':-le 
reserved as national ?arks and conserTation areas. ~any of these areas ar,::: 
large andjor include extensive ·,;et:lands (Figure 2). The Go•;errunent has 
made a commitment to implement :he recommendations of the System Six Repo=: 
as opportunities arise and subject to financial constraints. Implementation 
of these recommendations would facilitate planning and management of the 
Mound land and water resources, and ensure preservation of areas with high 
conservation value. 

WETLAND CHANGES 

3.28 Study of the sediments in some lakes shows that in the last few 
thousand years wetlands have been both more and less extensive t.han at 
present. Descriptions of some o: the lakes at time of first set~lement 
ina~cate that they ...... re:::e. 3.ess ex:-ensive t~an at present and ::his is conf:.::::neC 
by fencelines across some lakes. The flora and fauna associated ·.vith 
wetlands are adapted to seasonal flooding and drying. Elements of flora and 
fauna will vary from one ·.vetlar.C to another, particularly fauna ·...;rhich moves 
in response to seasons and avai:::.abili::y of :ood and habita::. 

3, 29 The wetlands are probably :nore resilie!l.t: to ·wate:c level change ::ha8. :..s 
generally accepted. Ho·..;ever, cha::ges in ·,.,rate::- quality, ?ar:.:.cularly 
nutr:-ients, may have a :nore ?'!:"ofc·..:.nd effec::::. :here are a nt:..:;:Jer of examples 
(Lake Joondalup and La~e :!onge:-:' ·..;here algal blooms, eutropt--.ica::ion, odou:::"s 
and botulism death of -~ird.s, car. be a:::tribut:ed t:o changed ·..;a::er quality. 

3. 30 The Water Author:.ty ~as da:a on r.vater levels and ·..;ater quality from 
some wetlands. It has also commissioned spec:fic studies of the biota of 
wetlands to identify i~ver~ebra~e fauna ~~at can be used to ~onitor changes 
in wet land regimes. The object o: this work .:.s ::o obtain. some scientific 
reference against which changes :.n ·.ve:.:lands can be measured. ~o generally 
accepted level or indice has yet been determined. Furthermore available da~a 
does not sway public opinion which is largel? based on selec~ive memory of 
wetlands as they were and the expectation that wetlands should always be 
full of water. The lat~er si~uat:on may in fact lead to degradation of some 
wetlands. 

3.31 Recognising that :he wetlar.ds are a system requiring both geographica~ 
spread and diversity for sustained viability. more general ~~idelines for 
the wet lands as a whole are requ::.red. The En~;:.rorunen-cal Pro:ection Author:£.::: 
has recently published draft guiCelines for ·..;etland conservation in the 
Perth metropolitan area. 

3. 32 Because of the comple.xi~y o: wetlands c.::d the factors affecLing them. 
defining acceptable change remai~s somewhat a~~itrary and non-scientific. 
Water level and quality criteria :1eed to be ce~Teloped. As they are not yet 
available, a 0.5 metre change in water level ~as been adopted by the Water 
Authority as an interim criterion for the mos::: enviror-.mentall:,r sensitive 
areas. This raises two issues: 

the level from which the decli~e is to be ~easured; and 

the variable impact or a 0.5 me~re decline on differe~t ~e:lands. 
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3.33 :~e ultimate resol~tion of :~ese ~ss~es mav ~e :he determination ~or 
ir;Ci.v:dual 'Netlands of a rnini:num ·..;ater ::.e·:e: :ha:: is tolerable. In estab
lished urban and rural areas and :.:1 • .. mCe':e:.oped a:::-ea-s, recerit historic 
;.o\.; water levels mav be the most anorour:..a::e dat\1Jn. ::.n areas undergoing 
de~;elooment, criteria may have to ;~ e~::a·:::>::.shed af::er a period of 
i:1ves:igation and monito~ing. In -;:~e :near:.:i.:ne, determination of ·..rhat is 
acceptable remains an ill-defined and s~D~ec:ive ~atter with 0.5 metre 
decline from 11 Current" levels as :he :ra.I!!e·work for assessment. 

3.3~ There is mounting, but not universally accepted evidence, that the 
burning of fossil fuels and the release of carbon dioxide into the atmos
phere will produce a warming of the Ear~h's climate in the decades ahead. 
The effects predicted for south-weste~ Aust~alia are for an increase i~ 

temperature, lower rainfall (particular::~~ in the ·..;inter) and increased stor:n 
frequency. 

3.35 If these predictions are correc~ :~en :he water balance will be 
changed due to reduced groundwater recharge. This may result in contraction 
of ·.vetlands both in areas unaffec:.ed by pu...llping and in 'Jrban and rural areas 
·,.;here there will be increased groundwat:er usage to maintain horticulture ar.C. 
urtlan life-styles. Decreased rainfal:~. ar.C ~igher temperatures may place 
addi :ional stresses on the region~ s ·..;a:.er resources. To enable Perth's 
public water supply requirements ~o De ~e~. demand may ~ave to be reduced or 
addi:.ional sources developed. 

?C::BLIC 'JATER SUPPLIES 

3.36 Public water supply developments ~eCuce groundwacer levels around 
areas of abstraction with a decrease i:1 e"'::-apotranspira:.ion and groundwa:e:
ou~:low, and a consequent increase in rec2arge. sOme existing and all 
?ro-posed groundwater schemes are locat.eC ?r:.:narily ·.vi::hin areas of lar.C 
under Government control. The location of ~any wellfields within State 
?orest: 65 provides an opportunity :o deve:op joint: management strategies f:o~ 

~he public water supply schemes and pine ?lantations. Any land use change 
for Scate Forest 65 and adjoining areas ~use be carefu~ly considered to 
ensure that neither the quality nor :he q~an~ity of the groundwater resource 
is diminished . 

:11::-li~G 

3.37 The sediments of the coastal plai~ contain deposits of silica sand, 
limestone, clay, peat, diatomite, phosphate and heavy mineral sands. 
Extractive industries already quarry sand, limestone, clay and peat. These 
activities are usually located in relatively small areas and no direct 
impact of them on the groundwater is know~. However, some of the disuseC 
quarries are convenient sites for landfill and if these are not regulated 
some undesirable point~source contamination of groundwater may occu~. 

3.~) Peat and diatornite deposits are located in wetlands. For example, 
large diatornite deposits are known in Lake Gnanga~a. Depending on the 
circumstances mining of ~hese maY be beneficial by deepening a wetland and 
providing permanent open water or they may -~e ecologically undesirable. 
Legislation requiring environmental rev:.e~~ and management ?r.ogramrnes should 
provide the necessary protection. 
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wATER QcALITY 

3.39 Under changed land use conditions~ chemicals can be added to the 
grour.dwater from point sources such as landfill and industrial disposal 
sites, and from non~poi~t sources such as septic tanks, road run-off, ar.C 
agricultural chemicals and fertilisers. The low rates and infrequency of 
fertiliser applied to pine plantations present no potential groundwater 
quality problems. However, the drift of aerially-spread fertiliser may cause 
elevated nutrient levels within adjacent wetlands. 

3.40 Changes to water quality are particularly important considerations on 
the coastal plain where the water table is generally shallow and where the 
sands have a low ability to adsorb or exchange contaminants. The main 
defence of the groundwater system is its ability to disperse and dilute 
contaminants. WOile the size of the resource means that any massive 
deg~adation is unlikely, groundwater contamination which does occur may be 
ver; expensive or impossible to remove. The contamination may take many 
years to flush out of the system and, in the meantime, the use of the 
~esource $ay be severely restricted. 

3.41 There are various examples of groundwater contamination or degradat::on 
on the Mound. Increased nitrate levels from septic tanks and garden fert
ilisi~g are the most ?er1asive of these and have the greatest :~plicatior.s 
for · .. ret:lands, The possible effect of some long-lived insecticides and 
herbicides may also be i~portant. 

3.~2 Some chemicals, such as phenols, heavy metals and organic compounds. 
even ~n minute concentra~ions, may introduce unacceptable odour or taste ~r 

be de::-imental to pc.blic health. Consequently the location of public wate:
supplies in areas not: subject to urban, industrial or intensive rural use ~s 

desirable if the long-te~ quality of water supplies is to be ?reserved. 
~nere t:he groundwater is being used for urban or agricultural irrigatior.. 
:~e. same degree of const:Yaint does not apply. 

3 . .::..3 .2:xisting waste and effluent disposal sites on the Mound are general-? 
small, are monitored where required and do not pose a major threat to pub~~c 
'Hater supplies or regional wetlands. Imminent development of a new major 
facility located near the coast at Mindarie will meet the waste disposal 
needs of che region for at: least the next 50 years and limit any contamina
:ion :o an acceptable area. 

4 PlANNING AND MANAGEMENT 

4.1 Increasing demands for groundwater, environmental conserva:ion, and 
urban and other land development are making water resource management 
progressi~;ely more complex. It has become clear that decisions and 
activi~ies in such matters as urban planning, forestry, main roads, 
horticultural development, industrial, commercial or extrac-::ive land use ar:c 
Netlands conservation can have significant impacts on, or be materially 
influenced by, water resource management. However, these linkages have no: 
yet been adequately reflected in institutional arrangements for planning a~d 
management of the land and water resources of the Mound. 
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::::e ~.va:er Au::--.ori:y o: ·..;es::e.rn Austral:.a has a t~No-fold responsibi:i::: 
-·· -;;~ar:.r.i:1g and :1:a!"1.age:ne:.:: 'J: ·..;a-::er :esources: 

as :he public ~a:e~ ~=~:~~·: it is charged with providing adequate 
·:ol.umes of hig:--. q'J.a::..i::: ·,;a::-2: :o consume:s at the lowest cost; and 

as :he manager of -::~e o~e:a:: resource, i:: must ensure :hat developmen: 
is compatible ·..;i::h protec:ion of ::he productivity and quality of the 
:esource, that alloca~ior. be~..;een users is in the best interests of Che 
State and that enviror~e~tal impacts are minimised. 

4. 3 The "..later Authority has a commitment to long term fon.;ard planning at 
several levels including a Sta:e Water Plan, Corporate Development Plan ar::. 
Sources Development Plan as Nel~ as ?lans such as the Gnangara Mound 
Croundwater Resources E~~P. 

-.- Groundwater Areas are es~ablished where management of the resource is 
::-ec..:.ired. Commi:t.ees ;vi-:'h :cca2.. representation have been established eo 
a.d·v·ise che Authorir::y on •J!a:e::::- a::..:ocation and management •..;ithin these areas 

eg ·...:anne:::-oo Ground•..;ater AC.~..,.i.sc~l Committee). 

-.;AT"R RESOURCES CO\TNCE 

_ The ~estern Australian ~ater Resources Council provides advice to the 
~~~~ster for Water Resources on general questions relating to water 
::-escurces. Its ob~ecti7es ~~cl~de: 

-.6 

:o co-ordinate ·..;ater resource matters which influence other planning 
~:-li::ia::i·.;es, partict:.lar=..:: t=:ose relating to land use; and 

::o prepare long-ter~ st::-ategies for co-ordinating the allocation and 
'J.tilisat:.on of ·,.;ater resources :nost effectively for all uses that have _ 
·:)enefi: for the comrm.!ni.":~'· i.~cludi:1g public and private water supplies. 
::onser-vation of the envi.::on .. T.e!:.t and recreation. 

The Council has a numbe~ c: Committees including: 

?ianning and Management: 
Groundwater Management; and 
Conservation and Education. 

!he Council and its Commit-::ees ":1ave •,.;ide representation to ensure infonneG 
advice on diverse and comp~ex ¥ater resource and land use issues. It has 
·,;igorously pursued its purpose and has undertaken a number of important 
initiatives. These include comxissioning a study of groundwater managemen~ 
s-::r~tegies and a study of ~ate~ allocation and water use strategy options 
:or the Perth to Bunbury Region. The latter includes a sub-project on 
nor-::icultural demand for wa~er and land. 

STATE PL-'ll'iNING COMHISSION 

-.. Land use is control:ed by -::~e State Planning Commissio~ primarily 
":hrough the Metropolitan Xegion Scheme and local Town Planning Schemes. 
?r-evision is made for input from other bodies, including the Water Authori=::, 
in the planning process. The Commission, through its influence on land use, 
has the potential for major impacts on the groundwater resources of the Mo~~c. 
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4.8 The Commission is currently unde~~aking a major review of the Corridor 
Plan and ~e t::-opo li tan Region Scheme · .. ;hi eh ha·1e g·..:.ided development since 
1971. A document describing the main options for metropolitan development is 
~xpected to be relea~ed for public comment by mid-1987. A range of scenarios 
is being considered to accommodate an expected population of around 1.6 
million by ::he year 2021. It seems likely that :nore concentrated forms of 
developmen~ will be favoured with thickening of ~he existing corridors and 
some urban i~fill at the base of the ~~ral wedges. Despite efforts to 
reverse the decline in population in the inner metropolitan areas the best 
that can be hoped from planning initiatives is t~at population of inner 
areas can be maintained at existing levels. 

4.9 Key issues considered in developing alterna~ive scenarios have included 
the need to provide affordable housing for all sections of the community, 
protection of water resources, preser?ation of vegetation and heritage 
values, provision of adequate regional open space, waste disposal, forestry 
and agricultural activities, energy conservation, the role of rural wedges 
and the possibility of significant cl~matic change. 

4.10 The ~ain implications of these issues for :and use on the Mound are: 

there will be continuing rapid growth of pop~~ation in urban areas on t~e 
southe~ and western flanks of the ~ound: 

the Mir:-abooka wellfield area may ~ecome '..lrba.nised, like that of Gwelup: 

the wetlands, natural bushland and pine ?lantations will become even more 
importa~t as recreational areas for urban res:dents: 

agricul::"..lre •.;ill 'become a 1'dominated" use. gi7i:lg ·.;ay to urban develop
ment as ~arkets for land evolve at the metropo~itan fringes. In ~he long 
term, some water ~ay become free for re-alloca=~on as market gardens 
leave fringing areas and are replaced Oy ur~a.~isation; 

no majcr industrial development appears ~o be :ikely on the Mound, but 
some m:.:1ing claims are expected to be developed; 

the sta::'.ls of Stat.e Forest 65 as a strategic :::-egional feature, is not 
expected to change; 

large remnants of native vegetation on Crow~ ~and may be consolidated 
into a continuous system of regional parks a~d vegetation complexes; and 

protection of wetlands, especially ephemeral swamps, will become 
increasingly difficult but regulation, land p:anning and management of 
development can assist. 

4.11 In the current review the Mound had been assigned a low level of land 
use constraint against urban development and this had been applied to only 
the area above the 30 metre groundwater contour. This contrasted with the 
highest level constraint against urban development designated for surface 
catchment areas. Overseas experience has show~ that, despite introduction of 
controls, urbanisation over groundwater catchmen~ areas would inevitably 
threaten ~he resource as, over a period of time. nutrients, and toxic 
discharges enter the unconfined aqui=er. A highe~ level and more 
appropria~ely defined land use constraint has no~ been assigned to the Mound 
water resources. 
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..:.. .12 ;:'he emphasis of the revieT,.; has been on ·...;_rban deve:.oprner..t. In f-utur-=, 
:~ere ~ill be a need for more regular review of regiona: p:a~s from a wi~er 
?erspective, particularly in view of the expected pace of development a~~ 
:he complex relationships bet·..;een land uses and the ma_]o::::- s:-Qundwa::er 
resources of the coastal plain. 

'lEP.'illT'!ENT OF CONSERVATION .:U\lD '---\.i'llD 11;>~\lAGEHE:r: 

~.13 0ver much of the Mound, the principal land planning and management 
agency is the Department of Conservation and Land Management (CAL~). This 
Department operates State Forest 65 within the guidelines set out in the 
General Working Plan of 1982 and a Timber Strategy which is currently in 
preparation. 

4.14 CALM has three main areas of responsibility on the Mound: 

planning and management of State Forest 65; 

management of wildlife; and 

management of conservation resBrves . 

4.15 The State's timber supply strategy relies heavily on pine production 
over the next 25 years. However, though the existing stock o: maturing t~ees 
contains valuable logs, the Pinus oinaster plantations of S~ate Forest 65 
are stated not to be strategically critical to long te~ ~imber productio~ 
plans. 

4.16 ?inaster pines were first planted at Gnangara in 1?:.8 =o prov~ae 
i:nport substitution and to find a profi~able use for the 3assendean Sands 
svstem, Research addressed and overcame problems of nutr:.ent supply, gene::.c 
selection and land preparation. ?lantings rose from arour:d 500 hectares ?e:::
year in the 1945-60 period to about 1 000 heccares per year :~ the 1960s. 
?ines now cover about 50% of State Forest 65. Clearing of na~ive vegetation 
and planting of new areas of pines has almost ceased. 

~.17 Successful pine growth in State Forest 65 depends on soil~water-pla~~ 
relationships. A substantial proportion of earlier plant~ngs produced poo~ 
trees due to inadequate site selection and poorly controlled seed stock. 
Land within the Bassendean system that would be suitable for pine planting 
•as later identified by site-vegetation mapping which essentially 
differentiated zones of different soil moisture conditions. r.~e early trial 
and error plantings can be seen today as areas of poor-quali~~ trees, 
particularly in upland areas and areas prone to water logging. Until the 
1970s there was no concept of large scale groundwater abstraction, and no 
account was taken of this possibility in planning. 

4. L' As a result of this history of Stat:e Forest 65, a 40-year pine 
crorping cycle with sustained yield has yet to be achieved. A viable sawn 
timber industry requires at least 55 000 cubic metres per year of logs 
covering the full range of saw log sizes. At present only 34 000 cubic 
metres per year of small to medium sized saw logs are available .. The highe= 
level of production will be attained within five to ten years. Because 
considerable areas of pine have only recently been planted, ~~e first 
cropping cycle will continue for another 40 years. 

4.19 Following changes in policy and priorities, and also i~ silvicultural 
practices, State Forest 65 is now managed with conservation and water 
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production as principal aDJectives. The strategy for timber production can 
generally fit in with this, but some silvicultural requirements stO.ll have 
to be met: for example) all plantations need the competition of densely 
planted trees in the first 15 years in order to produce straight stems. 
Heavily thinned, closely mar.aged pines seem to be the best fo~ of catchmen: 
management for the area. Broadscale heavy thinning or even clear felling the 
p~nes over a few years is plainly uneconomic and not needed. It would be 
expensi7e not to do this and some viable alternative land use ·..;ould have :o 
be found. 

4.20 At present the main obstacle to economic operation of State Forest 65 
for the primary purpose of water production is the lack of a local market 
for some types of pine thinnings, While the cost of non-commercial thinning 
may only be in the order of $150 000 per year for several years this 
expenditure would be offset by receipts if a market could be established. r: 
this is not possible in the near future it will be necessary to plan and 
implement a programme of non-commercial thinning where. benefits to sensitive 
environmental areas would result. One example of this is the plantation 
immediately east of Lake Jandabup where stand densities are hi~~ and the 
~ater AuthoritY has virtually ceased pumping from three production well~ to 
ease pressure on the adjacent wetlands. 

4.21 It appears that the next decade will be a period of much greater 
harvesting activity. Also, many younger stands will be thinned, hopefully 
·,yi t.h some commercial return. This increase in forestry activity ·..rill 
coincide reasonably well wit~ increasing abstractions of groundwater by the 
~ater Authority and market gardeners. The evolving management of State 
?orest 65 will then seek to yield a level of recharge at least as high as 
:::!:lat of native vegetation. 

~.22 CAL~ planning and management recognises other multiple~use benefits of 
State Forest 65, incl~ding recreation (eg walking, trail bikes, horse 
riding, gun clubs), and isolated sites for various public utility installa
~ions. This approach is endorsed by the City of Wanneroo. Conflicts between 
Eorest management and recreational use via fire risks can be overcome. State 
?orest 65 also contains large areas of native vegetation where ?rescribed 
burning and other management activity occurs as part of forest~/ 

operations. 

4.23 Approval of the ERMP would clear the way for CAL~ planning to proceed. 
It is currently developing an economic model which, for given assumptions 
about tree growth, management regime, recharge, recreational use, market 
parameters and forestry costs, will optimise social return. Finalisation of 
an economic model should be given a high priority, as it will determine the 
?Ossibilities for strategic change within future plantation management. 
There is a need to produce detailed land use management plans for State 
:crest 65 as a matter of priority. 

4.24 In view of the strategic importance of the large remnants of natural 
7egetation on the Mound, and the possible impacts of water resource 
de~1elopment on wetlands, there is a need to produce detailed management 
plans for conservation reserJes and adjoining areas outside State Forest 63. 
:t is understood that the management plan for the northern fares~ recommends 
':hat Management Pri.ority Areas •..;ithin State Forest 65 should be changed to A 
Class Reserves. Other major areas of native vegetation in State Forest 65 
could form -extensions to these areas and ?ossibly compensate for environ~ 
mental impact which may occur elsewhere. A Class status may redt:.ce the 
:reedom of ~he Water Authority to undertake some activities in these areas. 
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~.:S :~e ~nvironrnen~al ?rotection Authority (EPA) is responsible for 
assessi:;g all develoornents that have environmental imulications. The 
Cna:1ga::-a-~ound ER.."!P has been submi:.ted as a par·t of this process. In the 
:>as:. r:ot all developments with an. environmental impact have been referred 
~o, or considered bv, t~e Author:.::.,.-. Broad scale planning policy and 
·:or.tinued clearing ~f na:::ive ;ege:~t:ion in State Forest 65 are just t'.VO 

si ~::i£ican: examp l.es. rnder new'"' err..rironrnental legislation all proposals with 
a ~:.g~i:icant imPact on the environment are required to be referred to the 
~PA. T.Jis legislation also brings control of all pollution of land or water, 
including groundwater, under the Environmental Protection Authority. In view 
of its requirement for water protection, the EPA has delegated its pollution 
control licencing provisions to the Water Authority. 

4.26 In 1977. as part of its environmental protection role. the Department 
of Conservation and Environment (now EPA) published guidelines for 
?rotec:ion and management of wetlands. based on general principles. The 
objec~ive was to inform planners, local authorities and land owners about 
desirable approaches to land use :f surviving wetlands were to be conserved. 
::n )ecerr:Der 1986 ~he EPA produced draft guidelines specifically for wetlands 
Ln the ?er:h region. Key objectives are to assist in identifying the 
attributes and ecological functions of particular wetlands and to provide 
directions as to management priorities. However, there is currently no 
ongoing, formal framework within *hich the EPA can offer advice about 
eme~ging issues of wetlands planning and management. 

~OCAL GOVERNMENT AUTHORITIES 

~.27 ~oca~ gover~~ent authorities, through their town planning schemes and 
other ac:iTities, have ::he capaci:::y for considerable direct and indirect 
impac:: on g~oundwater ~esources. ~uch of the area of the Mound in which 
~o::-t:.ic..tl-.::ural and public supply schemes are located falls within a single 
~ocal authority: the City of Wanneroo (L~~p Figure 10). The City, through 
:ts Town ?lanning Scheme, is work~ng towards the development of a rural land 
use policy. Other influences on land planning include local authority by~ 
laws and other powers under the Local Government Act. ~ater Authority 
res::rictions on groundwater use, and policies on ~ain drainage and sewerage. 
also ir~fluence land use decisions ~y the City of ~.Janneroo . 

JEP.;RTMENT OF AGRICULTU~E 

4.28 Agricultural production is a highly fragmented activity and there is 
not the same level of integrated planning and management as for other land 
use activities on the Mound. While the Department of AgriCulture does play 
a part, its role has been primarily one of undertaking technical research 
and providing advice to individual farmers. However, in recent years the 
Dep~rtment, through its Marketing and Economics Branch, has paid increasing 
att~ntion ~o the questions of future demand, value, and transfer of 
ir~igation water for horticulture. 

~INES DEPARTMENT 

4.29 The Mines Department is involved in exploration of the resources of 
~he region including groundwater ~esources. It also has an administrative 
and regulatory role in relation to commercial mining proposals and 
operations. 
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INTEGRATION 

4. 30 As outlined~ planning and managing the land and ·..;ate::: resources of :he 
Mound involves various Government agencies with Sta~e-wide responsibilit~es. 
and other local agencies. The timing of major pol:.cy reviews, detail of 
policy assessment, and technical approaches diffe:- '::iet·..;reen agencies. ?o:
example, water resource de~lelopment has been assessed largely on the ~as :s 
of cost effectiveness within the framework of the ~ater Authority Sources 
Development Plan. Conserva~ion planning has proceeded mainly through a 
growing inventory of characteristics of areas wit~ conservation 
significance, as in the System Six Study. Urban planning has tended to 
follow the principle of fitting projected needs i~.to the landscape by sie·:e 
mapping within the general framework of the Corridor Plan, 

4.31 To date, metropolitan planning has tended to accommodate the 
requirements of water resources planning and wetlands conservation by rough 
and ready inclusion of the implied constraints without detailed evaluation 
of the trade.-offs involved nor with a specific objec<;:ive of protecting 
potable water resource. As the urban area expands into the Mound area, s~c~ 

evaluation will be harder to avoid in future, regarcless of whether the 
trade-offs are to be considered in physical, biolog~cal, economic or social 
terms. 

4.32 Consideration must be given to appropriate organisational arrangeme!:.ts 
to achieve integration of planning and management ~it~in the Mound area. 
These will be needed on a long term basis. At leas~ ~~e following agencies 
should be involved: 

City of Wanneroo: 
Department of Agriculture; 
Department of Conservation and Land Management: 
Environmental Protection Authority; 
~ines Department 
State Planning Commission; and 
Water Authority. 

Representation of other seiected local authorities may also be desirable ~~ 

future. 

4.33 An initial integrating mechanism, with litt:e or no additional direc~ 
expenditure implications, would be to establish a Gnangara Mound Planning 
and Management Committee of senior representatives :ram each of these 
organisations under the auspices of the Western Aus~ralian Water Resources 
Council and drawing on the various agencies for resources as required. :'he 
role of the Committee would be to provide a framework Nithin which each 
organisation can develop and implement policies, plans and programmes for 
its area of responsibility, and to facilitate more effective working 
relationships. 

4.34 Responsibilities of the Committee could be: 

(i) develop and co-ordinate integrated planning and management by the 
various agencies involved; 

( ii) monitor and report on the implementation of both individual agenc:: 
and overall plans; 
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(iii) advise on :-:::search and investigation priori::ies; and 

(iv) promote community participation in planning and management. 

4.35 The proposed Committee could operate under the auspices of severa: 
existing organisations, including ::he State Planning Commission and the 
Snvironmental Protection Authority, and there is no clearly pre:erable 
option. The Water ~esources Counc~l is proposed, initially at least, because 
of its effective and vigorous efforts to identify and resolve inter-rela=ed 
~ater resource and land use issues. 

5. WATER ALLOCATION 

EXISTING MECHANISM 

5.1 In allocating water, three separate purposes (economic efficiency, 
social equity, and environmental protection) are often confused but neeC :o 
be distinguished. Social equity considerations dominate the exis~ing 
allocation mechanism, which is administrated by the Water Authority ~~~i::·~:.:n 
the legislative framework of the Rights in Water and Irrigation Act and ~je 
~etropolitan Water Supply Sewerage and Drainage Act. 

5.2 Perhaps the most important aspect of groundwater law in Western 
Australia is that rights to water are vested in the State. Water rights ~o 
not form part of any title to land. However, until recently, the State ~£s 
seldom practised its water allocation policies in a manner that would 
emphasise this legal situation. Thus, for example, expansion of 
horticulture on the Mound was initially based on what amounted to common 
property access to groundwater. 

5.3 Exploratory drilling in the 1960s and the declaration of the Gnangaca 
'.;acer Reserve in the early 1970s signalled the State's long term interes:: in 
the resource. The water reserve covers the whole of State Forest 65 and 
large areas of Crown and Commonwealth Land to the north and east. It fo~ a 
statutory basis for long term co~ordination of developments so as to prot~ct 
the water resource. 

5.4 The Swan and Gingin Groundwater Areas on the south eastern and nor~~ 
eastern margins of the Gnangara Water Reserve have been established to deal 
with allocation between private users. There is no significant public 
abstraction within these areas. 

5.5 Development of the Mirrabooka, Gwelup and Wanneroo Groundwater Schemes 
during the 1970s involved proclamation of Public Water Supply, Undergrou.~c 

Water Pollution Control andjor Groundwater Areas. These give the Water 
Aut<."~.ority powers to: 

abstract groundwater found in the area; 
licence private use; 
place conditions on licences and issue instructions to licencees; 
suspend, amend or revoke licences; 
install meters on private wells; 
control polluting activities through by-laws; and 
prosecute offenders. 
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5. 5 ·::;:we~.:...:.p and ~irrabooka Schemes have not led to major conflict ar:d ::-.e:e 
has :.een ::o need to invoke most of these powers. Proclamation of ::-.e 
~ar.n~~oo ~roundwater Area in 1982, and its extension in 1986, has :ed =~ 

conce~n o~ the part of the rural community that its access to groundwa:er 
~ould ~e ~estricted. In fact, overall, restriction has not occured. Indeed ~ 

50% oxpacsion of the total allocation for private use is proposed. 

). ~~vi~onmental factors have been included as part of the determinat:on 
of quotas. ~ithin the Wanneroo Groundwater Area. the principal quota has 
been subc:~,icted and these specific quotas have taken account of proximi~y to 
·,.;e::ia.:"'.ds and the relationship of the groundwater flow and wetland. In one 
pa~t of t~e Wanneroo Groundwater Area (the eastern margin of Lake Jandabup) 
the f~ll quota has now been allocated so some people are unable to obtain 
groUI'1.dwater. other than for domestic purposes, or to increase their use. In 
some o~her par~s of the Area, allocations are approaching the quota. 

5.8 :he Hanneroo Groundwater Advisory Committee provides advice to ~he 
';·later Authority on water allocations to private users in the Wanneroo 
GrounCwater Area. The Wanneroo Committee includes local community 
representa~ion. Decisions of the Water Authority based on the advice of :he 
Commi~tee are subject to appeal to the Minister :or Water Resources: this 
has occurred on ~hree occasions. In time, other advisory committees ~ay ~eed 
to be set ·..:p wi::hin the Mound area. 

ECONOof:C ASD ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

- q 
) . ' 
value ::o 

economic efficiency, water should be al:ocated according :o its 
~ers. According to this principle, the uses' with the least 
value would be the first to be reduced i:1 conditions of local o~ economic 

regior.al ~a::er scarcity. Also, water abstraction would never take p:ace 
u:r:.less somebody ·Nas prepared to pay the costs. r..J'i2.lingness of each :...:.ser- :8 
pay ::::-.e cos-: of supply 'Nould be the criterion for ·Nater allocation. 

5.10 ",.tnere ::he level of water abstraction resulting from free market. fo:-ces 
exceeds some safe environmental level, possible courses of action ir.cluC.e: 

se~~:ng a quota limiting abstraction to the sa~e level; and 

imposing a resource rental tax which yields a ~evel of water use ~hich 
is consistent with environmental protection. 

5.11 Currently, allocation of Gnangara Mound water is based on quotas. 
WP.ile ~~is ?rovides an effective mechanism for controlling the spatia: 
distribution of abstraction, it assumes that the overall allocation bet~een 
major user groups is 11 correct". Within the private sector, concerns include 
defini~g the criteria of allocation both overall and to individual 
applicants. reallocation where area quotas are fully allocated, and 
insec:.:.:::-ity :-egarding future water availability. 

5.12 ~echanisms for water transfer between private rural users pose 
problems in groundwater management. Uncontrolled transfers may lead ~D 

spatia:ly concentrated withdrawals with effects on other users, quotas may 
still '::·e needed in drought periods, and hoarding of water "rights a may 
occur :j conjunc~ion with land speculation. On balance, at ~his time, ~he~e 

appears to be limited potential benefits from a transferable water right 
system '::>et.......,.een private rural users on ::he Mound. 
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~. ___ The E:R.'~P assumes ..... c:. .... abstraction will continue to be determined by 
r::t:o:as. ·;~:hin this svst:e:n there is little economic justification for addi
~:or.al i:r:?osition of ~nv:.:::-onmenta;L charges on private •,;ater users located on 
::he Mound since the charges 'Nould redistribute income rather than changing 
?t..::t:?ing -rates or enviror..Itental effects. W"hile environmental monitoring and 
:orestrv ~oerations should be taken into account in public water supply 
cos:ing~ a::d pricing, the ar-gument for environmental charges on private users 
::·J.::-:--.s solely on equity issues as long as the quota system applies. 

S.l~ As :he total resou~ce of the Mound is developed and allocated, further 
careful ~~ought needs to be given to water pricing and allocation 
mechanisms. 

6. ADEQUACY OF ERM1' REPORT 

STRENGTHS 

':1 • .:.. The ::;nangara Mound Gr-oundwater Resources ERMP prepared by the Water 
Au:.=-:ority is a most comprehensive and effective document. For the first time 
:~ ?rovices baseline data and a ·starting point for expanding or establishing 
~anagemen~ principles for a natural region comprising an important part of 
~he Swan Coastal Plain. 

6.2 The ~~~pis a sigr.i:~can~ compilation of existing information as well 
as contai:ling results of some new •.york. Nevertheless, there are some large 
def~ciencies in informat:on mainly concerning ecosystems and their 
:~portance and inter-re~~~ionships. 

~-~ The ~~!P Goes not see~ ~o maximise groundwater abstraction for public 
~a:.er sup?ly but to allocate the groundwater between all users consistent 
·..;i:~ cons:.raints imposed by the size of the resource and the envirorunent. It: 
:s a balanced, practical effor~ to plan and manage within known deficiences 
~:: ':cnowledge, and should be judged accepting these limitations. 

5.~ The ~odel used to predict the likely impacts is very sophisticated and 
:s che best available tool for assessing regional groundwater level changes 
under var:--1ing climatic, ::.and use and groundwater demand situations. Model 
development and data upta~a took about ten person years. The model outputs 
should be regarded as a reliable guide to likely effects except that in most 
cases they represent 11 Worst case" situations. In judging the environmental 
acceptability of predicted water level declines, the estimated model error 
of '..1p to J.S metre should not be added to the model predictions. This would 
be excessively conservative and may result in distorted decision making. 

6.' The ~anagement philosophy and four-stage management strategy described 
:..::: -he ER:fP embody the Wa-cer Authority's experience in groundwater 
~anagernent. The approach proposed is based on the premise that management 
should be introduced to avoid problems, rather than to manage problems once 
~~ey have arisen. It is conservative and if followed should ensure 
safeguards for water users and the environment. 

~.o The ~anagement prog~amme proposes to continue monitoring groundwater 
:evels ir.. some 900 existing observation wells and also continuing or 
in1~1atir.g monitoring at a number of selected wetlands. On~going water level 
T-onitori~g is considered ~o be essential. 
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6.7 The brief annual repor~s. complemented by more comprehensive triennia: 
reports, on the operation and impact of the existing groundwater schemes a:e 
considered an appropriate way of accounting to the Environmental Protectio~ 
Authority and of disseminating information. The frequency of the reports 
will enable any changes to operations, monitoring or management as requi~e~. 

In addition there is a need for broad overviews of the Mound to be made 
about once every five years, and when new groundwater schemes are planned ?: 

other major land use changes are proposed. 

SHORTCOMINGS 

6.8 While the Water Authority has funded considerable research, and other 
work has been done by GAL~, the Environmental Protection Authority and 
others, knowledge of the biological environment is deficient. There has been 
inadequate mapping of flora; identification and listing of vertebrate and 
invertebrate species is incomplete; and relationships between and within 
ecosystems are inadequately understood. A comprehensive long term programme 
of biological study should be developed and priorities set so that researc~ 
is co-ordinated and directed to the most important issues first. 

6. 9 This work, ·•hich will require the effort of both botanists and 
specialist biologists, should have an initial focus on the area affected bv 
the Pinjar Scheme. The work could be supported in part by the Water 
Authority, co-ordinated by GAL~ and carried out using private consultants o~ 
by supporting appropriate university research. It will require a research 
programme of at least five years. 

6.10 Lowering of the water table and its consequent effect on water levels 
in the wetlands has an effec~ on water quality within the wetlands. There :s 
lit~le information in the E~~p concerning this aspect, yet its implications 
for wetland fauna may be substantial. Specific water quality data for 
~onitoring vegetation and fauna should be discussed with experts. The main 
need appears to be for a wider geographical spread of sampling rather than _ 
more extensiVe range of chemical analyses. 

6.:1 Consideration needs to be given to overall funding arrangements for 
Gnangara Mound environmental research and management. While it is reasonable 
for the Water Authority to bear some of the cost, particularly for work 
directly related to water supply and water resource management, it should 
not be required to fund all investigation work, much of which arises out of 
the land and water use activities of others. 

6.12 Discussion Of the groundwater model is too brief. Reports in 
preparation should largely alleviate this problem. 

6.13 Adequate management of che groundwater resources is dependent on 
modelling capability but the E~~p contains no commitment to maintain and 
improve modelling. A commitment is required from the Water Authority that 
the model will be maintained and appropriate personnel will be available for 
its operation and refinement. As part of the detailed planning of each 

~ f~ture scheme, a model should be developed to allow the local effects to be 
~et~er defined, monitored and managed. This information will complement the 
regional perspective- obtained from the Gnangara Mound model. 

6.14 The relationship between the unconfined groundwater of the Mound and 
the confined aquifers needs more assessment to confirm the extent to which 
lowering of the water table will reduce recharge to ~he confined aquifers 
and pumping ·from the confined aquifers ·will affect the water table. Because 
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:~e ~~take areas of the confined aquifers occur ma:~:y beneath :he U?per 
?a~: of the Mound. where only small lower~~g of t~e Nater table is 
~reCic:ed, there is unlikely to be any significant ~eduction in recharge. 
A~so. because the confined aquifers are thick and composed of interbedded 
sa::.Cstone and silts tone, drawdown effects ·..;:.11 be ~argely taken up b:r 
:eakage and slight compression of the aqui~er. Any ef:ects on water :able 
ie'.·eis of pumping from the confined aquifers T...rill 'je propagated over most of 
::-:e intake area and will be very small and probab::.· :lOt detectable. ~ese 
e:-::;;ectations need to be confirmed by fur::her stud?. 

S.:5 ERMP Figure 22, which shows the basal area o~ pines in State Fares: 
oo. is out of date and has been superceded by information gathered by CAL~ 
si~ce the report was prepared. However, the ERMP i~=ormation was not used 
directly as input to the predictive model and thus ~ts results are not 
af:ected. Basal areas of pine plantations need to be regularly and 
sys~ematically monitored by GAL~. 

~.-~ Information about the location of the various rural activities, and 
statistics about crops and their water use are a de=iciency in the repor~. 
?here is scope for the Department of Agriculture to ~ave a stronger :ole :n 
:~is area. A report being, prepared by cons~ltants =or the Water Resources 
Co'-"r.cil may help clarify and focus on factors affec-::.:1g rural activities. 

?.~, The report does not provide an overall map or statistical summary of 
la:;_d use on the Mound. The Metropolitan Region Scheme map is too broad-scale 
:o identify all land uses, particularly hor::icultu::e, and covers onl:1 par't 
o: tne area. The City of Wanneroo carries out a detailed annual survey which 
·..;o-...:.::..d provide much of the data required. 

5.:8 Numerous reports and papers on aspec~s of mo~~t:oring and management 
~~-- ~e generated. A computerised da~a base of these and of previous ~ork 
~eeds to be established. wnenever possible, :his i~formation should ~e 
a~n:.ilable to the public. 

5.~9 Undertaking all the work requi:red to overcome ?resent infonnac:on 
ie:ic:encies, will take years. In the meantime the ?~ac~ical reality is the 
~ced to meet demand for water supplies ~:~~ ~inim~ environmental im~act. 

7. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MOUND 

GENERAL 

· . -=- Assuming that population increases as predicted. urban expansior. 
occurs along the North West Corridor and all the proposed groundwater 
schemes are developed, then the groundwater resour~es of the Mound will be 
~ar.::ely committed within 25 years. 

7.2 A likely and most desirable scenario is that most of the Mound ~ill 
continue to be protected by State Forest 65 and adjoining native vegetation. 
This will depend on planning decisions affecting Sta~e Forest 65 and 
large areas of Crown land on the eastern side of the Mound which together 
comprise the Gnangara Water Reserve. 

7.3 Every water development project has environmen~al impacts and a balance 
~ust be found between: 
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maintaining ecological processes, preserving genetic divers it:/ a:r;d 
ensuring sustainable utilisation of species; and 

the need to provide for the essential economic and social needs of 
individuals and society. 

Forcing the development of surface water resources or more remote 
groundwater resources merely transfers the environmental impact to possibly 
more sensitive areas. 

7.4 Many of the possible problems and conflicts which may be associated 
with development of the Mound will not occur for many years and will arise 
progressively. Accordingly, it is important not to make decisions or take 
actions earlier than is necessary for operations to proceed. To do so would 
forego the benefits of reduced uncertainty, and increased knowledge that 
will be available as the result of further research and investigation. 

7.5 Furthermore, some decisions and actions associated with groundwater 
development and management are reversible. This is particularly t~Je of 
private and public abstraction. Where unforeseen consequences arise or 
impacts are greater than predicted, there is scope, at a cost, to cake 
remedial action with the expectation that wetlands will recover. An example 
of this is the decision to virtually cease pumping from three Water 
Authority wells on the eastern margin of Lake Jandabup. 

7.6 Significant climatic change has been predicted over the decades ahead 
and if this occurs it may have important implications for land and 
groundwater use on ~he ~ound. No specific action in anticipa~ion of t~is 
possibility is considered appropriate at this time. 

7. 7 The model prea:::.ctions are for a situation occurring more ·than 30 yea::s 
from now. Lowering of the water table is likely to be less than predicted. 
Furthermore, the only scheme proposed to be constructed in the next ten 
years is the Pinjar Scheme. By the time it is operating, more complete 
information will be available about the performance of the aquifer and abo'...:.:: 
the ecosystems. This ~will permit refinement and modification of developmer.:. 
proposals and management strategies. 

EFFECTS 

7.8 The groundwater schemes, private abstraction, forestry, and bushland 
cover described in the ERMP are expected to result in a regional decline of 
the water table of 0.5-2.5 metres parallel to the wellfields (Figure 2). :he 
greatest water level decline is expected to occur in an upland area to the 
north west of Lake Pi~jar where there will be little or no impact on 
vegetation. This effect may be less than indicated if horticultura: 
activities become more dispersed than the ERMP assumed. 

7.9 Lake Pinjar is an extensive plain of originally swampy land that has 
been dry for many years; some wetlarid areas remain, particularly on the 
eastern margin. The model results indicate that with the exception of the 
Pinjar plain most wetlands which may be affected by lowering the level of 
the water table are within State Forest 65 and have already been 
considerably affected by clearing for and growth of pine plantations. 

7.10 The conceptual wellfield layout proposed in the ERMP seeks to mi~imise 
effects on environmentally sensitive areas. Consequently, wetlands within 
areas recommended for reservation in the System Six Study will gene~ally be 
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su.b: ect to minor water leve: c:--;anges. 7o some extent any i:npacts of 
cle're~opment mav be offset D·; a:-: a:"ea o: wetlands in the vicinity of the 
~.,7a;.!":eroo Schem~ ·..;here t~e ·,.;~:.er table is expected to rise by up to 1. 5 
met:-es as a result of thinr::.ng, :;;e ?:.ne plantations (ER.."1P Figure 50). 

7 • • While a range of alter:1a:.:.ves has been investigated, :nore detailed 
consideration of the Yeal. Barragoor. and Lexia Schemes, when they are due 
for development, may revea: variatior.s that either increase sustainable 
yield or reduce environmental effec:.s. For example, it may be desirable to 
modify the lines of wells i~ t~e proposed Yeal and Barragoon Schemes to 
avoid the Ridges and Wablir-;g :fa-:1agement Priority Areas. This could include 
extending the Barragoon Sc~eme ?arallel to Gingin Brook. Some re~alignment 
of the proposed wells in t~e Lexia Scheme to intercept throughflow over a 
wider front may also be desirable. 

FINDINGS 

7.~2 If public water supply development on the Mound proceeds along the 
li~es proposed in the ER.~P. and land use and water resource planning and 
mahagement are integrated, then: 

8. 

good quality, low cos~ water supplies to meet growing urban demands will 
be assured; 

wetlands, National Parks and nature reserves will be afforded 
protection; 

State Forest 65 will become a viable source of softwood with the added 
advantage of providing some ?Ublic amenities; 

=ural water supplies ~i:l be secu~e subject to licencing; and 

groundwater supplies ·...r::: conti;"ue to ae available in urban areas. 

THE PROPOSED PINJAR SCHEME 

8.: To satisfy demand for wa~er in :~e rapidly expanding ~orth West 
Corridor, the Water Authori~r must commission a new source by 1989. Current 
demand management initiatives are ur~likely to reduce demand for water 
sufficiently to defer the need for additional supplies. 

8.2 The Pinjar Scheme, the next stage of development of the groundwater 
resources north of Perth, is ~~e Water Authority's least cost alternative 
for satisfying the projected demand arising from continuing population 
gro.-7 th and urban development. !)eietion of Pinj ar from the sources 
development plan would cos~ $13 mil~ion at 1985 prices. Al~ernatives such as 
constraining growth in the North Wes~ Corridor, using treated effluent, 
pumping groundwater to surface storages in winter and developing other water 
sources are not considered to be sound on economic, practical andjor 
environmental grounds. 

8.3 In arriving at a preferred option which reflects a balance between 
cost to the community and impact on the enviror~ent, the Water Authority has 
evaluated a range of variations to the Pinjar Scheme. The proposed scheme 
comprises a line of wells on each s~de and extending north of the Pinjar 
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APPENDIX A (contd) 
p .... .a:..::.. Of the ultimate Scheme yield of 32 million cubic metres per year, the 
unconfined aquifer 'Nill supply 14 million cubic metres per year with the 
~alance coming from the confined aquifers. 

3 .~ Development 'Nill occur progressively "Nit.h the first stage due for 
completion in 1989 and the last in 1997. The mix of aquifer development for 
eac~ stage has not been finalised and is partially dependent on testing of 
:!.le quality of ·..;ater from the confined aquifers. However, it currently 
?rovides for concurrent development of the unconfined and confined aquifers 
to allow monitoring of the effects of abstraction from each resource. 

=:FFECTS 

8.5 Pumping of groundwater from the confined aqu~rers will have negligible 
effect on water levels in the unconfined aquifer. Pumping of water from the 
unconfined aquifer will lower water table levels (Figure 3 and ERMP Figure 
44). Much of the decline in water levels will occur under areas of pine 
plantation or upland native vegetation where the environmental impact will 
be acceptable, and beneath Lake Pinjar itself. Some water level change is 
also predicted in the vicinity of the linear lakes to the west and some 
ephemeral wetlands to the east. 

8.6 To reduce the potential effect on the linear lakes (Carabooda, Nowergup 
and Neerabup), the Water Authority proposes to reduce the pumping originally 
planned from the southern half of the western line of wells by two-thirds 
and ~o increase abstraction from the eastern line of wells. This modifica
~ion, together with management of private abstract~on and pine plantation 
densities in the area, will reduce the water level decline in the vicinity 
of :he linear ·lakes with little additional impact elsewhere. The character
ist:cs of the linear lakes are such that the predic~ed decline in the water 
table level on their eastern margin of 0.5 metres is considered to be 
e~vi~o~~entally acceptable. 

3.7 The Pinjar plain is a large area of freehold land bounded to the 
wes~, north and south east by State Forest 65. Most of this land has been 
cleared for agriculture. The hydrogeology of the area is complex and the 
depth to the ·water table varies from zero to some 3 metres from east to 
wes~. The reduction in water levels beneath Pinjar as a result of pumping 
from the scheme are predicted to range from 0.5 metres in the south to 2 
metres in the north. 

8.8 Pinjar was identified as a conservation area in the System Six Study 
but was rated lowest in priority for reservation. W!lile the environmental 
value of Pinjar is d~fficult to assess, parts of it have value as a wetland 
ecosystem. Some impact on these areas can be expected. Conversely, the swamp 
gum woodland developing on the south western side may in fact expand with a 
slight lowering of the water table. With the limited knowledge available it 
is not possible to predict the full implications of the predicted water 
lev2l changes. Because it has been heavily degraded over the years, further 
mod_fication to the preferred Pinjar Scheme that would increase 
environmental impacts elsewhere as well as increasing the cost, is not 
advocated. 

8.? Drawdowns of up to 0.5 metres are predicted for some upper Mound swamps 
~o ~he east of Pinjar. Many of these are within State Forest 65 and have 
been affected by plantation development. With the gradual drawdown expected 
at this distance from the Pinjar wells, the impact on these ephemeral 
will be a move towards plants that are more adapted to drought conditions. 
There will be no detectable effect on the wetlands of Melaleuca Park. 
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8.10 Plants may adapt to the changing water table if their root systems a~e 
given a chanc~ to adjust over a period of time to changed soil moisture 
levels. Recognizing that there will be some impact in the Pinjar area, and 
that there is a more significant impac~ if the water table is suddenly 
dropped, pumping should be incroduced gradually. 

FINDINGS 

8.11 On balance the proposed Pinjar Scheme should be 
the management commitments given in the E~~P, comments 
and, in particular, on condition that: 

approved subject to 
made in this report 

.Ci) the Water Authority develops, within 12 months, a model to allow the 
local effects of the Pinjar Scheme to be better defined, monitored 
and managed; 

(ii) the Department of Conservation and ~nd Management formally agrees to 
thin the pines in the vicinity of Lake Pinjar to stand densities wi~~ 
recharge equivalent to native vegetation, as required by the ~ater 
Authority; 

(iii) private abstraction in the Wanneroo Groundwater Area north of Flynn 
Drive does not exceed lj million cubic metres per year unless furthe= 
monitoring· and modelling shows the impact on water table levels to be 
acceptable; 

(iv) the Water Authority and the Depar~ent of Conservation and Land 
Management, in conjunction with the Environmental Protec~ion 
Authority, prepare a long term programme for assessing and monitorir.g 
environmental impacts in the area; and 

9. 

(v) the unconfined and confined aquifers are developed concurrently to 
provide some capacity for managing water table declines under severe 
drought conditions. 

CONCLUSIONS 

9.1 The Gnangara Mound is a major water resource in the Perth region. 
Management of this resource and associated land uses is essential if the 
maximum sustainable benefit is to be derived for the whole community. To 
achieve this, there is an urgent need to establish a body for integrating 
planning and management on a regional basis. A Committee of the Western 
Australian Water Resources Council is recommended. 

9.2 The ERMP is a most comprehensive and effective document. Nevertheless, 
there are some large deficiencies in the information available mainly 
concerning ecosystems and their importance and inter~relationships. These 
deficiencies can be overcome by a programme of research and investigation. 

The long term strategy proposed 
balance be~~een the needs associated 

in che ERMP provides a reasonable 
with development, and conservation 

environment. If this strategy is implemented within a framework of 
grated land use and water resource planning and management, then: 

the 
of 

low cost Nater supplies ~o ~eet growing urban demands will 
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·..;et lands, ~~ati.onal Pa:::-ks and CQ::ser;·a::or: areas will be afforded 
pro:ection; 

State Forest 65 will become a ·r:able source of softwood with the added 
advantage of providing some pub lie amer,i -:=ies; 

:::-tr:::-al 'Hate:::- supplies will be se·:::J.re s:..:.bject to licensing; and 

groundwater supplies •JJil: cont.:..:1ue ::.o '::>e available in urban areas. 

9.4 The commitments given by the Water Authority are a sound basis for the 
management of the complex issues arising for water resource and land use 
developments. However, there is a ~eed to fo~alise commitments from other 
organisations and to develop more specif~c programmes and plans to put 
various commitments into effect. 

9.5 Approval to proceed with the ?reposed Pinjar Scheme on a staged basis 
should be given, subject to the ccmmi~e~~s in the ERMP and some additional 
specific condi:ions. Monitoring developme~~s and impacts, together with on
going ;:.esearch and investigation,. -will e~.able corrective action to be taken, 
if required. 
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GNANGARA MOUND ERMP PUBLIC SUBMISSIONS 

The issues arising from the public and gover~ment agency 
submissions, as identified in your letter of April 2, 1987 ha~e 
been reviewed by the Water Authority. Discussions have been 
held between officers of the Water Authority and Mr Colin 
Murray to identify the major issues. The attached comments 
have been prepared in response to these issues. 

In general. the Authority considers that mos: of the major 
issues raised in the submissions have been adequately addressed 
in the ERMP or will be addressed by the management procedures 
or further investigation proposed in the document. Therefore, 
no modification to the Pinjar Scheme is proposed at this 
stage. However, as stated in the RRMP, further investigation 
will be conducted and environmental documentation prepared 
prior to development of the Yeal, Barragoon, and Lexia Schemes. 

The recommendations of the EPA's Advisory Group have been 
considered by the Water Authority and the Western Australian 
Water Resources Council. The Authority is in agreement with 
these recommendations and accordingly has initiated detailed 
modelling of the Pinjar area to enable the predicted effects v .• 

the wetlands to be refined and if appropriate, the proposed 
management strategies modified. The Groundwater Management 
Committee of the WAWRC has resolved to recommend to the Counci: 
that it establish a committ,ee to co-ordinate the planning and 
management of the Gnangara Mound as recommended by the Advisory 
Group. 

Should you require any additional information or wish to 
discuss any of these matters further, please contact Mr Graham 
Cargeeg at the Water Centre on telephone 420 29ll. 

/((,_ ~' 
I 

: ,.-. 

h\ )1ANAGER 
WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 

y 12, 1987 IW:BC 
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The public review period for the Gnangara Mound ERMP closed on 
March 25, 1987. Subsequently, the Environmental Protection 
Authority identified the major issues raised in the submissions 
and invited the Water Authority to comment. This report 
contains the Water Authority's comments on these issues. 
Discussion has been arranged under the following general 
headings. 

1. Alternative sources 

2. Demand management 

3. Impact of proposed developments 

4. Management of public water supplies 

5. Management of private water supplies 

6. Co-ordination of groundwater management 

7. Groundwater/wetland pollution 

8. Compensation 

9. Aboriginal heritage 

10. Miscellaneous issues 
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l. ALTERNATIVE ~OURCES OF SUPPLY 

A number of issues were raised in the public submissions 
relating to the consideration given in the ERMP to the 
alternative sources of supply to the North West Corridor (NWC). 

As outlined in the ERMP and detailed in the Water Authority 
publication of January 1987, ''Planning Future Sources for 
Perth's Water Supply", the Water Authority uses a sources 
Development Plan (SDP) as the basis for planning the 
development of Perth's water supply. The SDP ranks potential 
sources according to their cost effectiveness and, unless 
constrained by other factors; the most economic sources are 
scheduled to be developed first. The timing of when sources 
are developed is a function of the increase in demand for 
water. However. the SDP is flexible and proposed sources may 
be modified, re-scheduled or deleted to satisfy environmental, 
social or technical constraints. 

The Gnangara Mound ERMP broadly assesses the environmental 
issues associated with the development of each of the sources 
on the SDP. A number of sources not yet listed on the SDP and, 
based on the current most likely planning timetable, not 
scheduled for development before 2009/2010 were also 
considered. From this assessment it was apparent that no 
source on the SDP clearly had lower environmental impacts than 
the other sources. The potential impacts associated with the 
Gnangara Mound were identified as being largely avoidable if 
the schemes were appropriately designed and managed. As this 
source is also the most economic on the SDP to supply the NWC. 
it was selected as the source for detailed investigation. 

The submissions suggest that a number of specific sources 
should be considered as alternatives to the Gnangara Mound. Of 
the sources suggested, desalination and transferring water from 
the Northwest of the State are clearly addressed in the ERMP 
and based on their costs and associated environmental impacts, 
are discounted as viable sources. For example, desalination of 
seawater is approximately seven times as expensive as the 
Gnangara Mound and still has significant environmental impacts 
such as those associated with the generation of power for the 
plant, visual intrusion of a large plant near the coast, and 
disposal of brine. Sources beyond 750 km from Perth have been 
shown to be even more uneconomic compared to desalination of 
seawater and therefore sources from the north of the State such 
's the Ord, are non-viable. These sources will, however, be 
kept under review to ensure that technological advances are 
incorporated in the assessment of costs. 

The development of groundwater north of Gingin Brook would 
involve similar environmental issues to the Gnangara Mound but 
would be more expensive due to the extra costs in transferring 
water some lOO km. The resource north of Gingin Brook is also 
largely committed to private developments and the allocation of 
part of the resource for public water supply would create an 
additional social issue. 

,,., 
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The Water Authority and the Geological Survey of Western 
Australia, are conducting investigations to enable the size of 
this resource to be better defined and the potential for its 
use for public water supplies will be reviewed when these 
investigations are completed. 

Other sources raised in the submissions which were not 
specifically addressed in the ERMP are briefly discussed below. 

coastal wellfields 

The Water Authority has previously investigated the feasibility 
of a coastal groundwater scheme in the vicinity of the 
Whitfords area. This investigation identified a number of 
potential constraints to the operation of such a scheme 
including: 

a) despite the close proximity to the NWC, the low lying 
topography of the coastal areas makes distribution of the 
water difficult and expensive due to pumping costs; 

b) due to the low elevation of the water table (about Sm), 
large abstractions in the vicinity of the coast could 
contribute to saltwater intrusion problems; 

c) development of groundwater schemes in urban areas is 
generally considered less desirable than in undeveloped 
areas due to the potential for pollution of the 
resources. There would also be social costs associated 
with restricting activities in the area to ensure the 
potential for pollution is minimised. 

To further assess these matters, the Water Authority has made 
provision in its work programme for 1988 to review the 
feasibility of such a scheme. 

Diversion of river flows onto the Gnangara Mound 

·The water Authority has investigated the feasibility of 
diverting flows from nearby rivers onto the Gnangara Mound. 
This investigation included the development of a pilot recharge 
study on the Gnangara Mound. The results of this study 
demonstrated that artificial recharge of groundwater is 
technically feasible, however, the costs associated with river 
headworks, pipelines, pump stations, earthworks on the mound 
and operation costs of such a scheme mean that it is not 
scheduled for development within the timespan of the current 
Sources Development Plan. 

Recharging treated wastewater to the mound 

Pilot studies conducted by the Authority have de.monstrated that 
this option is technically feasible. However, because of the 
nutrients in the wastewater there is potential for a build up 
of nitrate and phosphorous to occur in the groundwater, with 
the potential to cause health problems and pollute wetlands. 
Also, this option is very expensive,, particularly due to the 

Osts associated with transportation of effluent from the 
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treatment plant to the recharge area, and would be more so if 
nutrients were to be removed before recharging. Therefore such 
a scheme is not scheduled for development within the timespan 
of the current Sources Development Plan. 

Linking Hills sources to the Northwest Corridor 

At present the Water Authority has no capacity to transfer 
water from the Hills sources to the NWC. To do so would 
involve substantial capital expenditure for additional 
pipelines and pumping stations. In addition, more expensive 
surface water developments with associated environmental 
impacts would need to be advanced to make up for the water 
diverted to the NWC. The capital and operating costs 
associated with this option are estimated to be in the order of 
700 million dollars. which would result in a five-fold increase 
in the cost of water supplied to the NWC. There would also be 
significant social and environmental costs associated with the 
construction of a main pipeline through the Perth urban area. 

Diverting water from Mundaring Weir to the NWC and establishing 
desalination plants in the Goldfields 

Mundaring Weir is already interconnected with the Metropolitan 
system and in years of surplus capacity it can be used to 
supplement supply to the metropolitan area. However, the spare 
capacity amounts to only 12% of the yield from the Pinjar 
scheme and as discussed above, an expensive new main pipeline 
would be required to transfer the water to the NWC. 

In addition, the water resources (fresh or saline) in the 
vicinity of the population centres in the eastern goldfields 
may be insufficient to meet the requirements of the existing 
population in the area. As well as supplying towns in the 
eastern goldfields, water from Mundaring Weir is also used to 
supply towns in the eastern agricultural districts and an 
alternative source of supply would have to be found. 

Maintenance of the existing goldfields supply is consistent 
with the Authority's State-wide objectives of supplying 
acceptable quality water to consumers at minimum long-term 
cost, taking into account environmental and social 
considerations. 

Modification of the Pinjar Scheme 

~t was suggested that the Pinjar Scheme should be modified by 
shifting the eastern leg to the centre of Lake Pinjar to 
minimise the effects on agricultural pursuits on the eastern 
margin. This modification would increase drawdowns to the 
west, towards the sensitive Wanneroo wetlands, and may not 
substantially reduce drawdowns to the east. A well line o~n"""~~ 
the centre of the lake may also. in years of above average 
rainfall, be subject to flooding. This would result in acce 
problems for routine operation of the scheme. To over 
problem a causeway could be built and the individual well 

....... ~--·.....,...~"' 
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elevated. However this would be both expensive and visually 
intrusive. Given the dubious benefits of such a proposal it is 
not considered appropriate. 

The preferred layout of the Pinjar Scheme detailed in the ERMP 
has been designed with regard to minimising the environmental 
effects of pumping and achieving optimum availability of water 
for both public and private use. 
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2. DEMAND MANAGEMENT 

A number of submissions stressed the importance of an effective 
demand management strategy and suggested a range of components 
which should be included. 

As outlined in the ERMP, the Water Authority is curren:ly 
preparing a demand management strategy. The strategy includes 
initiatives in the following areas: 

education regarding the efficient use of water: 
design criteria to ensure the use of water-efficient 
appliances; 
pricing policies to ensure wasteful activities are 
discouraged. 

The Water Authority's recent 'Make Every Drop Count' water 
conservation campaign was the first of a number of re~Jlar 
summer campaigns initiated by the preparation of the strategy. 

Specific issues raised in the submissions relating to demand 
management include: 

Restrictions should be placed on watering during daylight hours 

The Authority's demand management strategy will be aimed at 
educating consumers of the most efficient times to irrigate 
their gardens. As a consequence, it is hoped that restrictions 
will not have to be applied. 

overhead reticulation of horticultural crops should be 
discouraged and trickle systems promoted 

The Authority's policy of allocating water within groundwater 
management areas encourages horticulturalists to use their 
allocations effectively. Where appropriate, licences are 
granted on the condition that ·efficient means of irrigating are_ 
used. The Department of Agriculture provides advice to market 
gardeners on the most efficient means of irrigating particular 
crops. 

All water users should pay for use 

The Authority's demand management strategy will contain a 
pricing policy which will discourage wastage of water supplied·"· 
by the Authority. Private users of groundwater already pay for 
'lSe in so far as it costs money to operate and maintain a welL .. 
and therefore there is a strong incentive for major commercial.:;: 
users to only use what is required. However, it is known that.z:.;;, 
most domestic well owners use in the order of three times 
water than is necessary and the Authority's education oroqramw~£ 
will address this problem. Another consideration is that 
costs involved in metering and charging all water users wou+! 
be prohibitively expensive. 
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Water Authority policy of encouraging development of private 
domestic wells needs to be reviewed 

Private domestic wells are an important component of the 
overall water supply system in Perth. They result in a 
significant saving in capital expenditure that would be 
required to provide alternative supplies through the public 
water supply system. However, the development of this resource 
must be carefully managed to ensure that unacceptable impacts 
do not occur. The Perth Urban Water Balance Study being 
undertaken by the Water Authority in conjunction with the 
Department of Conservation and Environment, the Centre for 
Water Research at the University of Western Australia and the 
Geological Survey of Western Australia is assessing various 
management strategies for the shallow groundwater resources of 
the Perth region. The report of this study is scheduled for 
release later this year. 

Wells in rural and urban areas should be metered to give an 
accurate assessment of consumption 

The Perth Urban Water Balance Study has considered the ~eed for 
greater control on groundwater use within the Perth region. It 
is considered that an initial step in effective management is 
the refinement of the estimates and distribution of the number 
of wells and the amount of groundwater used. The major use of 
the groundwater resource is for community and industry based 
activities including public water supply, public open space 
irrigation and market garden irrigation. Two-thirds of all the 
groundwater used is for purposes such as these. The most 
effective approach to management may be through licensing and 
control of these major users and a complementary public 
education programme aimed at more efficient use of groundwater 
drawn from backyard wells. The costs associated with metering 
the estimated 77 000 private wells would be significant and is 
considered prohibitive and unnecessary in the first instance. 
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3. IMPACT OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENTS 

A number of submissions raised issues relating to the predicted 
impacts of the proposed developments. In particular. the bas:s 
for the adoption of the 0.5 m drawdown criteria for sensitive 
wetlands was questioned. 

When considering the predicted impact of the proposed 
developments, it is important to note that the wetlands of the 
Gnangara Mound have already been affected to some extent by 
land use changes within the area. Broadscale changes to 
vegetation cover associated with the development and management 
of the pine plantations within State Forest 65 have had a 
considerable effect on regional water levels. Development of 
the urban corridors and rural areas has also had an effect on 
the water level and quality in nearby wetlands. 

During the preparation of the ERMP it was recognised that 
target water levels were required to effectively manage~ 
wetlands. Following consultation with CALM and the EPA it was 
apparent that such criteria were not available. Therefore, 
following consultation with officers from the EPA and CALM and 
on advice of the Authority's expert consultants, the 0.5 m 
drawdown guideline was selected for the most environmentally 
sensitive areas. Changes of less than 0.5 m are generally 
within natural fluctuations and are therefore considered 
unlikely to result in significant effects. However, the 
Authority recognises that this criterion should be used as an 
interim guideline only and it should be reviewed as knowledge 
of specific wetlands increases. As stated in the ERMP, the 
Authority has undertaken to assist CALM and EPA develop 
guidelines for environmentally acceptable water level changes. 
Research being supported by the Water Authority and undertaken 
by Dr Arnold of the EPA and Dr Davis of Murdoch University, is 
a component of this work. 

Other issues raised in the submissions relating to the 
predicted impacts of the proposed developments are briefly 
discussed below: 

Accuracy and basis of computer model - need for independent 
review 

The computer model used for the assessment of the effects of 
abstraction patterns and land use changes on groundwater levels~ 
was developed by the Perth Urban Water Balance project team. 
~he model was developed in conjunction with the Centre for 
Water Research at the University of W.A. Discussions were held.;; 
with officers of CSIRO, CALM and the EPA in developing the 
model. The data base used in the modelling studies was 
developed from the best available information. Liaison wi 
maintained with the appropriate government agencies and 
local authorities to ensure any additional information or. 
for refinement of the model is included in subsequent mode 
studies. 
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The ERMP report was reviewed by Dr Wronski for the City of 
Wanneroo who examined the processes used in the computer model 
in detail. In Dr Wronski's address to a public meeting 
organised by the City of Wanneroo, he stated that he could not 
fault the technical basis of the report and in previous 
discussions with the Water Authority he had expressed 
satisfaction with the computer model. 

Which wetlands will be affected by 0.5 drawdown 

The ERMP (Fig. 50 and Table 25) clearly identifies which 
wetlands are predicted by the computer model to be affected by 
drawdowns. It should be noted when looking at specific areas, 
that the model predicts regional groundwater level changes and 
is considered to be conservative. i.e. predict greater than 
expected drawdowns, particularly in the vicinity of wetlands. 
Advice from the Geological Survey of W.A. and the Authority's 
operational experience suggest that the layered nature of the 
underlying sediments in the wetlands of the Gnangara Mound 
tends to minimise water level changes induced by pumping from 
the lower half of the unconfined aquifer. The Authority 
proposes to conduct additional detailed modelling to enable 
more accurate predictions of the effect of abstractions on 
wetlands to be made, prior to the development of the Pinjar 
Scheme. 

Effect of the Pinjar Scheme on the Mindarie waste disposal site 
and Lake Joondalup 

The groundwater level at Mindarie is approximately 4 m AHD. 
The water level in Lake Joondalup is about 17 m AHD. Therefore 
the Pinjar scheme would have to reduce the water level in Lake 
Joondalup to about 3 m AHD, i.e. 9 m below the base of the 
lake, before leachate from Mindarie will flow towards the 
lake. As shown in Fig. 50 of the ERMP, the effect on 
groundwater levels within the vicini.ty of lake Joondalup will 
be no more than 0.5 m and in view of the conservative nature of 

model and the local hydrogeological complexities, is 
.expected to be significantly less. 

objective of the ERMP modelling studies was to identify the 
llfield layout and abstraction pattern which minimises the 

,~m.pacts on the wetland areas recommended for reservation in the 
stem 6 study or areas identified by CALM, EPA or the 
thority's consultants as being of high conservation value. 

~ is acknowledged that some wetlands, such as Pinjar and 
lands in State Forest 65 which have not been recognised as 

of high conservation value, will be affected. As shown 
. 2 of the EPA's Advisory Group Report the wetlands 

thin State Forest 65 that are likely to be affected are 
ted to those ephemeral wetlands east of Lake Pinjar. 

ow~vor, it should be noted that State Forest 65 has over its 
or portion a management priority purpose of water production 
accordingly, the Authority has attempted to concentrate the 
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impacts of the public water supply developments within this 
area. Wetlands within S.F. 65 have already been affected by 
plantation development. It is anticipated that these wetlands 
will become more ephemeral in nature and that the species 
composition of the vegetation and fauna present will gradually 
change to a more drought tolerant community.· 

Impact on water levels and resident fauna in Yanchep and 
Neerabup caves 

The high hydraulic conductivities in the limestone areas in the 
vicinity of the caves is expected to mitigate against water 
levels being significantly reduced in the caves. The 
Authority's water level monitoring programme has demonstrated 
that levels in these areas generally do not fluctuate greatly. 
For example, water levels in Loch McNess vary by less than 
0.3 m in each year. Further detailed modelling will be used to 
confirm that the effects on water levels in the caves can be 
expected to be negligible. 

Effect of the development of the Gnanqara Mound on Ginqin Brook 

As shown in Figure 50 of the ERMP, the predicted impact of the 
proposed developments, including the Yeal and Barragoon 
schemes, on Gingin Brook is expected to be minimal. 
Environmental reviews, including further detailed modelling 
studies, will be conducted prior to development of the Yeal and 
Barragoon schemes to ensure the effect, if any, on Gingin Brook 
is acceptable. 

Need for more information on wetlands 

The need for more information on specific wetlands to assist in 
management is recognised by the Water Authority, however, at 
the time of writing the ERMP, only limited information was 
available. The Authority is currently funding a study aimed at 
developing a classification and evaluation system for the 
wetlands of the SW of the State. The Authority is also jointly 
funding the publication of a wetland inventory of the Perth -·
area by Dr Jenny Arnold of the EPA and publication of Dr Jenny 
Davis' work on macroinvertebrate fauna of coastal plain 
wetlands. The Authority has made the commitment in the ERMP to 
provide ongoing support to Dr Davis' work. 

It should be recognised that most wetlands on the swan Coastal 
Plain have already been affected by developments and current 
water levels do not represent long-term natural conditions.········ 
Wetland guidelines and criteria are essential if wetlands are 
to be managed effectively. 
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4. MANAGEMENT OF PUBLIC WATER SUPPLIES 

Issues related to the Authority's proposed management of public 
water supplies are discussed as follows: 

Effects of groundwater abstraction on the Leederville Formation 
and Yarragadee Formation aquifers 

The Leederville Formation and Yarragadee Formation aquifers are 
thick and sandy and confined within relatively impermeable 
layers of material (except in recharge and discharge areas). 
Advice from the Geological Survey of W.A., and experience 
gained from operation of the Authority's existing schemes 
suggest that the impermeable layers above and below these 
aquifers results in effects being contained largely within 
confined the aquifer. As a consequence, there is not expected 
to be any significant drawdown reflected in the overlying 
unconfined aquifer or the associated wetlands. Therefore, the 
Leederville Formation and Yarragadee Formation aquifers are 
important sources of groundwater particularly during times of 
drought. The Authority is currently constructing an 
investigation well into the Yarragadee Formation at Pinjar to 
further assess the water quality. During the test pumping of 
this well the water levels in the unconfined aquifer will be 
monitored to confirm that drawing water from the Yarragadee 
Formation will not effect these water levels. Similar testing 
will be undertaken prior to proceeding with developments 
associated with the Yeal and Barragoon Groundwater Schemes. 

Management resoonse to adverse effects 

The monitoring programme proposed in the ERMP will rapidly 
identify the response of the water-table to groundwater 
abstraction and the subsequent effect on associated 
ecosystems. The Authority will document the results of the 
monitoring programme and report annually to the EPA. Reports 
submitted to the EPA will be available for perusal by the 
public in the EPA's reading room. If the monitoring programme 
identifies that the predicted effects are being exceeded, the 
management strategies will be modified in consultation with the 
EPA. Options for modification of the wellfield operation 

·include biasing abstractions away from sensitive wetlands by 
reducing the quota for specific superficial wells and or 
increasing the percentage of water obtained from the confined 
aquifers. The Authority has already taken this initiative in 
the management of the Wanneroo Groundwater Scheme where 
abstraction from three wells has been significantly reduced to 
minimise the effects on Lake Jandabup. (Abstraction from wells 
cemn.~e from the lake has been increased to maintain the scheme 

ta.) This action. and the slightly above average rainfall 
1986, contributed to the water levels in Lake Jandabup at 

end of the 1986 winter being the highest for eight years. 
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Management response to drought conditions 

During periods of prolonged drought, restrictions on water use 
may be applied to reduce the demand on the Water Authority's 
supply. The Authority's planning for the development of 
sources is based on :he assumption that restrictions will be 
applied on average one year in every ten. As detailed in the 
ERMP, groundwater resources tend to be buffered against drought 
in the short term. During periods of prolonged drought, 
greater reliance may be placed on the confined aquifers if the 
monitoring programme demonstrates that the combined effect of 
low rainfall and shallow groundwater abstraction is 
unacceptable. 

The Authority's current operating strategy for the artesian 
resources relies on these higher salinity resources being 
diluted with lower salinity groundwater from the unconfined 
aquifer to ensure that the Water Authority's objective for 
water quality of 500 mg/L TDS is achieved. Greater reliance on 
artesian groundwater during periods of drought may result in 
the salinity of water supplied exceeding this objective. 

The total quota for the Pinjar scheme will not be exceeded in 
periods of drought to compensate for shortages in 'Hills' 
supplies without prior consultati6ns with the EPA. 

The Water authority sets a poor example when water is wasted 
from the Wanneroo Groundwater Scheme 

As part of the normal operating proceedures of a groundwater 
scheme the performance of individual wells is regularly 
monitored and well maintenance is undertaken to ensure that a 
maximum operating life is achieved. Part of this proceedure 
involves measuring the amount of sand infiltrating into the 
well and where necessary undertaking remedial action. These 
activities may involve the discharge of some water onto the 
ground. However, the amount of water involved is significantly 
less than 1% of the total scheme output and some of this water 
will return to the water-table. All endeavours are made to 
ensure that the amount of water discharged to the ground is 
kept to a minimum. 

• 
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5. MANAGEMENT OF PRIVATE SUPPLIES 

A number of submissions raised issues relating to the 
Authority's existing and proposed management of private 
groundwater use. 

Groundwater management is required in areas of high groundwater 
use to ensure the maximum community benefit is achieved whilst 
avoiding such effects as: 

over exploitation; 
degradation of water quality; 
adverse environmental impacts; 
salt water intrusion. 

As outlined in the ERMP, the Authority has adopted a 
four-staged approach to the management of groundwater resources: 

1. Maintain awareness of developments in areas with the 
potential to adversely affect the environment or 
established users. 

2. Proclaim areas and licence wells within these areas to 
more closely monitor groundwater use and the response of 
the aquifer. 

3. Actively manage use where it encroaches on the 
requirements of existing users or the environment. 

4. Monitor the effectiveness of the strategy and modify as 
required. 

Groundwater Areas may be proclaimed under the provisions of the 
Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914. Within these areas 
all wells must be licensed, the conditions of which will relate 
to the water allocation and permitted use. At the time of 
proclamation, established users are usually given a licence 
allocation for their existing requirements. A project that is 
causing excessive drawdown or using an excessive quantity of 
water may be restricted to a lower allocation of water. 
Applications for new developments or increases to existing 
licence allocations must be referred to the Water Authority. 
Such applications are assessed in view of the water 
availability in the area and the proposed use of the water. 

To assist in the management of a Groundwater Area, an Advisory 
Committee may be formed to provide advice to the Water 
AUthority regarding licence applications. Such a committee has 
been formed for the Wanneroo Groundwater Area (WGA). The 
Advisory Committee membership includes representatives from the 
Water Authority and other government agencies and local land 
owners. 

The following specific issues raised in the submissions are 
"briefly discussed. 
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The whole of the State should be proclaimed for qroundwater 
management 

The Authority's approach to groundwater management ensures that 
those areas requiring management are identified and 
proclaimed. It would be unnecessary and administratively very. 
expensive to proclaim the whole State. However. it should be 
recognised that over 50% of the State has been proclaimed and 
that almost all of the major groundwater resources of the State 
now fall within proclaimed areas. 

The Wanneroo area is being discriminated against by the 
requirement for licensing of wells 

The WGA has been proclaimed and extended in accordance with the 
Authority's strategy to ensure the resource is conserved, 
equitably allocated and the environment protected. Most of the 
Perth Basin outside the urban areas is now proclaimed for 
groundwater management. The extension of the WGA in September 
1986 included one of the last remaining unproclaimed areas of 
rural land overlying significant groundwater resources. 

Horticultural activities are given a low priority in planning 
procedures 

The ERMP recognises horticulture as a major legitimate use of 
groundwater. However, the close proximity of the rural areas 
to the sensitive wetlands has necessitated active management. 
The total allocation for private use in the WGA is 36 x 
lo6m3;yr which at the time of writing the ERMP allowed for 
a 67% increase in groundwater use north of Flynn Drive and a 
40% increase in the area south of Flynn Drive. This total 
allocation for private use exceeds the allocation for the 
Wanneroo and Pinjar public water supply schemes using the 
superficial formations (26 x lo6m3/yr) by 10 x 1o6m3/yr. 

Transfer of licences with land title 

Groundwater is vested in the crown and therefore rights to 
groundwater do not form part of the title to land. So as to 
ensure that groundwater allocations are used and not merely 
acquired to enhance property value whilst depriving other 
landowners of the supply, licences are issued only for the 
period the licensee occupies the property. However, where 
there is a licensed established use at the time of the sale, a 
licence will be issued, on application, to the new owner for 
that use. An application for increased use will be treated as 
a new application and the change in land ownership will be 
disregarded during consideration of the application. 

Subdivision of existing irrigated areas 

Applications to subdivide an irrigated area of land and its 
licence allocation must be referred to the Water Authority. 
The Authority would be unlikely to object to such a proposal 
providing the overall use of water on the land did not increase 
beyond the available supply. A planning consideration may be 
to avoid the lot sizes becoming too small for viable 
horticultural pursuits to continue. 
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Licence conditions relating to crop type and watering times 

Licence holders are required to advise the Authority if they 
change their produce type, e.g. from vegetables to lucerne, as 
such changes have implications for the magnitude of the 
allocation because different crop types have different water 
requirements. However, within the WGA there is no need to 
advise of changes within produce types or of changes to 
watering times. 
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6. CO-ORDINATION OF GROUNDWATER MANAGEMENT 

Dual role of the Water Authority 

The Water Authority has the dual role of supplying water for 
public use and the responsibility for the management of the 
State's water resources. 

:n its role in the management of water resources, the Water 
Authority is charged with managi~g the State's water resources 
for the continuing benefit of the community. The Authority seeks 
:he appropriate balance between the cost of its activities, 
protection of the environment and the social expectations of the 
community. 

:n making decisions regarding water resource matters, the 
Minister for Water Resources receives independent advice through 
:he Western Australian Water Resources Council (WAWRC), a body 
which was established specifically to give advice to Government 
particularly where there may be a conflict of interest in the 
Water Authority's dua1 role. 

The overall objective of the WAWRC is to ensure, as far as 
?tactical, that the State's water resources provide the maximum 
:ong-term benefits for the people of Western Australia. To 
assist in achieving this objective, the WAWRC has established a 
3Umber of advisory committees including a Planning and Management 
committee, a Groundwater Management committee, a Conservation and 
~ducation Committee, and a Rural Water Committee. 

In general the ERMP fails to acknowledge the role of the local 
authorities 

The Water Authori:y recognises the major role that the local 
authorities play in relation to land planning issues. The 
potential effect of land use on water resources requires close 
liaison between the agencies involved. The Authority has been 
particularly appr~ciative of the very positive attitude taken by 
the City of Wanneroo toward the Wanneroo Groundwater Advisory 
committee and the extensive assistance provided by its officers 
to staff of the Authority and its consultants in preparation of 
the ERMP. 

The EPA's Advisory Group recommended that a committee be 
established under the auspices of the Western Australian Water 
Resources Council, to integrate planning and management of the 
groundwater resources of the Gnangara Mound. The suggested 
membership of the committee includes senior representatives from 
each of the following organisations: 

City of Wanneroo 
Department of Agriculture 
Department of Conservation and Land Management 
Environmental Protection Authority 
Mines Department 
State Planning Commission 
Water Authority 

This co~mittee will ensure that the City of Wanneroo has the 
opportunity for greater involvement in the planning and 
management of the groundwater resource. 
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7. GROUNDWATER - WETLAND POLLUTION 

A number of issues were raised regarding groundwater pollution 
and these are discusseq below. 

Potential for pollution of groundwater resources 

Several point sources of pollution on the Gnangara Mound, such 
as the Gnangara liquid waste disposal site, the closed Pinjar 
rubbish dump. and piggeries have the potential to pollute the 
unconfined groundwater resource. Non-point sources of 
pollution such as urbanisation and large scale fertiliser and 
pesticide usage in rural areas also have the potential to 
degrade the unconfined water resources. The Water Authority 
monitors water quality on a regional basis and in specific 
cases monitoring wells have been installed to closely monitor 
particular pollutant sources. 

Because of the location of production wells none of the current 
landuse activities in the vicinity of the existing or proposed 
groundwater schemes on the Gnangara Mound are likely to affect 
the quality of water produced by the schemes. 

In accordance with its primary corporate objectives, the 
Authority will ensure that water supplied by its groundwater 
schemes meets acceptable community and National Health and 
Medical Research council criteria. To assist in achieving this 
objective, the Authority has proclaimed Underground Water 
Pollution control Areas (UWPCAs) around its groundwater 
schemes. Within these areas the Authority can control 
potentially polluting activities. The Environmental Protection 
Authority, under the provisions of the EPA Act, 1986, has prime 
responsibility for the prevention of pollution of groundwater 
and surface water. 

The Water Authority closely monitors the quality of water 
produced by its wellfields. If water quality deteriorates, 
action such as reducing abstraction from or closing the 
contaminated well will be taken. owners of private wells from 
which water is used for human consumption should contact their 
local Health surveyor if concerned about water quality. 

Requirement for land use changes in the vicinity of the Pinjar 
Scheme 

Existing land use activities in the Pinjar area will not be 
affected. The water Authority is aware of and currently 
licenses the major polluting activities. It is possible that 
in the future, the Authority may prevent the establishment of 
additional industries, which have the potential to pollute the 

~groundwater resource in the area. 

~lffect of water level on water quality 

~It is possible that a reduction in water level may exacerbate 
n existing water quality problem in a wetland by resulting in 
~ncreased water temperatures and concentrating suspended 
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material. However. the wetlands of the Swan Coastal Plain are 
adapted to fluctuations in water levels and many dry out on a 
regular seasonal basis. Work conducted by Dr Davis from 
Murdoch University has demonstrated that the health of a 
wetland is not necessarily related to maintenance of water 
levels (Davis and Rolls, 1987). Dr Davis suggests that the 
drying out of wetlands may in fact alleviate water quality 
problems and cites Lake Jandabup as an example. 

Effect of mining leases on water resources management 

All mining leases within the Gnangara Water Reserve must be 
referred to the Water Authority for approval before any 
development can proceed. The Authority therefore has the 
opportunity to ensure that the proposed development does not 
adversely affect the quality or quantity of the groundwater 
resources. 
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8 . COMPENSATION 

Several submissions were related to claims for compensation for 
any loss or hardship resulting from management of private or 
public groundwater supplies. 

Groundwater is vested in the Crown and therefore rights to 
groundwater do not form part of the title to land. 
Consequently, there are no legal grounds for payment of 
compensation to landowners who perceive themselves to be 
adversely affected by the Water Authority's groundwater 
management strategies. 

Specific cases where compensation has been requested include: 

Compensation to landowners restricted in the development 
of their property. 

Compensation to landowners for loss of summer pasture. 

Compensation to landowners for reduction in land values 
resulting from groundwater management. 

It was also claimed that landowners who have to deepen their 
wells as a result of the development of Public Water Supplies 
should be compensated. The Authority is of the opinion that if 
wells are adequately constructed, they will not require 
deepening. Landowners should ensure that wells are constructed 
with consideration to the potential for drawdowns to be induced 
by the development of wells on adjacent land. It is more 
likely that private wells will be affected by neighbouring 
private wells rather than the more distant Water Authority 
wellfield. 
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9. ABORIGINAL HERITAGE 

General issues relating to aboriginal heritage sites were 
raised and are discussed below: 

Preparation of ERMP did not involve consultation with 
Aboriginal people. 

Impact on Aboriginal heritage needs to be reassessed. 

Discussions have been held with officers of the Aboriginal 
Sites Department of the Museum of Western Australia. Their 
assistance has been sought in identifying any areas of concern 
to aboriginal people so that appropriate action can be 
initiated. 

The ERMP involved an assessment of archeological sites within 
areas of direct disturbance. (Appendix F). The report 
concluded that due to the highly disturbed nature of the area 
resulting from planting of the pine forest, there was no known 
archaeological sites that would be directly affected by the 
proposal. The report further concluded that the integrity of 
archaeological sites within the region would not be affected by 
the predicted changes in water level. 

In assessing impacts of the proposed management strategies on 
the ethnographic aspects of aboriginal heritage sites within 
the region, it was concluded that the changes in water levels 
were within recorded historical fluctuations and therefore the 
ethnographic value of these sites would not be affected. In 
this assessment it must be recognised that most wetlands on the 
Swan Coastal Plain have already been affected by developments 
and current water levels do not represent long term natural 
conditions. 
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10. MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES 

Planning for urban expansion and water availability 

One of the key factors considered in planning for further urban 
expansion is the availability of public water supplies. The 
State Planning Commission maintains a close liaison with the 
Water Authority so that planning for urban development can take 
into account the availability of public water supplies. The 
State Planning Commission recently carried out a review of the 
urban corridor plan and during the development of this planning 
review, a senior officer from the Authority was seconded to the 
commission to ensure that water related issues were taken into 
account. 

Water Authority transfers water out of the Gnanqara Mound while 
horticulture returns most to the Mound 

Advice received from the Department of Agriculture indicates 
that providing an irrigator uses water efficiently, only a 
minimal amount of water is returned to the water-table. This 
has been confirmed by research carried out for the Perth Urban 
Water Balance Study which demonstrated that there was no 
significant return to the water-table beneath a suburban lawn 
irrigated from a private well. Much of the water used in 
sprinkler irrigation is lost to the atmosphere through 
evaporation and the remainder is consumed by the lawn or crops 
and returned to the atmosphere through transpiration. 

Efficient irrigation application should provide enough water to 
meet the transpiration requirements of the crop plus a small 
component to ensure salts are leached from the crop root zone 
to prevent land salinisation. 

The fate of irrigation water has been taken into account in the 
computer modelling carried out during the preparation of the 
ERMP. 

Public should have access to all information relating to 
availability of qroundwater and surface water supplies 

The Water Authority recently released a public document titled 
"Planning Future Sources for Perth's Water Supply" which 
provides details of both surface water and groundwater supplies 
in the Perth region. This report is available from the 
Authority's Public Affairs Branch. 

A report produced by the Western Australian Water Resources 
Council on "Water Resources and Water Use" details the regional 
availability of water supplies throughout the State. This 
report is also available through the Public Affairs Branch. 

In addition the Water Authority reports each year to the EPA on 
the operation and management of its groundwater schemes within 
the metropolitan region. These reports are placed in the EPA 
reading room and are available for public information. 
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~urther information on water availability is contained in 
reports produced by both the Water Authority and the 9eological 
survey of W.A. These reports are available through the 
relevant organisation's library. 

~ffect of lowering saturation of top soils which could lead to 
reduced denitrification 

Nitrification and denitrification occurs naturally in areas 
where biological activity in or near a water body is present. 
The significance of this process in relation to nutrient 
enrichment is not known as little research has been carried out 
to date. 

Due to the large natural fluctuations in water levels that 
occur naturally on the Gnangara Mound, it is not considered 
that any additional drawdowns in the summer periods will have 
any significant effect on the nitrification and denitrification 
process. 

In the particular case of Lake Pinjar any increase in nitrates 
would potentially effect only those wells downstream of Lake 
Pinjar. The water drawn from these wells will be diluted with 
water drawn from the remainder of the scheme. It is not 
anticipated that any significant effects on water quality will 
result from lower water levels in Lake Pinjar. Should any 
effect occur the dilution within the aquifer and with other 
water produced from the scheme will ensure that water quality 
standards are maintained. 

Issues raised in Dr Ed Wronski's report to the City of Wanneroo 

Dr Wronski's report titled "Impact of Proposed Gnangara Mound 
Groundwater Developments on the City of Wanneroo" was 
commissioned by the City of Wanneroo to provide an independent 
assessment of the Gnangara Mound ERMP. Whilst Dr Wronski's 
report provides a concise summary of the main issues. it places 
a higher priority on groundwater for agricultural development 
than for public water supply. 

A number of aspects of Dr Wronski's report are considered 
inaccurate or reflect the bias of the assessment. The main 
areas are: 

i) The report suggests that there will be constraints on 
groundwater use for irrigated agriculture. This is not 
so, as the groundwater allocations proposed allow for 
significant increase in usage. 

ii) The report concentrates on analysing the various water 
balance components but does not recognise that the major 
constraint to groundwater use is water levels, in 
particular lake water levels. 
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The water balance figures used in the report include the 
abstraction of artesian groundwatet for public water 
supply without including private use of the artesian 
resources. this. together with the discounting of 
private irrigation for the "extra recharge" obtained 
from cleared land presents a biased view and suggests 
that the private irrigators are disadvantaged. 

iv) The suggested priorities for the allocation of 
groundwater are not in accordance with the Water 
Authority's philosophy. The Authority's view is that 
public and private use have equal priority with the pine 
plantations having a secondary priority. 

' 
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· LIST OF COMMI~~S BY THE WATER AUTHORITY 
IN THE ERMP 

LAYOUT OF SCHEMES FOR PUBLIC WATER S~??~Y 

APPENDIX D 

The layouts of the proposed Lex:.a. Yeal and Barragoon Schemes '.vill be 
fur~her assessed as part of detailed :~vestigation prior to selection of :he 
preferred strategies for managemen~ of the groundwater resource. 

ABSTRACTION STRATEGIES FOR PUBLIC WAiER SUPPLY SCHEMES 

Groundwater levels ••ill be monitored using the existing net••ork of over 900 
monitoring points in conjunction ·.;ith measurements from the production 
wells. The. abstraction strategy will "::e reviewed, and if necessary, modified 
taking into account the results of ~oni~oring and the need to maintain the 
resource to meet public, private and environmental needs. The ~ater 

Authority ·.o1ill not exceed the quota ·::>!' substantially modify the abstraction 
strategy from the scheme Nithout prior 2nvironmental Protect:on Authority 
approval. 

~~AGEMENT OF PRIVATE WATER USE 

The Water Authority will manage ?rivate abstraction ~ithin t~e Wanneroo 
Groundwater Area, so as not to exceed the private groundwate:r abstraction 
quota. This quota will be reviewed as ?ar~ of the annual repor~ing procedure 
for the Environmental Protection Au~~ority. Provision ~ill be made for the 
7iat'.neroo Groundwater Advisory -:=.:nr:mit:':ee to have appropriate public 
representation from the entire Wanne~~o Groundwater Area. 

COOPERATIVE LAND Mfu~AGEMENT 

The Water Authority will liaise ·•1~:1 ~;,e Department of Conservation and Land 
Management so that plans for thinni:1g. control burning and .. future management 
of pine plantations recognise :~e effect of plantation management on the 
groundwater resource. 

The Water 
plans for 
protection of 

Authority will proviC.e a.c~r::..ce during preparation of management 
conservation areas a.~C recreational activities to ensure 
water quality. 

Tbe Water Authority will continue :o liaise with the State Planning 
Commission to ensure that appropr:a~e consideration is given to water 
resource manag~ment when land planni~g issues are being considered. 

The Water Authority will continue ~o ilaise with the Departments of 
Conservation and Environment, and Co~se~Jation and Land Management to assist 
them in developing guidelines for water level changes which take into 
account the need for environmental co~ser1ation. 

The Water Authority will continue :o liaise with the Mines Department and 
t~e Department of Conservation and :::-.~.-:.ror.ment to ensure that consideration 
is given to water resource management when mining applications are 
evaluated. 
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LIST OF COMMITMENTS BY THE WATER AUTHORITY 
IN THE ERMP ( contc' 

x.: 
4a:e~ Author~:y will 
=~• ?roposec Yeal 

take account of 
Nat'J.re Reserve 

~~J~nc~ate: management in :he area, 
:c:-:se::.-.Nation and Land :1anagernent. 

ex::er:.sion 
management in the area 
·,.,hen planning fut'..!re 
with :~e Depart~ent of 

::Ce ·.:a.=er Authority will prepare a demand management strategy. 

~·~c:-.i~c-::.ng of water levels •,r;ill be used :o assess t~e er.:ectiveness of 
~a~age~ent strategies which will be reviewed as' appropriate. 

::-:e ?!"::>g;:-arnme of groundwate:- investigations a:::c Yegetation moni::oring '.-Ji::.:. 
::.:-.::::::.:e. :arming the basis for the ;nonitoring to oe undertaken i~ 

cc~nec:ion with existing and :uture developments on the Gnangara Mound area 
ge:--.era::.:.y and the ?inj ar Scheme in particular. 

?~J?OS~J ~A!ER MONITORING 

?.eg,...:.la:::- monitoring of groundwater levels ·,.·-:, __ ~e carried out: ·..1ithin t::--.e 
?:.:-,ja:::- area. This will include obser,;ra~ion ';,ores at t.he si::e of proposed 
?:::-8duc::on wells :o monitor the local drawdow~ ef=ects and se:ect:ed lakes 
ar.c s·.·>2.lllps. These lakes will include Lake Ca::-aboocia, ~owergup, Neerabup '· 
?:~jar. Adams, Mariginiup, Jandabup and Loch ~cSess. Water level moni::ori~g 
f::.:)m o·:er 900 other existing stations ~will continue. The existing regiona:. 
g:::--::n..lnG: ... ·ac:er quality monitoring programme will continue. The quality of "..later 
?roduceG. by the Pinjar Scheme will be moni:.ored f:::-equently ::o ensure tha:: 
:~e Na:e:::- meets potable standards. 

::--,e ne-e.d :or specl::lc water ::nonitoring data :.n conjunction with vegetation 
anC fa~~a monitoring, will be evaluated in consultation with the Departments 
of Conserva:ion and 2.nvironrnent, and Conservat.:.on and Land Management. 

?~CPOS~J VEGETATION ~ONITORING 

The ~&~er Authority will prepare an appropriate vegetation monitoring 
?rogra~e ~~ consultation with the Departments of Conservation and Land 
~a~agement, and Conservation and Environment. 

?;::;. PL~..c'ITA:CION MONITORING 

The :.Jat.er Authority "Nill liaise with th,e Department of Conservation and Land 
~ar.agerr.e.nt regarding future monitoring of the basal area of pine plantations 
:n State Forest No 65. 
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LIST OF COMMITMENTS BY THE WATER AUTHORITY 
IN THE ERMP ( contd) 

?ROPOSED FA\J'NA M:ONEORlc;G 

A?P£~Dr:z D 

I'he existing ·wetland i::·.·er::ebrate monitoring programme ·will continue and be 
expanded to include Lake ~oollelal and Loch ~cNess. The Water Authori~y Nill 
continue to support :his ?rogramme. 

The Water Authority ~::1 consult the Departments of Conservation and 
2:1vironment, and Conser.:-ation and Land Management on the need for essential 
monitoring of other anima:s. 

PROPOSED. SOCIAL M:ONI70RIXG 

The Water Authori :.y ·,.;il::.. continue to liaise ·..:i th and provide support :.o <::he 
7.Jestern Australian 7.-late.:::- ?...esources Council's Groundwater !1anagement ?::-o~,e.ct 

s:.:1dy t.eam. 

The Water Author:cy ·..;: __ . continue to ::.ake into account the advice of t:~e 

Groundwater Advisor:..r :ommit::ees as an important contribution :o :he 
management of the :-esou=ce. 

R£?0RTING AND ASSESSME~n: 

The results of tbe ~a=agement and moni:oring programmes will be repor::ed 
regularly for- revie•,.; :y.- the Environmental Protection Authority and the 
?I"ogramrnes modified ·..;he:-e appropriate. ;{.eporting on the exis:.ing Wanneroo 
ar.d ~irrabooka Schemes ¥ill continue in the established format with brief 
annual reports comple~ented by comprehensive triennial reviews :or 
submission to ::he E~vi::::-or..=:ental Protection Authority. 

?IN:AR DEVELOP~ENTS 

~he existing reporti~g 

extended to cover :he 
?ri~;ate groundwater usage 

:o the Environmental Protection Authority wi:l be 
?reposed Pinjar Scheme, together with a review of 
.:...:1 the area. 

A brief annual repor::: ·.till be submitted to the Environmental Protec::~on 
Authority. It ·,.;ill contai:-.: 

a review of operations and productions volumes; 

a summary of well, lake :evel and water quality monitoring; 

brief reviews of the V"egetation and fauna monitoring programmes; and 

an overview of any :cher developments which may be significant ~o ~~e 

operation of the sche~e. have potential environmental effects or may be 
of relevance to management of the groundwater resource. 

A comprehensive triennia: review of the Pinjar Scheme ~...rill also be 
submitted, covering similar topics to the annual reports but in more detail, 
·.vith the emphasis on ar:.v important Changes in the resource and the 
implications for any alt·e::::-ations required to future management. Management 
strategies will be revie'Ned.". and modified as appropriate. 
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F"J'I~RE JEVELOP~1ENTS 

AP?ENDIX D 

The ·..later Au~:hority ·..;:l3. ?!"Vvide appro?:-:.are envirop.mental doc: .. : ... '11ent:ation eo 
enable ::he Sr:.virorunenta3. ?rotectior:. At.:.::~ori:~; to a~sess future groundwater 
developments or. the Gnangara Mound. 


